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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTENTION: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Director, Spent Fuel Project Office
Office of Nuclear Maternal Safety and Safeguards
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTENTION: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555-0001

BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT, UNIT NOS. 1 AND 2
DOCKET NOS. 50-325 AND 50-324 / LICENSE NOS. DPR-71 AND DPR-62

CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT 3 NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT
DOCKET NO. 50-302 / LICENSE NO. DPR-72

SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, UNIT NO. 1
DOCKET NO. 50-400 / LICENSE NO. NPF-63

H. B. ROBINSON STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT, UNIT NO. 2
DOCKET NO. 50-261 / LICENSE NO. DPR-23

H. B. ROBINSON STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT, UNIT NO. 2
INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE FACILTY
DOCKET NO. 72-3 / LICENSE NO. SNM-2502

SUBMITTAL OF LICENSEE ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.71(b) and 10 CFR 72.80(b), Carolina Power & Light Company, now doing

business as Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. (PEC), and Florida Power Corporation, now doing

business as Progress Energy Florida, Inc. (PEF) submit the enclosed Annual Report, including
certified financial statements.

This document contains no new regulatory commitment.

If you have additional questions, please call me at (919) 546-6901.

Sincerely,

Chris Burton
Manager - Performance
Evaluation & Regulatory Affirs
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DMF
Enclosure

C: W. D. Travers, Regional Administrator - Region II
USNRC Resident Inspector - BSEP, Unit Nos. 1 and 2
USNRC Resident Inspector - CR3
USNRC Resident Inspector - SHNPP, Unit No. 1
USNRC Resident Inspector - HBRSEP, Unit No. 2
B. L. Mozafari, NRR Project Manager - BSEP, Unit Nos. 1 and 2; CR3
C. P. Patel, NRR Project Manager - SHNPP, Unit No. 1; HBRSEP, Unit No. 2
J. A. Sanford - North Carolina Utilities Commission
R. Vance - North Carolina Utilities Commission
S. Watson - North Carolina Utilities Commission
B. 0. Hall - North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources
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Dear Shareholders:

We are executing our long-term strategy well at Progress Energy and are placing the company in a strong

position for continued success for our customers, shareholders and employees.

In 2005, we increased our dividend for the 18th consecutive year, exceeded our earnings target, streamlined

our management structure, implemented a voluntary enhanced retirement program, and resolved key regulatory

issues. At the same time, we added to our record of excellence in operations, service and customer satisfaction.

To strengthen our corporate balance sheet and focus on our core energy business, we sold Progress Rail

for $405 million early in 2005. Because of this and other actions, such as utility regulatory agreements on cost

recovery, Standard and Poor's revised its negative outlook on our credit rating to stable.

Building on Strengths

During 2006, we will continue to focus on improving our financial flexibility and credit quality. We are

planning to divest our coal mines and are evaluating other noncore assets as part of our debt-reduction

strategy. We remain committed to growing our core business earnings per share at 3 percent to 5 percent

a year, which will enable us to sustain dividend growth.

We have not been satisfied with our stock price the last couple of years, but Progress Energy has sound

fundamentals, growing utility service territories, a good strategy and a proven ability to deliver on its commit-

ments. We believe that in time the market will reflect our strong position and positive momentum.

Early in 2006, we received a very favorable ruling from the IRS that concluded the long-unresolved audits

of our Earthco synthetic fuel plants. This positive development removed a major uncertainty from the company.

Business Units on the Right Path

Our two electric utilities achieved very good results in 2005, including continued growth and record reliability.

Progress Energy Carolinas, which serves areas of North Carolina and South Carolina, added 30,000 new retail

customers during the year and increased wholesale sales. Progress Energy Florida added 43,000 retail customers

while increasing wholesale sales. It also achieved a rate settlement that provides base rate stability through

mid-2010, and received a ruling that permits recovery of 2004 hurricane costs.

(Letter continued inside)
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Sustainable communities
. '2drive the future.-

In 2005 we were named .'-
... ito the Dow Jones

Sustainability Index'as'an
industry leader for our
businessapproch to,
economic, environmental'
and social issues_.>---,

Progress Energy's success is linked with that'ofou'r'communities'. We cons
investments i t6 be aie *i , r

s in the communityto an important'part of our mission. -

.We re fortunate to be located in a thriving region of the country,' but locati

''alnew cannnt ensuir lno!-term girowth. Thatq why the conmnnnv ntfpivl nrtnp

filir
I

�W.

: tomorrow

.We donat

'.'UWII[ .U11II
-. 1- .- .-- f :4. .,

b ''rin moif_
'; ., -A;, r + , ,

educ'

. 1t.th. r.
- build a better future for '-o

students from kindergarten-
through college

.,,' ;Creating a stronger-,-.
economic future.

; Our economic development

partnerships and initiatives
-'.._'-play an important role in-.

bringing jobs and opportu
nities to our communities.
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SAFE HARBOR FOR FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

Certain matters discussed throughout this Annual Report
that are not historical facts are forward looking and,
accordingly, involve estimates, projections, goals,
forecasts, assumptions, risks and uncertainties that
could cause actual results or outcomes to differ
materially from those expressed in the forward-looking
statements.

In addition, examples of forward-looking statements
discussed in this Annual Report include, but are not
limited to, "Management's Discussion and Analysis"
including, but not limited to, statements under the
following headings: a) "Results of Operations" about
trends and uncertainties; b) "Liquidity and Capital
Resources" about operating' cash7rflows, estimated
capital requirements through the year 2008 and future
financing plans; c) "Strategy" about our future strategy
and goals; and d) "Other Matters" about our synthetic
fuel facilities, the effects of new environmental
regulations and the effect of electric utility industry
restructuring.

Any forward-looking statement is based on information
current as of the date of this report and speaks only as
of the date on which such statement is made, and we
undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking
statement or statements to reflect events or
circumstances after the date on which such statement
is made.

Examples of factors that you should consider with
respect to any forward-looking - statements made
throughout this document include, but are not limited to,
the following: the impact of fluid and complex laws and
regulations, including those relating to the environment
and the recently enacted Energy Policy Act of 2005; the
financial resources needed to complywith environmental
laws; deregulation or restructuring in the electric
industry that may result in increased competition and
unrecovered or stranded costs; weather conditions that
directly influence the demand for electricity; the ability to
recover through the regulatory process costs associated
with future significant weather events; recurring
seasonal fluctuations in demand for electricity;
fluctuations in the price of energy commodities and
purchased power; economic fluctuations and the
corresponding impact on our commercial and industrial
customers; the ability of our subsidiaries to pay upstream
dividends or distributions to the Parent; the impact on our
facilities and businesses from a terrorist attack; the
inherent risks associated'with the 6peraatin'of "nuclear
facilities, including environmental, health, regulatory and

financial risks; the anticipated future need for additional
baseload generation in our regulated service territories
and the accompanying regulatory and financial risks; the
ability to successfully access capital markets on
favorable terms; our ability to maintain our current credit
ratings and the impact on our financial condition and
ability to meet our cash and other financial obligations in
the event our credit ratings are downgraded below
investment grade; the impact that increases in leverage
may have on us; the impact of derivative contracts used
in the normal course of business; the investment
performance of our pension and benefit plans; our ability
to control costs, including pension and benefit expense,
and achieve our cost-management'targets for 2007; the
availability and use of 'Internal Revenue Code Section
29/45K (Section 29/45K) tax credits by synthetic fuel
producers and our continued abilityto use Section 29/45K
tax credits related to our coal-based solid synthetic fuel
businesses; the impact that future crude oil prices' may
have on the value of our Section 29/45K tax credits; our
ability to manage the risks involved with the operation of
nonregulated plants, including 'dependence on third
parties and related counter-party risks, and a lack of
operating history of such plants; the ability to manage the
risks' associated with our energy marketing operations,
including potential impairment charges caused by
adverse changes in market or business conditions; the
outcome of any ongoing or future litigation or similar
disputes and the impact of any such outcome or related
settlements; and unanticipated changes in operating
expenses and capital expenditures. Many of these risks
similarly impact our subsidiaries.

These and other risk factors are detailed from time to
time in our filings with the United States Securities' and
Exchange Commission (SEC). All such factors are difficult
to predict, contain uncertainties that may materially
affect actual results and'mary be beyond our control. New
factors emerge from time to time, and it is not possible for
managementto predict all such factors, nor can it assess
the effect of each such factor on Progress Energy.
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MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

The following Management's Discussion and Analysis
contains forward-looking statements that involve
estimates, projections, goals, forecasts, assumptions,
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results or
outcomes to differ materially from those expressed in the
forward-looking statements. Please review the 'Safe
Harbor for Forward-Looking Statements" for a discussion
of the factors that may impact any such forward-looking
statements made herein. As used in this report, Progress
Energy [which includes Progress Energy, Inc. holding
company (the Parent) and its regulated and nonregulated
subsidiaries on a consolidated basis] is at times referred
to as 'we,' 'our" or 'us." Additionally, we may
collectively refer to our electric utility subsidiaries,
Progress Energy Carolinas and Progress Energy Florida,
as the 'Utilities." Management's Discussion and Analysis
should be read in conjunction with the Consolidated
Financial Statements.

INTRODUCTION
Our reportable business segments and their primary
operations include:
* Progress Energy Carolinas (PEC) - primarily 6ngaged

in the generation, transmission, distribution and sale'of
electricity in portions of North Carolina and South
Carolina;

* Progress Energy Florida (PEF) - primarily engaged in
the' generation, transmission, distribution and sale of
electricity in a portion of Florida;

* Progress Ventures - engaged in the Competitive
Commercial Operations (CCO) business that includes
nonregulated electric generation .operations and
energy marketing activities primarily in Georgia, North
Carolina and Florida, as well as in natural, gas
production (Gas) in Texas and Louisiana; and

* Coal and Synthetic Fuels - primarily,engaged in coal
terminal services, fuel transportation and delivery, the
production and sale of coal-based solid synthetic fuels

*.and the operation of synthetic fuel facilities for third
parties in Kentucky and West Virginia.-; ;-<

The'Corp6rate and 'Other segment includes'businesses
that do not meet the'requirements for separate-segment
reporting disclosure' These businesses are engaged
in other noniregulated busineis "areas, including
telecommunications,' primarily indthe' eastern' United
States, energy services operations, holding company
operations and Progress Energy Service Company, LLC
(PESC) operations.

In 2005, our presentation of reportable segments changed
due to changes in the operations of certain businesses

and the reclassification of our coal mining business as
discontinued operations. These changes are consistent
with the manner in which management currently reviews
these operations. A summary of changes to our segment
presentation is as follows: 1) report PEC's immaterial
nonregulated subsidiaries thatwere previously included in
the Corporate and Other category in the PEC segment;
2) report CCO and Gas operations together in the Progress
Ventures segment; and 3) report the Synthetic Fuels
operations together with the coal terminals businesses in
the Coal and Synthetic Fuels segment. The Gas operations,
coal terminals and synthetic fuels operations were
previously reported in the Fuels segment. In addition, prior
to its divestiture in 2005, Rail Services was reported as a
separate segment For comparative purposes, 2004 and
2003 segment information has been restated to align with
the 2005 reporting structure.

Strategy
We are an integrated energy company, with our primary
focus on the end-use and wholesale electricity markets.
We'operate in retail utility'markets'in the southeastern
United States and ,in' competitive electricity, gas and
other fuels markets in the eastern United States.'We are
focused on the foiloing key priorities: excelling in the
daily fundamentals of our business, strengthening our
financial flexibility and growth,"preparing for future
baseload capacity in our regulated service territories and
improving the return on Progress Ventures. A summary of
the significant financial objectives or issues impacting
us, the Utilities and our nonregulated operations is
addressed more fully in the following discussion.

We have several key financial 'objectives, the first of
which is to achieve sustainable'earnings growth in our
three core energy businesses, which include PEC, PEF
and Progress Ventures'(CCO and'Ga's). In-addition, we
seek to continue"our track record of dividend growth, as
wie'have increasd our dividend for 18 consecutive years,
arid 30 of the last31. We also'seekto continue our efforts
to enhance balance sheet 'strength'and flexibility by
reducing holding' company' debt through selected asset
sales', operating cash flow, cash flow benefit from deferred
synthetic fuei tax`credits' and limited equity issuances
under our In'vestor Plus and emrployee benefit plans.

in the shortterm, 'our ability to achieve these objectives will
be impacted by, among other things, cash flow available to
reduce debt after funding capital expenditures and
common dividends, commodity price risk, and increased
environmental spending requirements. Our long-term
challenges include escalating nonfuel and fuel operating
costs, the need for sufficient earnings growth to sustain

I
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our track record of dividend growth, the potential for future
regulation to address global climate change, the need for
future- baseload capacity, in our regulated service
territories and the scheduled expiration -of Internal
Revenue Code (the Code) Section 29/45K (Section 29/45K)
tax credit program for our synthetic fuels business at the
end of 2007.

Our ability to meet these financial objectives is largely
dependent on the earnings and cash flows of the Utilities.
The Utilities contributed S748 million of our segment profit
and generated approximately 100' percent of our
consolidated cash flow from operations in 2005. In
addition, our Progress.Ventures and Coal and Synthetic
Fuels operations contributed $190 million of segment
profit, of which $155 million represented synthetic fuel
earnings. Partially offsetting the net income contribution
provided by these businesses was a loss of $211 million
recorded at Corporate and Other, primarily related to
interest expense on holding company debt

While our synthetic fuel operations currently provide
significant net earnings that are scheduled to expire at
the end of 2007 and 'are subject to various risks as
described under the "Synthetic Fuel Tax Credits" section
of OTHERMATTERS below, ti6 associated cash flow
benefits from synthetic fuels are expected to cdnne in the
future when deferred tax credits are ultimately utilized.
The Code's Section 29 (Section 29) credits that have been
generated thiough Decrnbemr31, 2005, but nrtyet utilized
are currently carried forward indefiniitely as alternative
minimum tax credits and will provide 'positive cash flow
when utilized. At December 31, 2005, the amount of these
deferred tax credits was $922 million. See Note 23D for
additional information on our synthetic fuel operations.

Our total debt to total capitalization ratio from the
Consolidated Balance Sheet is 57.7 percent at the end of
2005, which represents a slight increase over 2004,
primarily due to the under-recovery of fuel costs at the
Utilities during 2005 driven by rising commodity costs. We
seek to improve this ratio through a reduction in total
debt with pr6ceeds-from';asset sales, recovery of storm
costs incurred in Fiorida during 2004,'fuel cost recovery,
operating cash flowv and growth in equity from retained
earnings and limited ongoing equity issuances. We
expect total capital expenditures to be approximately
$1.8 billion in 2006' and $1.7 billion in 2007, primarily
related to the Utilities' operations.

The Parent's ratings'outlook was changed to "stable"
from "negative" in November 2005 by Standard & Poor's
(S&P).' S&P cited the resolution' of several regulatory
issues in Florida and the expectation of increased

likelihood that our financial performance will improve over
the next two years in its ratings action. Moody's Investors
Service, Inc. (Moody's) has had a,.negative" outlook for
the Parent since October 2004 and Fitch Rating's outlook
for the Parent has been "stable" since February 2003. See
"Credit Rating Matters" and "Guarantees" Section under
FUTURE LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES below for
more information regarding the potential impact on our
financial condition and results of operations resulting from
a ratings downgrade.

REGULATED UTILITIES

The Utilities' earnings and 'operating cash flows' are
heavily influenced by w~eather, the economy, demand for
electricity related to customer growth, actions of
regulatory'agencies, cost' controls, the timing of recovery
of fuel costs, and storm damage.

The Utilities operate in the Southeast, one of the fastest
growing regions of the country, and had a net increase of
approximately 60,000'customers over the past year. The
Utilities' customers set several peak demand records
during the. summer of 2005. In recent. years, lower
industrial sales mainly related to weakness in the textile
sector at PEC have reduced the, rate of revenue growth.
We do not expect any significant improvement or further
degradation in industrial sales, in the near term. These
combined factors under norm'al Wvteather conditions are
expected to contribute approxim ately 2percent annual
retail kilowatt-hour (kWh) sales growth at PEC' and
approximately 2.5 percerit to 3 percent annual retail kWh
sales growth at PEF through' at least 2008. The Utilities
must continue'to invest significant capital' in additional
energy ' conseivation and ' efficiency ' programs,
development and 'deploymenit -of 'new energy
technologies, 'and ne'w-generation, transmission and
distribution facilities to support this load'growth. Subject
to regulatory' approval, these' investments are expected
to increase the Utilities' rate base; upon'which' additional
return can' be realized that'creates the basis for long-
term earnings growth in the' Utilities.'-We' will' meet this
load growth through the previously planned
approximately. 500, MW. combined cycle. unit at PEFs
Hines Energy, Complex in 2007p and an. approximately
150. MW dual-fuel combustion, turbine; plant at PEC. in
2008. The Utilities also. seek to grow, their regulated
wholesale business through targeted contract renewals
and origination opportunities. ,,

Meeting the anticipated growth within the Utilities'
service territories will require a balanced solution. We
are advocatingenergy conservation and efficiency and
pursuing new, energy, technologies to help meet the
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expected growth in demand. We estimate that we will
require new baseload generation facilities in both Florida
and the Carolinas by the middle of the next decade and
are evaluating all of the best available options for this
generation, including advanced design nuclear and clean
coal technologies. The considerations thatwill factor into
this decision include construction costs, fuel diversity,
transmission and site availability, environmental
compliance, and our ability to obtain financing. See
"Nuclear' Section under OTHER MATTERS for additional
information.

The EPA issued two significant air quality regulations in
March 2005 that affect our fossil fuel-fired generating
facilities, the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) and Clean
Air Mercury Rule (CAMR). Including estimated costs for
CAIR and CAMR, we currently estimate total future
capital expenditures for the Utilities to comply with
current environmental laws and regulations addressing
air and water quality, a portion of which are eligible for
regulatory recovery, to be in excess of $1.0 billion each at
PEC and PEF, respectively, through 2018, which is the
latest emission reduction deadline.

The Utilities are allowed to recover prudently incurred
fuel costs through the fuel portion of our rates, which are
adjusted annually in each state. We are focused on
mitigating the impact of rising fuel prices since the under-
recovery of fuel costs impacts our cash flows, interest
and leverage, and rising fuel costs and higher rates also
impact customer satisfaction. Our efforts to mitigate
these high fuel costs include our diverse generation mix,
staggered fuel contracts and hedging, and supplier and
transportation diversity. ;

While the Utilities expect retail sales growth in the future,
they are facing rising costs. We implemented a' cost-
management initiative in 2005, whichliwe expect to
permanently reduce by $75 milliodn to $100 million the
projected growth in our' nrnualrnonfu'el operation and
maintenance (O&M) costs bythe end of 2007. See "Cost-
Management Initiative' under RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
for more information. The Utilities expect total capital
expenditures for maintenance and growth requirements
to be approximately $1.6 billion in 2006 and $1.5 billion in
2007. Operating cash flows from the Utilities are expected
to be sufficient to fund'itheir 'maintenanc'e'capital
spending and dividends to the Parent in 2006 and 2007.

The Utilities successfully resolved major state regulatory
issues in 2005, including an agreement on base rates in
Florida, storm cost recovery in Florida and fuel recovery
filings in South Carolina, North Carolina and Florida. The
Utilities continue to monitor progress toward a more

competitive environment. No retail electric restructuring
legislation has been introduced in the jurisdictions in
which PEC and PEF operate. As part of the Clean
Smokestacks Act in North Carolina (Clean Smokestacks
Act), PEC is operating under a base rate freeze in North
Carolina through 2007. The PEF base rate settlement
extends through 2009. See Note 7 for further discussion
of the Utilities' retail rates.

NONREGULATED BUSINESSES

Our primary nonregulated businesses are Progress
Ventures and Coal and Synthetic Fuels.

Cash''flows and earnings of Progress Ventures are
impacted largely by the ability to obtain additional term
contracts or sell energy on the spot market at favorable
terms, the cost of fuel and purchased power, and the
volumes and prices of natural gas sales. Earnings of Coal
and Synthetic Fuels are impacted largely bythe volume of
synthetic fuel produced and tax credits generated, and
volumes and prices of coal terminal sales.

We expect an excess of peaking and mid-market
generation supply in the Georgia wholesale electric
energy market in which we compete for the next several
years. During 2005, CCO began serving additional full-
requirements wholesale power contracts at fixed prices
with cooperatives in Georgia and currently serves
approximately one-third of the Georgia cooperative
market. CCO experienced a decrease in margins in 2005
due to expiration of above-market tolling agreements at
the end of 2004 and higher fuel and purchased power
costs in 2005. Continued volatility in both the commodity
prices used to serve the customer load and the
cooperative energy demand could further decrease the
margins on these contracts and negatively impact our
future results of operations. CCO has contracts for its
planned production capacity, which include's callable
resources from the cooperatives, of approximately
86 percentfor'2006, 81 percentfor 2007 and 84 percentfor
2008. CCO will continue to seek opportunities to optimize
our nonregulated generation portfolio.

We plan to continue to develop our natural gas production
asset base as a long-term economic hedge for our
nonregulated generation fuel needs; During 2006, CCO
^nd Gas have etered' into an 'intercompany hedge to
formalize this economic relationship:'While high fuel
prices increase both peak and off-peak power prices and
have a negative impact on ourfull-requirements contracts
with the Georgia cooperatives, our natural gas production
business benefits from these higher gas~ prices. We
seek to continue our strategy of investing and growing
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our proven natural gas reserves to optimize the value of
this business.

We have committed to a plan of disposal of. our coal
mining business and have classified these operations as
discontinued operations'in the accompanying financial
statements. As of December 31, 2005, the carrying value
of long-lived assets of the coal mining business was
$73 million.

Through our subsidiaries, we are a majority owner in five
entities and a minority owner in one entity, that own
facilities that produce coal-based soilid synthetic fuel as
defined under the Internal Revenue Code. The production
and sale of the synthetic fuel from these fa'ciki6'qualify
for tax credits under, Sectio'nr 29/45K'if certain
requirements are satisfied, including a re'quirement that
the, synthetic fuel differs significantly in chemical
composition from the coal used to produce such
synthetic fueland that the fuel was produ'ced from" a
facilitythatwas placed in service before July 1,1998.The
tax credits associated with' future synthetic fuel
production may be phased out if market prices for crude
oil exceed certain prices. See additional discussion of
synthetic fuel tax credits in Note 23D.

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
In this section, earnings and the factors affecting
earnings are discussed. The discussion begins with a
summarized overview, of our. consolidated earnings,
which is followed by a more detailed discussion and
analysis by business segment.

Overview
For 2005 as compared to 2004 and 2004 as compared to 2003

For the year ended December 31, 2005, our net income
was $697 million or, $2.82 per, share compared to
$759 million or$3.13 per share forthe same period in 2004.
The decrease in net income as compared to prior year
was due primarily to:,;
* Postretirement and severance charges related to the

cost-management initiative.
* Discontinued' opeirtions and' loss on 'disposal of

Progress Rail Services Corporation (Progress Rail).-
* The change in accounting estimates for certain capital

costs in our distribiution operations (Energy Delivery).
* Decreased nonregulated generation earnings.

Gain on the disposition of certain, Winchester
Production Company, Ltd. (Winchester Production)
'assets in 2004.

* The write-off of unrecoverable storm costs at PEE

Partially offsetting these items were:
* Increased synthetic fuel earnings.
* Customer growth at the Utilities.
* Favorable weather at the Utilities.
* Increased wholesale sales at the Utilities.'
* Gain recorded on the sale of distribution assets at PEF.

For the year' ended December 31, 2004, our. net income
was $759'million or'$3.13 per share compared to
$782 million or$3.30 per share for the same period in 2003.
The decrease in, net income as compared to prior year
was due' primarily to:
* Reduction in synthetic fuel earnings due to lower

synthetic fuel sales as-a result of hurricanes during 2004.
* Decreased -excess generation wholesale sales,

primarily at PEC.,:
* Increased O&M expenses at PEC.,-
* Recording of litigation settlement reached in the civil

suit by' Strategic Resource'Solutions (SRS).
* Decreased noniregulated generation earnings.
* Reduction in revenues due to customer outages at PEF

associated with the hurricanes.,.
* Increased interest;charges due to the reversal of

interest expense for resolved tax matters in 2003.

Partially offsetting these items were:
* Favorable weather in the Carolinas.
* Reduction in revenue sharing provisions at PEE
* Favorable customergrowth at the Utilities.
* Increased margins as a result of the allowed return on

the Hines Unit 2 at PEE
* Increased earnings for. natural gas operations, which

,include the gaih'recorded on the disposition of certain
Winchester Prodtuction a'ssets.,

* Increased earnings recorded for discontinued
operations.,,

* Unrealized -gains recorded- on contingent value
obligations (CVOs).. '

* Reduction in impairments recorded for an' investment
portfolio and long-lived 'assets.
Reduction in losses recorded for changes in
accounting principles.

Basic earnings per share decreased in both 2005 and
2004 due in part to the factors outlined. above. Dilution
related to, issuances, under our., Investor Plus-and
employee benefit programs in 2005 also reduced basic
earnings per share by $0.05 in 2005. Dilution related to
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issuances under our Investor Plus and employee benefit
programs in 2004 also reduced basic earnings per share
by $0.06 in 2004 as compared to 2003.

Our segments contributed the following profit or loss
from continuing operations:

(in millions) 2005 Change 2004 Change 2003

PEC $490 $32 $458 $(44) $502

PEF 258 (75) 333 38 295

Progress Ventures 21 160) 81 27' 54

Coal and synthetic fuels 169 81 88 (102) 190

Total segment profit
(loss) 938 (22) 960 (81) 1,041

Corporate and other (211) 20 (231) ,11) (230)

Total income from
continuing operations 727 (2) 729 (82) 811

Discontinued operations,
netoftax (31) (61) 30 35 (5)

Cumulative effect of
changes in accounting
principles 1 1 - 24 (24)

Net income $697 $162) $759 $123)' $782

Cost-Management Initiative

On 'February 28, 2005, we approved a workforce
restructuring that resulted in a reduction of
approximately 450 positions. The cost-management
initiative is designed to permanently reduce by$75 milli6n
to $100 million our projected growth in annual O&M
expenses by the end of 2007. Although we still expect
nonfuel O&M expenses to grow, the cost-management
initiative will lower that rate of growth and we remain on

track to meet the annual target of $75 million to

$100 million by the end of 2007. In' 'addition -to the
workforce restructuring, the cost-management inritiativ~e

included a voluntary enhanced retirement'prog'am.;In
connection with this initiative, we incuried approximately

$164 million of pre-tax charges for'sev'erance and

postretirement benefits during the year-'ended Dece m ber

31, 2005. We do not expect to incur any similar charges

during'2006. The'severance and postretiremenftcharges
are primarily included in O&M-expense on 'the
Consolidated Statements of Incom e arid will be paid over

time. See Note 17 for additional information on the cost-

management initiative.

Progress Energy Carolinas -

PEC contributed segment profits of $490 million,

$458 million and $502 million in 2005, 2004 and 2003,

respectively. The increase in profits for 2005 as compared

to 2004 is primarily due to increased revenue from

customer growth, the favorable impact of weather,

increased wholesale margins primarily due to '"'an
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increase in excess generation revenues and lower
depreciation and amortization expense. These were
partially offset by-higher O&M charges primarily due to
postretirement and severance charges related to the
cost-management initiative and an increase in expenses
charged to other, net.

The decrease in profits for 2004 as compared to 2003 was
primarily due to higher O&M charges and lower
wholesale revenues partially offset by the favorable
impact of weather,' increased revenues from customer
growth and a reduction in investment losses and
impairment charges compared to the prior year.

REVENUES

PEC's electric revenues and the percentage change by
year and by customer class were as follows:

(in millions)
Customer Class 2005 % Change 2004 % Change 2003

Residential $1,422 7.4 '$1,324 5.2 $1,259

Commercial 940 5.9 888 4.5 850

Industrial 684 3.8 659 3.6 636

Governmental 87 6.1 82 3.8 79

Total retail
revenues 3,133 6.1 2,953 4.6 2,824

Wholesale 759 32.0 575 (16.3) 687

Unbilled 4 - 10 - (6)

Miscellaneous 94 4.4 90 7.1 84

Total electric
revenues 3.990 10.0 3,628 1.1 3,589

Less:
Pass-through
, fuel revenues (1,186) - (929) - (894)

Revenues
excluding fuel $2,804 3.9 $2,699 - $2,695

PEC's electric energy sales'and the percentage change
byyear and by' customer class were as follows:

(in thousands of MWh)

Customer class ' 2005 % Change ' 2004 % Change 2003

'Residential 16,664 4.1 16,003 4.7 15,283

Commercial 13,313 2.3 13,019 3.7 12,557

Industrial 12,716 (2.5) 13,036 2.3 12,749

Governmental ' 1,410 (1.5) 1,431 1.6 1,408

Total retail
energy sales' 44.103 1.4 43,489 3.6 41,997

Wholesale 15,673 18.5 13,222 (14.8) 15,518

Unbilled (235) - 91 - (44)

Total MWh sales 59,541 4.8 56,802 (1.2) 57,471

PEC's revenues, less recoverable fuel costs of
$1.186 billion 'and $929 million for 2005 and 2004,

I
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respectively, increased $105 million. The increase in
revenues was due primarily to increased retail revenues
of $22 million as a result of favorable weather, with
cooling degree days 6 percent above prior year. Retail
customer growth contributed an additional $46 million in
revenues in 2005. PEC's retail customer base increased
as approximately 30,000 net new customers were added
in 2005. Wholesale revenues, excluding fuel revenues,
increased $37 million when compared to $311 million in
2004. The increase in-PEC's wholesale revenues in 2005
from 2004 is primarily the result of increased excess
generation sales., Revenues for 2005 included strong
sales to the mid-Atlantic United States as a result of
favorable market conditions. In addition, higher
contracted capacity compared to 2004 further increased
wholesale revenues.

PEC's revenues, less recoverable fuel costs of $929 million
and $894 million for 2004 and 2003, respectively, increased
$4 million. The increase in revenues was due primarily to
increased retail revenues of $35 million as a result of
favorable weather, with cooling degree days 16 percent
above prior year. Retail customer growth contributed an
additional $55 million in revenues in 2004. PEC's retail
customer base increased as approximately 26,000 net
new customers were added in 2004. The increase in retail
revenues- was offset partially by lower wholesale
revenues. Wholesale revenues, excluding recoverable
fuel revenues, decreased $82 million when compared to
$393 million in 2003. The decrease in PEC's wholesale
revenues in 2004 from 2003 is primarily the result of
reduced excess generation sales. Revenues for 2003
included strong sales to the northeastern United States as
a result of favorable market conditions. In addition, lower
contracted capacity compared to 2003 further reduced
wholesale revenues. The remaining reduction in
wholesale revenues was attributable to an inelastic
power market While the cost of fuel conti'nued to rise, the
powermarket prices did notrespond as quicklytothe fuel
increases. The differential between fuel cost and market
price limited opportunities to enter the market Also,
during 2003 and 2004, several contracts expired or were
renegotiated at lower prices.

Fuel-adjusted industrial. revenues' decreased in 2005
when compared to 2004'prima'rily due to the reduction in
textile manufacturing in the Carolinas and lower demand
for both pulp and paper products. Fuel-adjusted industrial
revenues increased in 2004 when compared to 2003 due
to a general industrial slowdown in 2003. Decreases in the
textile industry and the chemical industry were among the
most significant. This declining trend leveled out in 2004
as industrial sales increased in the primary and fabricated
metal, chemicals, lumber and food industries.

EXPENSES

Fuel and Purchased Power

Fuel and purchased power costs represent the costs of
generation, which include fuel purchases for generation,
as well as energy purchased in the market to meet
customer load. Fuel and purchased power expenses are
recovered primarily through cost recovery clauses, and,
as such, changes in these'expenses do not have a
material impact on earnings. The difference between fuel
and purchased power costs incurred and associated fuel
revenues that are subject to. recovery is deferred for
future collection or refund to customers.

Fuel and purchased 'power expenses were $1.390 billion
for 2005, which represents a $253 million increase
compared to the same period in the prior year. Fuel
used in electric generation increased $200 million to
$1.036 billion compared to the prior year. This increase is
due to a $308 million increase in fuel used in generation
due to higher fuel costs, a change in generation mix and
increased volume. Higher fuel costs are being driven
primarily by an increase in coal and natural gas prices.
Outages at several facilities during the year resulted in
increased combustion turbine generation, which has a
higher average fuel cost. The increase in fuel "used in
generation is offset by a reduction in deferred fuel
expense as a result of the under-recovery of current
period fuel costs. Purchased power expenses increased
$53 million to $354' million compared to prior year. The
increase in purchased power is due primarily to a change
in volume partially offset byea decrease in price.

Fuel and purchased power expenses were $1.137 billion for
2004, which represents a $16 million increase compared to
the same period in 2003. Fuel used in electric generation
increased $11 million to $836 million compared to the same
period in 2003. This increase was due to a $78 million
increase in fuel used in generation due to higher fuel costs
and a change' in generation mix. Higher fuel costs were
driven primarily by an increase in coal prices. Outages at
several facilities during the year resulted in increased
combustion turbine generation, which, has a higher
average fuel cost. The increase in fuel used inrgeneration
is offset by a reduction in deferred fuel expense as a result
of the under-recovery of fuel costs during 2004. Purchased
power expenses increased-$5 million to $301-million
compared to prior year. The increase in' purchased power
is due primarily to an increase in price.

Operation and Maintenance

O&M expenses were $941 million for 2005, which
represents a $70 million increase compared to 2004. This
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increase is driven primarily by current year
postretirement and severance expenses related to the
cost-management initiative. Postretirement and
severance expenses related to the cost-management
initiative increased O&M expenses by $53 million during
2005. This increase included $55 million of current year
charges compared to prior year expenses, which
included $2 million related to a separate initiative. In
addition, O&M expenses increased $26 million related to
the change in accounting estimates for certain Energy
Delivery capital costs (See Note 7F), $25 million for higher
emission allowance expenses, $16 million related to
pension expenses and $6 million related to Hurricane
Ophelia storm restoration costs in 2005. These
unfavorable items were partially offset by decreased
plant outage costs of $12 million compared to 2004, which
included an additional nuclear plant outage, $8 million of
lower health and life benefit expenses and a $6 million
reduction of surplus inventory expense. In addition,
results for 2004 included $19 million of costs associated
with an ice storm that impacted the Carolinas service
territory in the first quarter of 2004 and Hurricanes
Charley and Ivan that impacted the Carolinas service
territory in the third quarter of 2004.

O&M expenses were $871 million for 2004, which
represented an $89 million increase compared to 2003.
This increase was driven primarily by higher outage
costs and storm costs in 2004 than in 2003. Outages
increased O&M costs by $29 million primarily due to an
increase in the number and scope of nuclear: plant
outages in 2004. In addition, costs associated with
restoration efforts after severe storms increased O&M
expense $19 million. Storm costs for 2004 included costs
related to an ice storm and Hurricanes Charley'and Ivan
in the North Carolina service territory. PEC also inciirred
storm costs in 2003; however, PEC requested and the
North Carolina Utilities Commission (NCUC) approved
deferral of these costs. PEC did not seek to defer costs
associated with any storms in its North'Carolina service
territory for 2004. O&M expenses also increased
$9 million due to higher salary- and benefit-related
expenditures. In addition, 0O&M charges in 2003 wevre
favorably impacted by $16 million' related to the
retroactive reallocation of PESC costs.

Depreciation and Amortization

Depreciation and amortization expense was $561 million
for 2005, which represents a $9 million decrease
compared to 2004. This decrease is attributable primarily
to the Clean Smokestacks Act amortization decrease of
$27 million to $147 million in 2005 compared to
amortization of $174 million in 2004. This was partially

offset by higher depreciation expense of $17 million for
assets placed in service.

Depreciation and amortization expense was $570 million
for 2004, which represents an $8 million increase
compared to 2003. This increase 'was attributable
primarily to the'impact of. the Clean Smokestacks
Act. Clean Smokestacks Act amortization increased
$100 million to $174 million in 2004 compared to
amortization of $74 million in 2003. Depreciation expense
also increased $9 million for assets placed 'in service.
These increases were partially offset by a reduction in
depreciation expense related to depreciation studies
filed during 2004. During 2004, PEC met the requirements
of both the NCUC and the Public Service Commission of
South Carolina (SCPSC) for the implementation of a
depreciation study that allowed the utility to reduce the
rates used to calculate depreciation expense. The annual
reduction in depreciation expense is approximately
$82 million compared to 2003. The reduction is due
primarily to extended lives at each of PEC's nuclear units.
The new rates became effective January 2004.

Taxes Other than on Income

Taxes other than on income were $178 million for 2005,
which represents a $5 million increase compared to the
prior year. This increase is due primarily to higher payroll
taxes of $5 million and an increase in gross receipts taxes
of $2 million related to an increase in revenues partially
offset by a 2004 adjustment related to the prior year.
These were partially offset by a $2 million reduction in
property taxes due to the settlement of a South Carolina
property tax issue in 2004.

Taxes other than on income were $173 million for 2004,
which represents'an $11 million increase compared to
2003. This increase is due primarily to an increase in
gross receipts taxes of $8 million related to an increase in
revenues and a 2004 adjustment related to the prior year.
The remaining varia'nce in other taxes is due to an
increase in property taxes of $7 niil!1o6 due to higher
property appraisals partially offset by a reduction in
payroll taxes of $4 million.

Impairment of Investments

Impairment of investments was -a loss of $1 million in
2005, zero in 2004 and a loss of $21 -million in 2003. The
loss in 2003 is due to impairments and an estimated loss
on sale related to the Affordable Housing portfolio held by
the nonutility subsidiaries of PEC (See Note 9).
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Other, Net

Other, net was $14 million, $1 million and $19 million of
expense for 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively. The
$13 million increase in expense for 2005'was primarily
due to a $16 million indemnification liability recorded for
estimated capital costs expected to be incurred in
excess of the maximum billable costs to the joint owner
associated with the Clean Smokestacks Act (See Note
22B) and $4 million related to an audit setitflenient w'ith the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). These
were partially offset by a $7 million write-off of nontrade
receivables in 2004.

Income Tax Expense

Income tax expense was $239 million, $239 million. and
$241 million in 2005, 2004: and 2003, respectively.
Fluctuations in income taxes are primarily due to
changes in pre-tax income.

Cumulative Effect of Changes in Accounting Principles

In 2003, PEC recorded cumulative effect of changes in
accounting principles due to the adoption of a new
accounting pronouncement. This adjustment totaled to a
$23 million after-tax loss due primarily to: the. new
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) guidance
related to the accounting for the purchase power
contract with Broad River LLC (See Note- 18A). This
amount is not included in PEC's segment profit for 2003.

Progress Energy Florida
PEF contributed segment' profits of $258 million,
$333 million and $295 million in 2005, 2004 and 2003,
respectively. The decrease in 2005 profits is primarily due
to higher O&M expenses'(as a result of postretirement
and severance costs, the change in accounting estimates
for ceriain Energy Delive'ry capital costs, the write-off of
unrecovered storrmi costs and costs associated with
outages) and lower average usage per retail customer
partially offset by the favorable impact of weather higher
wholesale sales, the gain on thbesale of thedistribution
system serving Winter"Park, Fla. (Winter Park), and
favorable retail customer growth.

Profits for 2004 increased due to favorable customer
growth, a reduction in the provision for revenue sharing,
favorable wholesale revenues, the additional return on
investmentan theiHines Unit 2 and reduced&O&M
expenses.- >These items were partially. offset by
unfavorable.weather, a reduction in revenues related to
the hurricanes, increased interest expense and increased
depreciation expense from assets placed in service.

REVENUES

PEF's electric revenues'and the percentage change by
year and by customer class were as follows:

(in millions)
Customer Class 2005 % Change 2004 % Change 2003
Residential $2,001 10.8 $1,806 6.8 $1,691
Commercial 948 11.1 853 15.3 740
Industrial 284 11.8 254 16.0 219
Governmental 242 14.7 211 16.6 181
Revenue sharing

refund (1) - 11) - (35)
Total retail

revenues 3,474 11.6 3,113 11.3 2,796
Wholesale 344 28.4 268 18.1 227
Unbilled (6). . - 7 - (2)
Miscellaneous 143 4.4. 137 4.6 131

Total electric
revenues 3,955 12.2 3,525 11.8 3,152

Less:
Fuel and other

pass-through
revenues (2,385) - (2,007) - 11,6921

Revenues
excluding fuel $1,570 3.4 $1,518.. . 4.0 $1,460

PEF's electric energy sales and the percentage change
by year and by customer class were as follows:

(in thousands of MWhM
Customer Class 2005 % Change 2004 % Change 2003
Residential 19,894 2.8 19,347 (0.4) 19,429
Commercial 11,945 1.8 11,734 1.6 11,553
Industrial 4,140 1.7 . 4,069 1.7 4,000
Governmental 3,198 : 5.1 3,044 2.4 2,974

Total retail
energy sales 39,177 2.6 38,194 0.6 37,956

Wholesale . 5,464 7.1 5,101 18.0 4,323
Unbilled . . (205) . - .358 - 233

Total MWh sales 44,436 . 1.8 43,653 2.7 42,512

PEFs revenues, excluding recoverable fuel and other
pass-through revenues of $2.385 billion and $2.007 billion
for 2005 arid 2004, 'respectively, increased $52 million. The
increase in revenues Is due in part to favorable current
year weather of $16 million with cooling degree days
11 percent higher than the priorye:ar. Retail 4istdmder
growth contribute 'man _additional $21"million as
approximately 30,000 'net new customers (on'average)
were added as of December 31, 2005, compared to the
prior year, and there was a'`signific`ant reduction in
hurricane-related customer: outages compared to 2004.
This growth in'retail revenues was offset by lower retail
revenues of $10 million in the Winter Park area due to the
sale of the related distribution' system in 2005 and an
$8 million decline' in average' use per customer.
Wholesale revenues net of fuel increased $18 million
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attributed 'to new contracts, including the service to
Winter Park resulting from the switching of the sales to
these customers from retail to wholesale. Revenues
were also favorably impacted by a reduction in the
provision for revenue sharing of $10 million and higher
miscellaneous revenues of $6 million.

PEF's revenues, excluding recoverable fuel and other
pass-through revenues of $2.007 billion and $1.692 billion
for 2004 and 2003, respectively, increased $58 million'.
This increase was due primarily to favorable customer
growth, which increased revenues $34 million. PEF had a
net average increase of 37,000 retail customers
compared to prior year. Revenues were also fav6rably
impacted by a $24 million reduction in the provision for
revenue sharing. Results for 2003 included an additional
refund of $18 million related to the 2002 revenue sharing
provision as ordered by the Florida Public Service
Commission (FPSC) in July 2003. In addition, improved
wholesale sales, net of fuel, increased revenues by
$11 million. These increases were partially offset by the
approximately $12 million reduction in revenues related
to customer outages for Hurricanes Charley, Frances and
Jeanne and the $10 million impact of milder weather in
the current year. Included in fuel revenues is the
recovery of depreciation and capital costs associated
with the Hines Unit 2, which was placed into service in
December 2003 and contributed $36 million in additional
revenues in 2004. The recovery of the Hines Unit 2 costs
through the fuel clause is in accordance with the 2002
rate stipulation (See Note 7C).

used in generation is offset by a reduction in deferred
fuel expense as a result of the under-recovery of current
period fuel costs. Purchased power increased primarily
due to higher prices of purchases in the current year as
a result of increased fuel costs.

Fuel and purchased power expenses were $1.742 billion
in 2004, which represents a $306 million increase
compared to 2003. This increase is due to increases in
fuel used in electric generation and purchased power
expenses of $305 million and $1 million, respectively.
Higher system requirements and increased fuel costs in
the current year account for $87 million of the increase in
fuel used in electric generation. The remaining increase
is due to the recovery of fuel expenses that were
deferred in the prior year, partially offset by the deferral
of current year under-recovered fuel expenses.

Operation and Maintenance

O&M expenses were $852 million 'in 2005, which
represents a $222 million increase when compared to the
prior year. Postretirement arid severance costs
associated with the cost'managenent initiative
increased O&M costs by $102'million during 2005. In
addition, PEFwrote off $17 million of unrecoverable storm
costs associated with the 2004 hurricanes (See Note 7C).
O&M expense also increased $37 million primarily
related to the change in accounting estimates for certain
Energy Delivery capital costs (See Note 7F) and
increased $26 million due to higherlenvironmental cost
recovery expenses (primarily emission allowances). The
environmental cost recovery expenses are pass-through
expenses and have no material impact on earnings. The
remaining increase in O&M expense is attributable to
$9 million of expenses related to outages in the currentyear,
an $8 million workers compensation benefit adjustment
recorded in 2005,; $6 million related to. regional
transmission organization (RTO): liability, and offsetting
expense associated with prior recoveries of revenues for
GridFlorida RTO startup costs that'were previously
deferred, and $5 million of additional bad debt expense.

O&M expenses were $630 -rmillion in 2004, which
represents a $10 million decrease when compared to the
prior year. This decrease is primarily related to favorable
benefit-related costs of $16 million, primarily due to lower
pension costs, which resulted from improved pension
asset performance.

Depreciation and Amortization

Depreciation and amortization expense was $334 million
for 2005, which represents an increase of $53 million
when compared to the prior year, primarily due to the

EXPENSES

Fuel and Purchased Power

I

Fuel and purchased power costs represent the costs of
generation, which include fuel purchased for genieration,
as well as energy purchased in the market torm'eet
customer load. Fuel and purchased power expenses are
recovered primarily through cost recovery clauses, and,
as such, changes in these expenses do not have a
material impact on earnings. The difference between fuel
and purchased power costs incurred and associated fuel
revenues that are 'subject to recovery is adeferred 'for
future collection or refund to customers.

Fuel and purchased power expenses were $2.017 billion
in 2005, which represents a $275 million increase
compared to 2004. This increase is due 'to increases in
fuel used in electric generation and purchased power
expenses of $148 million and $127 million,'respectively.
Higher system requirements and increased fuel'costs in
the current year account for $342 million of the increase
in fuel used in electric generation. The increase in fuel
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amortization of $50 million in storm costs that began in
August 2005 (See Note 7C). Storm cost amortization is a
pass-through expense and has no impact on earnings.

Depreciation and amortization expense was $281 million
for 2004, which represents a decrease of $26 million
when compared to the prior year, primarily due to the
amortization of the Tiger Bay regulatory asset in the prior
year. The Tiger Bay regulatory asset, for contract
termination costs, was recovered pursuant to an
agreement between PEF and the FPSC approved in 1997.
The amortization of the regulatory asset was calculated
using revenues collected under the fuel adjustment
clause; as such, fluctuations in this expense did not have
an impact on earnings. During 2003, Tiger Bay
amortization was $47 million. The Tiger Bay asset was
fully amortized in September 2003. The decrease in Tiger
Bay amortization was partially offset by additional
depreciation for assets placed in service, including
depreciation for Hines Unit 2,of approximately $9 million.
This depreciation expense is being" recovered through
the fuel cost recovery clause as allowed by the FPSC.
See discussion of the return on Hines Unit 2 in the
revenues analysis above.

Taxes Other than on Income

Taxes other than on income were $279 million in 2005,
which represents an increase of $25 million compared to
the prior year. This increase is due to increases in gross
receipts and franchise taxes of $8 million each, related to
an increase in revenues, a $5 million increase in payroll
taxes and an increase in property taxes' of $3 million.
Gross receipts and franchise taxes are pass-through
expenses and have no impact on earnings.

Taxes other than on income were $254 million in 2004,
which represents an increase of $13 million compared to
2003. This increase is due to increases in gross receipts
and franchise taxes of $8 million and $7 million,
respectively, related to an increase in revenues and an
increase in property taxes of $5 million due to increases
in property placed in service and tax rates. These
increases were partially offset by a reduction in payroll
taxes of $7 million.

Interest Expense

Interesi charges, net were $126 million in 2005, which
represents an increase of $12 million compared to the
prior year. The increase in interest expense is primarily
due to increased commercial paper borrowings and
increased interest expense on long-term debt

Interest charges, net were $114 million in 2004, which
represents a $23 million increase compared to 2003. The
fluctuation was primarily due to interest costs in 2003
being favorably impacted by the reversal of interest
expense due to the resolution of certain tax matters.

Income Tax Expense

Income tax expense was $121 million, $174 million and
$147 million' in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.
Fluctuations in income taxes are primarily due to
changes in pre-tax income.

Progress Ventures
The Progress Ventures segment includes the operations
of CCO and Gas. These operations are involved in the
generation and sale of electricityto the wholesale market
and natural gas drilling and production.

The following summarizes segment profits of Progress
Ventures:

(in millions) 2005 2004 2003

Competitive Commercial
Operations $135) $(4) $20

Natural gas operations 56 85 34

Segment profits $21 $81 $54

COMPETITIVE COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS

CCO generates and sells electricity to the wholesale
market from nonregulated plants. These operations also
include marketing activities. The following summarizes
the annual revenues, gross margin and segment profits
from the CCO plants:

(in millions) 2005 2004 2003

Total revenues $694 $240 $170
Gross margin

Inimillionsof$ $79' $158 $141
As a % of revenues 11% 66% 83%

Profits (losses) $(35) $(4) $20

CCO's operations generated losses of $35 million in 2005
compared to losses of $4 million in 2004. The decrease in
earnings compared to prior year is due primarily to
a reduction in gross margin of $79 million pre-tax
($47 million6 after-tax) partially offset by favorable
amortization expense' and interest expense. Contract
margins are unfavorable compared to prior year due to
the "expiration' of j certain above-market tolling
agreements and decreased earnings from new and
existing full-requirements contracts due to higher fuel
and purchased 'power costs partially offset by net
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realized and unrealized mark-to-market gains.
Depreciation and amortization expenses decreased
$6 million pre-tax ($4 million after-tax) as a result of the
expiration of certain acquired contracts that were
subject to amortization. Interest expense decreased
$15 million pre-tax ($9 million after-tax) due to the
termination of the Progress Genco Ventures LLC (Genco)
financing arrangement in December 2004.

CCO's operations generated losses of $4 million in 2004
compared to profits of $20 million in 2003. Results for 2004
were favorably impacted by increased gross margin,
which was more than offset by higher fixed costs and
costs associated with the extinguishment' of debt.
Revenues increased for 2004 due to increased revenues
from marketing and tolling contracts offset by a
termination payment received on a marketing contract in
2003. Expensesforthe costoffuel and purchased powerto
supply marketing contracts partially offset the increased
revenues netting to an increase in gross margin for 2004 as
compared to 2003. Fixed costs increased $16 million pre-
taxfrom additional depreciation and amortization on plants
placed into service in 2003 and from an increase in interest
expense of $13 million pre-tax due primarily to interest no
longer being capitalized due to the completion' of
construction in the prior year. In addition, plant operating
expenses increased $12 million pre-tax'primarily due to
higher gas transportation service charges, which
increased over prior year due to a full period of expenses
being reflected in currentyear results. CCO resultsfor2004
also include losses of $15 million pre-tax associated with
the extinguishment of a debt obligation. CCO terminated
the Genco financing arrangement in December 2004.
The'$15 million pre-tax loss is cornpris6d of a $9rniillion
write-off of remaining unamortized debt issuance costs
and a $6 million realized loss on exiting the related interest
rate hedge. Results for 2003 were negatively impacted by
the retroactive reallocation of PESC costs of $3,million
($2 million after-tax).

We have contracts for CCO's planned production
capacity, which includes callable resources from the
cooperatives, of approximately 86,'percent for 2006
approximately 81 percent fo'r 2007 an'd approximately
84 percent for 2008. We continue to seek opportunities to
optimize our nonregulated generation portfolio.

In accordance with accounting standards for goodwill
and long-lived assets, we have continued to monitor the
carrying value of our goodwill and long-lived assets of
our CCO operations. Our analyses have continued to
support the carrying value of the $64 million of goodwill
and the $1.4 billion of long-lived and intangible assets at

December 31, 2005. However, as part of our evaluation of
certain business opportunities in the first quarter of 2006,
we performed an interim impairment test for the
$64 million of goodwill, which indicated the fair value of
our Georgia Region reporting unit was less than its
carrying value. As required by Statement of Financial
Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 142, 'Goodwill and
Other Intangible Assets' (SFAS No. 142), we are currently
performing the second step of the impairmenttest, which
compares the implied fair value of the goodwill with the
recorded goodwill. While the results of the second step
of the impairmenttest are currently unknown, the effects
could range from no change to the recorded goodwill
value to a potential write-off of $64 million. Future
adverse changes in market conditions or changes in
business conditions, including the manner in which the
long-lived assets are deployed, could require future
impairment evaluations of these or other assets, which
could result in an impairment charge.

NATURAL GAS OPERATIONS

Gas operations generated profits of $56 million, $85 million
and $34 million for the years ended December 31, 2005,
2004 and 2003, respectively. Natural gas profits decreased
$29 million in 2005 compared to 2004. This decrease is
attributable primarilyto the gain recognized on the sale of
gas assets during the prior year. In December 2004, we
sold certain gas-producing properties and related assets
owned by Winchester Production (North Texas gas
operations). Because the sale significantly altered the
ongoing relationship between capitalized costs and
remaining proved reserves, under the full-cost method of
accounting the pre-tax gain of $56 million ($31 million net
of taxes) was recognized in earnings rather than as a
reduction of the basis of our remaining oil and gas
properties. In addition, lower sales and general and
administrative expenses and interest expenses partially
offset by lower revenues reduced the overall earnings
decline from 2004 to 2005. Revenues were lower due to
the sale of the North Texas gas operations; however, the
Texas/Louisiana gas operations were able to offset a
majority of the lost revenue due to higher natural gas
prices and increased production.

During 2005, we increased our proven gas reserves from
247 billion cubic feet (Bcf) equivalent at December 31,
2004, to 325 Bcf at December 31, 2005, as estimated by our
independent engineering firm. The increase in reserves in
2005 is primarily from additional drilling and limited
acquisitions of additional gas reserves.;

Natural gas profits increased $51 million in 2004
compared to 2003. This increase is attributable primarily
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to the gain recognized on the sale of the North Texas gas
operations assets during the year. In addition, an increase in
production, coupled with higher gas prices in 2004,
contributed to the increased earnings in 2004 as
compared to 2003. Production levels increased resulting
from the acquisition of North Texas Gas in late February
2003 and increased drilling in 2004. Volumes and prices
increased 21 percent and 16 percent, respectively, for
2004 compared to 2003.

The following table summarizes the production in Bcf and
revenues of the natural gas operations by location:

2005 2004 2003
Production in Bcf equivalent
Texas/Louisiana gas operations 24 20 13
NorthTexas gas operations - 10 7
Mesa - - 5

Total production 24' 30 25
Revenues in millions
Texas/Louisiana gas operations $159 $110 $65
North Texas gas operations - 52 38
Mesa 13

Totalrevenues $159 $162 $116
Gross margin

In millions of $ S124 $126 $91
As a % of revenues 78% 78% 78%

Profits $56 $85 $54

tin millions) 2005 2004 2003
Tons sold 10.1 8.3 12.4
After-tax losses

(excluding tax credits) $(127) $1124) $(141)
Tax credits 282 215 346

Net profit $155 $91 $205

Through December 31, 2005, our synthetic fuel production
levels and the amount of tax credits we could claim each
year were, a function of our projected consolidated
regular federal income tax liability. See Note 23D for
information'on the 'redesignation' of the Section 29 tax
credit as a Section 45K general business credit (Section
45K) effective"Janutaryj 1, 2006. Synthetic fuel operations'
net profits increased in 2005 as compared to" 2004 due
primarily to an increase in synthetic fuel production and
an additional $23 million gain recognized on the
monetization of the Colona facility compared to 2004 (See
Note 3F) partially9'offset by an increase in operating
expenses. In addition, earnings in 2005 include $10 million
favorable taxx'credit true-up related t6 2004. Our total
synthetic fuel production of approximately 10 million tons
in 2005' iS'igreater than 2004 production levels 'of
approxiniately 8 million tons as a result of hurricane costs
in 2004, which reduced our projected 2004 regular tax
liability and 6or corresponding abilityto 'record tax credits
from its synthetic fuel production.

Synthetic fuel operations' net profits decreased in 2004
as compared'to,2003 due primarily to a decrease in
syntheti fuel production' and an increase in operating
expenses in 2004: Our total synthetic fuel production of
approximately 8 million tons in 2004 is Iower thafi 2003
production levels of approximately 12 million tons due to
the impact of hurri6anecostsas- dsribed above. In
addition,'earnings in 2003 include a $13 million favorable
tax credittrue-up related to 2002.

Our future synthetic fuel production levels for 2006 and
2007 remain uncertain due to the resent volatility of oil
prices. See Note 23D for additional information on the
potential impact of crude oil prices on our synthetic fuel
production. In' addition,-' prop6iid federal legislation
would establish both'the 2006 Aknual Average Price'and
2006 Phase'ouC Price' based '6h the previo'us calendar
'lear. If the pro'posed legislatin becomes law, w e do not, . . gi .7io .ec : ' , si. s
anticipate that 'we' will re'ach the nminimum~ pfi'asde-ut
levels in 2006. However, we cannot predictwhat impact, if
any, this proposed legislatioinhw6uId have 'n th'e value of
the tax credits in" 2007. We cannot provide any'certaihhty
that the proposed federal legislation will be enacted into
law. We are currently'producing synthetic fuel at a
reduced level pending resolution' of the' proposedlegisation Ifo the le o iso not enacted nol as
legislation. If the' legislation' is not enacted into law as

i

I

I

I

Coal and Synthetic Fuels
The operations of Coal and Synthetic Fuels' segment
include- synthetic fuels production and coal terminal
operations. The following summarizes Coal and Synthetic
Fuels' segment profits:

tin millions) '2005 2004 - 2003

Synthetic fuel operations $155 ' $91 $205

Coal terminals and marketing 41 30 7
Corporate overhead and

other operations (27) 133) 122)
Segment profits $169 $88 $190

SYNTHETIC FUEL OPERATIONS

The production and sale of synthetic fuel generate
operating losses, but qualifyfor tax credits under Section
29/45K, which more than offset the effect of such losses
(See Note 23D).-

Results from the synthetic fuel operations are
summarized in the following table:
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currently written or oil prices remain at levels high enou
to cause a phase-out of 2006 Section 29/45K tax credits
eliminate the tax credits completely, there could be
negative impact on our results of operations and financ
condition associated with operating losses incurred frc
the amount of synthetic fuel produced during 2006.

COAL TERMINALS AND MARKETING

Coal terminals and marketing (Coal) operations blend a
transload coal as part of the trucking, rail and bar
network for coal delivery. This business also has,
operating fee agreement with our synthetic ft
operations for procuring and processing of coal and t
transloading and marketing of synthetic fuels. Cc
operations contributed earnings of $41 million, $30 milli
and $7 million in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively. As
result of the relationship with the synthetic fur
operations, fluctuations in Coal's annual earnings a
primarily related to production volumes at our synthe-
fuel plants. The increase in earnings for 2005 compar
to 2004 is primarily due to additional revenues atthe cc
terminals related to increased prices and volumes a
additional intersegment fees for both the coal terminr
and marketing operations due to increased synthetic ft
production. These were partially offset by an increase
the cost of coal purchased by the coal terminz
operations due to increased prices and larger volum
and lower third-party sales by the marketing operatior
The $23 million increase in segment earnings for 20
compared to 2003 was primarily due to increas
volumes and prices.

CORPORATE OVERHEAD AND OTHER OPERATIONS

Corporate overhead and other operations incurred loss
of $27 million, $33 million and $22 million for.the yea
ended December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003, respective
The decrease in losses for 2005 is primarily due to low
interest expenses due to paying down debt with tl
proceeds from the sale of Progress Rail. The increase
2004 losses compared to 2003 was due to the impact
$10 million of higher corporate costs in 2004. Corpora
costs in 2003 included $4 million of favorability related
the reduction of an environmental reserve (See Note 22J
The remaining unfavorability incorporate costs
attributable to increased interest expense related
unresolved tax matters and higher professional fees.

Corporate and Other
The 'Corporate and Other segment consists of t1
operations of the Parent, PESC and other consolidating ai
nonoperating entities. Corporate and Other also includ

gh other nonregulated business areas, including the
or operations of SRS and the telecommunications operations.
a

ial OTHER NONREGULATED BUSINESS AREAS

om Other nonregulated business areas include the
operations of SRS and the telecommunications
operations. SRS was engaged in providing energy
services to industrial, commercial and institutional

nd customers to help manage energy costs primarily in the
e southeastern United States. During 2004, SRS sold its

gn subsidiary, Progress Energy Solutions (PES). With thean
disposition *of PES, we exited this business area.

the Telecommunication operations provide broadband
ial capacity services, dark fiber and wireless services in
oan Florida and the eastern United States. In December 2003,
oa our wholly owned telecommunication subsidiaries,
Is Progress Telecommunications Corporation (PTC) and

Ire Caronet, Inc. (Caronet), and EPIK Communications, Inc.
tic (EPIK), a wholly owned subsidiary 'of Odyssey Telecorp,
ed Inc. (Odyssey), contributed substantially all of their assets
aI and transferred certain liabilities to Progress Telecom, LLC
nd (PT LLC), a subsidiary of PTC. The accounts of PT LLC have
I1s been included in the Consolidated Financial Statements

since the transaction date. See additional discussion on
in the telecommunication business combination in Note 4B.

Ies Other nonregulated business areas contributed segment
es earnings of $4 million compared to losses of $32 million for

the years ended December 31, 2005, and 2004, respectively.
9d SRS recorded earnings of $2 million for 2005 compared to a

net loss of $27 million for 2004. The net earnings for SRS
were due to the recording of insurance proceeds
associated with th* San Francisco United School District
(the District) matter, described below,-partially offset by the

es recording of a settlement related to a military contract The
.rs prior year loss was due primarily to the recording of the
lYy. litigation settlement reached with the District related to civil
'er proceedings. In June 2004, SRS reached a settlement with
he the District that settled all -outstanding claims for
In approximately $43 million pre-tax ($29 million after-tax). The
of reduction in earnings due to :the' settlement was offset
te partially by a gain recognized,-on the: sale of PES.
to Telecommunication bperations':rrecorded earnings of
A). $2 million in 2005 compared to a net loss of $5 million in
is 2004. The change from a net loss in 2004 to net profit in 2005
to is due to increased revenues from new customers, the

settlement of contract' disputes and a reduction in
professional fees related to the merger of PTC with EPIK.

ie Other nonregulated business areas contributed segment
id losses of $32 million compared to losses of $4 million for
I the years ended December 31, 2004, and 2003,

respectively. SRS recorded a net loss of $27 million for2004
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compared to a net loss of $6 million for 2003. The increased
loss compared to the prior year is due primarily to the
recording of the litigation settlement reached with the
District related to civil proceedings. Telecommunication
operations recorded a net loss of, $5 million in 2004
compared to a net profit of $2 million in 2003. The increase
in losses compared to 2003 was due to an increase in fixed
costs, mainly depreciation expense, and professional
fees related to the merger of PTC with EPIK.

On January.25, 2006, we signed a. definitive agreement to
sell PT LLC to Level 3 Communications, Inc. (Level 3) for a
purchase price of approximately $137 million. We expect to
use net cash proceeds of approximately $70 million from the
sale of our interest in PT LLC to reduce debt (See Note 25).

CORPORATE SERVICES

Corporate Services (Corporate) includes the operations
of the Parent, PESC and other consolidating and
nonoperating entities. Corporate Services income
(expense) is summarized below:

(in millions) 2005 Change 2004 Change 2003
Other interest

expense $(283) $18) $1275) $10 $1285)
Contingent value

obligations 6 13) 9 18 (9)
Tax reallocation (38) (1) (37) 1 138)

Other income taxes 105 1 104 (20) 124
Other income

(expense) (5) (5) - 18 118)
Corporate services

expense $(215) $(16) $0199) $27 $(226)

had a fair market value of approximately $7 million,
$13 million and $23 million, respectively. Progress Energy
recorded an unrealized gain of $6 million and $9 million
for 2005 and 2004, respectively, and an unrealized loss of
$9 million for 2003 to record the changes in fair value of
CVOs, which had average unit prices of $0.07, $0.14 and
$0.23 at December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.

Progress Energy and its affiliates file a consolidated
federal income tax return. The consolidated income tax
of Progress Energy is allocated to subsidiaries in
accordance with the Intercompany Income Tax
Allocation Agreement (Tax Agreement). The Tax
Agreement provided an allocation that recognizes
positive and negative corporate taxable income. The Tax
Agreement provides for an equitable method of
apportioning the carry over of uncompensated tax
benefits. Since 2002, Parent tax benefits not related to
acquisition interest expense were allocated to profitable
subsidiaries, in accordance with a Public Utility Holding
Company Act of 1935, as amended (PUHCA) order. Due to
the repeal of PUHCA, we will no longer allocate these tax
benefits to subsidiaries beginning in 2006.

Other income taxes benefit decreased for 2004 compared
to 2003 due primarily to increased taxes recorded at the
Parent of $20 million. Income taxes increased an
additional $9 million at the Parent as a result of a reserve
recorded related to identified state tax deficiencies.
Other fluctuations in income taxes are primarily due to
changes in pre-tax income.

Discontinued Operations
On March 24, 2005, we completed the sale of Progress
Rail to One Equity Partners LLC,' a private equity firm unit
of J.R Morgan Chase & Co. Gross'cash proceeds from
the sale were $429 million, consisting of $405 million base
proceeds plus a working capital'adjustment Proceeds
from' the 'sale were" useds'to reduce debt. The
accompanying consolidated financial statements have
been ' restated for all periods presented for the
discontinued operations of Progress Rail (See Note 3B).

Progress Rail discontinued operations resulted in losses
of $20 million for 2005 compared to'profits of $29 million0
for 2004. Earnings for 2005 include an estimated after-tax
loss on the'sale of $25 million'. Results for 2004 included
12 months of earnings activity compared to only three
months in 2005. Rail discontinued operations contributed
$29 million of profits in 2004 compared to $14 million in
2003. The 2004 profits were impacted by a strong scrap
metal market in 2004. This resulted in increased volumes
and higher prices in recycling operations, which

The increase in other interest expense for 2005 compared
to 2004 is primarily due to a decrease in interest rate
swap activity that benefited from lower variable rates
during 2004. The other interest expense decrease for
2004 compared to 2003 is partially due to the repayment
of a $500 million unsecured note- by the Parent on
March 1, 2004, which reduced interest expense by
$27 million pre-tax for 2004. This reduction was offset by
interest no longer being capitalized due to the completion
of construction in the CCO segment in 2003. Approximately
$10 million ($6 million after-tax) was capitalized in 2003. No
interest expense was capitalized during 2004.

Progress Energy issued 98.6 million CVOs in connection
with the acquisition of FPC in 2000. Each CVO represents
the right of the holder to receive contingent payments
based on the performance of four synthetic fuel facilities
owned by Progress Energy. The payments, if any, are
based on the net after-tax cash flows the facilities
generate. At December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003, the CVOs
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increased annualized tonnage for recycling operations
35 percent and significantly increased revenues
compared to 2003. This was partially offset by increased
cost of goods sold due to the increased volume in the
recycling operations.

On November 14, 2005, our board of directors approved a
plan to divest of five subsidiaries of Progress Fuels
Corporation (Progress Fuels) engaged in the coal mining
business. The coal mining operations are expected to be
sold by the end of 2006. As a result, we have classified the
coal mining operations as discontinued operations in the
accompanying consolidated financial statements for all
periods 'presented (See Note 3A). The coal mining
discontinued operations resulted in losses of $11 million,
$5 million and $11 million for 2005, 2004 and 2003,
respectively. The increased losses in 2005 as compared
to 2004 are primarily due to higher coal mining costs
resulting from increased production volumes, less
productive mining conditions and mining startup costs.
The reduction of losses in 2004 compared to 2003 is
primarily due to higher volumes and margins for coal
production. In addition, 2003 results included the
recording of an impairment of certain assets at the
Kentucky May coal mine totaling $11 million after-tax.

North Carolina Natural Gas Corporation (NCNG)
discontinued operations contributed $6 million of net
income for 2004. The sale of NCNG to Piedmont Natural
Gas Company closed in 2003; however, during 2004, we
recorded an additional gain of $6 million after-tax related
to deferred taxes on the loss from the sale. In '2003,
NCNG discontinued operations incurred'an $8 million
loss primarily due to the after-tax 'loss on the sale of
$12 million (See Note 3H).

APPLICATION OF CRITICAL ACCOUNTING
POLICIES AND ESTIMATES ' :

We prepared our Consolidated Financial Statements in
accordance with accounting -principles i'generally
accepted in the United States. In doing so,' we made
certain estimates thatwere critical in nature to the results
of operations. The following discusses those :significant
estimates that may have a material impact on our
financial results and are subjecttothe greatest amount of
subjectivity. We :have discussed the'deVelopment and
selection of these critical accounting ipolicies with the
Audit Committee of our board of directors.

Utility Regulation
As discussed in Note 7, our regulated utilities segments
are subject to regulation that sets the prices (rates) we

are permitted to charge customers based on the costs
that regulatory agencies determine we are permitted to
recover. At times, regulators permit the future recovery
through rates of costs that would be currently charged to
expense by a nonregulated company. This ratemaking
process results in deferral of expense recognition and the
recording of regulatory assets based on anticipated
future cash inflows. As a result of the different ratemaking
processes in each state in which we operate, a significant
amount of regulatory assets has been recorded. We
continually review these assets to assess their ultimate
recoverability within the approved regulatory guidelines.
Impairment risk associated with these assets relates to
potentially adverse legislative, judicial or regulatory
actions in the future. Additionally, the state regulatory
agencies often provide flexibility in the manner and timing
of the depreciation of property, nuclear decommissioning
costs and amortization of the regulatory assets. See Note
7 for additional information related to the impact of utility
regulation on our operations.

Asset Impairments
As discussed in Note 9, we evaluate the carrying value of
long-lived assets and intangible assets with definite lives
for impairment whenever indicators exist. Examples of
these indicators include current period losses combined
with a history of losses, a projection of continuing losses,
or a significant decrease in the market price' of a long-
lived asset group. If an indicator exists, the asset group
held and used is tested for recoverability by comparing
the carrying value to the sum of undiscounted expected
future cash flows directly attributable to the asset group.
if the ' asset group is not recoverable through
undiscounted cash flows or if the asset group is to.be
disposed of, an impairment loss is' recognized for the
differencebetween the carrying value and the fair value
of the 'asset group; Performing an impairment test on
l'ng-lived assets involves management's judgment in
areas' suchas identifying circumstances indicating an
impairment may exist, identifying and grouping affected
assets at the appropriate level, "and developing the
undiscounted 'cash flows associated- with the asset
group. 'Estimates 'of future cash flows conte'mplate
factors such 'as 'expected 'use "'of 'the bassets, futur e
production and sales levels and expected fluctuations of
pices of commodities sold and consumed.iTlerefore
estimates of future ca'sh flows'areU' bynaiure, highly
uncertain and may vary significantly from actual results.

The carrying value of our total utility plant, net is
$14.442 billion at December 31,'2005. The carrying value
of our total diversified business property, net and total
intangible assets, net is $1.880 billion and $302 million,
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respectively, at December 31, 2005. Our exposure to
potential impairment losses for utility plant, net is
mitigated by the fact that our regulated ratemaking
process generally allows for recovery of our investment
in utility plant plus an allowed return on the investment,
as long as the costs are prudently incurred.

Due to the significant uncertainty surrounding our
synthetic fuel production in 2006 and beyond based on the
current level of oil prices, we evaluated our synthetic fuel
and other related. operating: long-lived assets for
impairment during the third and fourth quarters of 2005.
We determined that no impairment of these assets was
required. However, as. discussed. in the Synthetic Fuels
Tax Credit section below, certain increases in oil prices
could cause a reduction in or complete phase-out of the
synthetic fuel tax credits. If this were to occur, it could no
longer be economically beneficial to continue producing
synthetic fuel, which could result in a future impairment
charge for these assets. The synthetic fuel and other
related assets have total carrying values of approximately
$111 million as of December 31,2005. The majority of these
assets will be fully depreciated by the end of 2007, the
scheduled end of the Section 29 tax credit program. The
outcome of this matter cannot be determined.

Due to the reduction in coal production at the Kentucky
May coal 'mine, we evaluated its long-lived assets in 2003
and recorded' a'ri inipairment of $17 million pre-tax
($i 1 millio'n' after-tax). Fair value was determined based
on discounted cash flows. The fair value of these assets
was' determined'considering various factors, including a
valuation study heavily weighted on a discounted cash
fl6o methodology and using market approaches as
supporting information.

We continually review PEC's affordable housing
investment (AHI) portfolio for impairment In 2005 and
2003, we recorded impairments of $1 million' and
$18 million pre-tax, respectively,' related to PEC's AHI
portfolio. The'AHI porifolio was deemed to be' impaired
based o'n various factors, including continued operating
los' s of the6AHI portfolio'and management performance
issues arising at ertain properties within ' the
AHI 'portfolio'. PEC also recorded' an' impairment of
$3 Miilli6' fo'rba cost investment in 2003. The carrying
valub'of the AHI'portfolio is $3 m illion and $4 million as of
De cember 31, 2005 and 2004, respectively.

Under the full-cost method of accounting for oil and gas
properties; total'66pitalized costs are limited to a ceiling
based on the present value'of discou'nted (at 10%) future
net'revenu es using current prices, plus the lower of cost

or fair market value of unproved properties. The ceiling
test takes into consideration the prices of qualifying cash
flow hedges as of the balance sheet date': If the ceiling
(discounted revenues) does not exceed total capitalized
costs, we are required to write-down capitalized costs to
the ceiling. We perform this ceiling test calculation every
quarter. No write-downs were required in 2005, 2004 or
2003. At December 31, 2005, our ceiling was calculated at
approximately $1.1 billion and our net capitalized costs
were approximately $400 million.

Goodwill

As discussed in Note 8, we account for goodwill in
accordance with SFAS No. 142, "Goodwill and Other
Intangible Assets", (SFAS No. 142), 'which requires that
goodwill be tested for impairment at least annually and
more frequently 'when' idicators of impairment exist. For
our utility's'egmenhts, the goodwill impairment tests are
performed at the'utility operating'segment level. We
performed the al goodwill ipairment test for both
the PEC and PEFsegments in the second quarters of 2005
and 2004, each of which indicated no impairment. If the
fair values for"'the utility segments were lower by
approximately 10 percent, there still would be no impact
on the reported value of their goodwill.

For our Progress Ventures segment, the goodwill
impairment tests are performed at our Georgia Region
reporting unit level, which is one level below the
Progress Ventures' segment We performed the annual
goodwill impairment test for our Georgia Region
reporting unit in the first quarters of 2005 and 2004, each
of which indicated no impairmrnent In response' to
changing gas an'd electricity prices that have a
significant impact on the future ca'sh flows of our Georgia
Region operations,. we, also, performed an interim
goodwill impairment test for 'the Progress Ventures
goodwill in the third and fourth quarters of 2005, each of
which indicated no impairment If the fair value of our
Georgia Region was lower' by10 percent then the fair
value would have been less than our carrying value and
we would have' beenrequired'to perform additional
procedures under SFAS No. 142 to determine if the
goodwill was impaired.

We calculated the fair, value of~our segments and
reporting units by considering~various factors, including
valuation studies based primarily on a discounted cash
flow methodology and published industry valuations
and market data as supporting information: These
calculations are dependent on subjective factors such as
management's 'estimate of' future cash flows, the
selection of ap'propriate discount and growth rates, and
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assumptions about the timing of when unregulated
energy supply and demand would reach market
equilibrium. These underlying assumptions and estimates
are made as of a point in time; subsequent changes,
particularly changes in the discount rates, growth rates
or the timing of market equilibrium, could result in a
future impairment charge to goodwill.

The carrying amounts of goodwill at December 31, 2005
and 2004, for reportable segments PEC, PEF and Progress
Ventures, were $1.922 billion, $1.733 billion and
S64 million, respectively.

Synthetic Fuels Tax Credits

As discussed in Note 23D, our Coal and Synthetic Fuels
business unit owns facilities that produce coal-based
solid synthetic fuel as defined underthe Internal Reven'ue
Code. The production and sale of the synthetic fuels'from
these facilities qualifies for tax credits under Section
29/45K if certain requirements are satisfied, including a
requirement that the synthetic fuels differ significantly in
chemical composition from the coal used to produce
such synthetic fuels and that the synthetic fuels'were
produced from a facility placed in service before July 1,
1998. For 2005 and prior years, the amount of Section 29
credits that we were allowed to generate in any calendar
year was limited by the amount of our regular federal
income tax liability. Section 29 tax credit 'amounts
allowed but not utilized through' December 31, 2005, are
carried forward indefinitely as deferred alternative
minimum tax credits on the Consolidated Balance
Sheets. For 2006 and forward, the Section 29 tax credits
have rbeeni redesignated as a Sectio'ni'45Kk general
business credit, which rermoves the.iregular federal
income tax liability limit on synthetic fuel production and
subjects'th'credits to a 20-year carry forward period.
This provision would allow us to produ'ce synthetic fuel to
a higher level than we have historically'producedshould
we choose to do so. The current Section 29/45Ktax credit
program expiresat the end of 2007.` '

In addition, Section 29 provides that if th'e average
wellh'ed price per barrel for ninregulated domestic crude
oil for the year (the' Annual Average Price) exceeds a
certain threshold value (the Threshold Price), the a-riounit
of the Section 29 taxi credits are reeduced for that year.
Alsobif the Annual AVerage Price icreases high enough
(the'Phase-out Price), the Section 29/45K tax credits are
eliminated for that'year.jThe Threshold Price and the
Phase-out Price are adjusted annually for inflation. We do
not currently believe that the 2005 Annual Average Price
will cause a phase-out of the synthetic fuel tax credits
related to synthetic fuel production in 2005. For 2006

synthetic fuel production, the 2006 Annual Average Price
is not known until afterthe end of the year; we will record
the 2006 tax credits based on our estimates of what we
believe the Annual Average Price will be for 2006. These
estimates are based on oil prices in the futures market
Any portion of the tax credits that would be phased out
based on the projected 2006 Annual Average Price
exceeding the Threshold Price are not recorded. We
estimate that the 2006 Threshold Price will be
approximately $52 per barrel and the Phase-out Price will
be approximately $66 per barrel, based on estimated
inflation adjustments for 2005 and' 2006. The monthly
Domestic Crude Oil First Purchases Price published by the
Energy Information Agency (EIA) has recently averaged
approximately $5 lower than the corresponding monthly
NewYork Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX) settlement price
for light sweet crude oil. As of January 31, 2006, the
average NYMEX futures price for light sweet crude oil for
calendar year 2006 was $69 per barrel. Based upon the
estimated 2006 Threshold Price and Phase-out Price, if oil
prices for 2006 remained at the January 31, 2006 average
futures price level of $69 per barrel for the entire year in
2006, we currently estimate that the synthetic fuel tax
credit .amount for -2006 would be reduced by
approximately 75 percent to 85 percent. See further
discussion in "OTHER MATTERS" below and Note 23D.

Pension Costs
As discussed in Note 16A, Progress Energy maintains
qualified noncontributory defined benefit retirement
(pension) pla'ns. Our'reported costs are dependent on
numerous factors resulting from actual plan experience
and assumptio's 6f future experience. For example, such
costs are impacted by'ernploye6 demographics, changes
made to plan provisions, actual plan asset returns and
key actuarial assumptions, such as expected long-term
rates of return on plan assets and discournt rates used in
determnining benefit obligations and annual costs.

Due to a slight decline in'the market interest rates for
high-quality (AAA/AA) debt securities, which ard used as
the benchmark 'for' setting the';'diicbunt rate used to
present value future benefit payrnents, we lowered the
disiount rate to approximately 5.7% at December 31,
2005,' which 'will increase the&' 2006 benefit costs
recognized,-" all -ther'factors remaining constant. Our
discount rates'ari''selecteedbasd 'on 'a pian-by-'plan
study by our actuary, which matches our projected
benefit payments toea high-quality corporate yield curve.
Plan assets performed well in 2005, with returns of
approximately 11%. That positive asset performance will
result in decreased pension costs in 2006, all other
factors remaining constant. Due to our early retirement
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program, larger-than-normal lump-sum pension benefit
payments were made from pension plan assets in 2005,
which will increase 2006 benefit costs recognized, all
other factors remaining constant Evaluations of the
effects of these and other factors have not been
completed, but we estimate that the total cost recognized
for pensions in 2006 will be $33 million to $43 million,
compared with $38 million recognized in 2005, excluding
the effect of special termination benefits that were
recorded in 2005 due to our early retirement program. A
$123 million charge was recorded in'2005 for those
special termination benefits.

We have pension plan assets with a fair value of
approximately $1.8 billion at December 31, 2005. Our
expected rate of return on pension plan assets is 9.0%.
We review this rate on a regular basis. Under SFAS No.
87, 'Employer's Accounting for Pensions' (SFAS No. 87),
the expected rate of return- used in pension cost
recognition is a long-term rate of return; therefore, we do
not adjust that rate of return frequently. In 2005, we
elected to lower our expected rate of return from 9.25%
to 9.0%. The 9.0% rate of return represents the lower end
of our future expected return range given our asset
allocation policy. A 0.25 percent change in the expected
rate of return for 2005 would have changed 2005 pension
costs by approximately $4 million.

Another factor affecting our pension costs, and sensitivity
of the costs to plan asset performance, is its selection of a
method to determine the market-related value of assets,
i.e., the asset value to which the 9.0% expected long-term
rate of return is applied. SFAS No. 87 specifies that entities
may use either fair value or an averaging method that
recognizes changes in fair value over a period not to
exceed five years, with the method selected applied on a
consistent basis from year to year. We have historically
used'a five-year averaging method. When we acquired
Florida Progress Corporation (Florida Progress) in 2000, we
retained the Florida Progress historical use of fair value to
determine market-related value for Florida Progress
pension assets., Changes in plan asset performance are
reflected in' pension costs sooner under the fair value
method than the five-year' averaging method, and,
therefore, pension costs tend to be more volatile using the
fair value method.'Approximately 50 percent of our
pension plan assets are subjectto each of the two methods.

LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES

Overview
Progress Energy, Inc. is a registered holding company and,
as such; has no operations of its' own. Our primary cash
needs at the Parent level are our common stock dividend

and interest and principal payments on our $4.3 billion of
senior unsecured debt Our ability to meet these needs is
dependent on the earnings and cash flows of the Utilities
and our nonregulated subsidiaries, and the ability of our
subsidiaries to pay dividends or repay funds to us.

Our other significant cash requirements arise primarily
from the capital-intensive nature of the Utilities' operations
and expenditures for our diversified businesses, primarily
those of the Progress Ventures segment

We rely upon our operating cash flow, primarily
generated by the Utilities, commercial paper and bank
facilities, and our ability to access long-term debt and
equity capital markets for sources of liquidity.

The majority of our operating costs are related to the
Utilities. A significant portion of the Utilities' costs,
including the cost of fuel and purchased power, is
recovered from customers in accordance with rate
plans. We are allowed to recover certain fuel costs
incurred by PEC and PEF. through their respective fuel
cost recovery clauses. Fuel price volatility can lead to
over- or under-recovery'of fuel'costs, as changes in fuel
prices are not immediately reflected in fuel surcharges
due to regulatory lag in setting the surcharges. As a
result, fuel price volatility can be both a source of and a
use of liquidity resources, depending on what phase of
the cycle of price volatility we are experiencing. Changes
in the Utilities' fuel and purchased power costs may
affect the timing of cash flows but not net income.

Prior to February 8,' 2006, we were a registered holding
company under PUHCA and therefore we'obtained
approval from the SEC for the issuance and sale of
securities as well as the establishment of intercompany
extensions of credit (utility and nonutility money pools).
PEC and PEF participate in the utility money pool, which
allows the two utilities to lend to and borrow from each
other. A nonutility money pool allows our nonregulated
operations to lend to and borrow from each other. The
Parent can lend money to the utility and nonutility money
pools but cannot borrow funds. The Energy Policy'Act of
2005 repealed PUHCA effective February 8, 2006, and
transferred to the, FERC certain new responsibilities with
respect to the regulation of utility holding companies.
Pursuant to. a recent rule adopted by the FERC, utility
holding companies are allowed to continue to engage in
financings authorized' by th'6 SEC provided the
authorization ordeirs have been' filed with the FERC' and
the holding company continues to comply with such
orders, terms and c"nditions. We have filed all such SEC
orders with the FERC, therefore,'we are permitted to
continue all such financing transactions. The FERC has
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determined that it will not extend its cash management
rules to holding companies.

Cash from operations, asset sales and limited ongoing
equity sales from our Investor Plus Stock Purchase Plan
and employee benefit and stock option plans are
expected to fund capital expenditures and common stock
dividends for 2006. Any excess cash proceeds would be
used to reduce debt. To the extent necessary, short-term
and long-term debt may also be used as a source of liquidity.

We believe our internal and external liquidity resources
will be sufficient to fund our current business plans. Risk
factors associated with credit facilities and credit ratings
are discussed below.

The following discussion of our liquidity and capital
resources is on a consolidated basis.

Historical for 2005 as Compared to 2004
and 2004 as Compared to 2003
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATIONS

Cash from operations is the primary source used to meet
operating requirements and capital expenditures; Net
cash provided by operating activities from continuing
operations for the three years ending December 31, 2005,
2004-and 2003, was $1.474 billion, $1.565 billion 'and
$1.588 billion, respectively.

Cash from operating activities for 2005 decreased when
compared with 2004. The $91 million decrease in
operating cash flow was primarily due to a $298 million
increase in the under-recovery of fuel costs at the
Utilities driven by rising fuel costs and increased working
capital needs, partially offset by a $193 million reduction
in storm cost spending at PEF in 2005 compared to 2004.
Cash from operating activities for 2005 also includes
a $141 million prepayment received from a wh6lesale
customer. In November 2005, PEC entered into a contract
with the Public Works Commission of the 'City of
Fayetteville, North Carolina (PWC) in which the PWC
prepaid $141 million in exchange for future capacity and
energy power sales. The prepayment is expected to
cover approximately two years of electricity service and
includes a prepayment. discount ofabproxiimatel y
$16 million. In 2005,;the Utilities filed requests with'their
respective state commissions seeking rate increases for
fuel cost recovery, including amounts for previous under-
recoveries. PEF also received approval from the FPSC
authorizing PEF to recover S245 million over a two-year
period, including interest, of the costs it incurred and
previously deferred related to PEF's restoration of power

to customers associated with the four hurricanes in 2004.
See 'Future Liquidity and Capital Resources" below and
Note 7 for additional information.

The increase in working capital needs for 2005 compared
to 2004 was mainly driven by a $183 million increase in the
change in receivables and a $53 million increase in
inventory purchases, primarily coal at PEC. These
impacts were partially offset by a $166 million increase in
the change in accounts payable and the current portion
of the prepayment received from the PWC as discussed
above. The increase in the change in receivables is
primarily due to increased sales at the Utilities driven by
weather, rising fuel costs and timing of receipts, and
increased sales at our nonregulated subsidiaries, mainly
driven by rising gas prices and changes in the production
level of our synthetic fuel plants over the prior year. The
change in accounts payable is primarily due to higher
fuel prices and increased quantities of fuel purchases at
our nonregulated subsidiaries.

Cash from operating activities decreased S23 million for
2004 when compared with 2003 as the net result of the
impact of hurricane costs in 2004, partially offset by the
impact of an under-recovery of fuel costs in 2003. In 2004,
the FPSC agreed with PEF to defer under-recovered fuel
costs over a two-year period.

INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Net cash used in investing activities for the three
years ending December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003, was
$1.117 billion, $0.811 billion and $1.416 billion, respectively.

Utility property additions 'for our regulated electric
operations were $1.080 billion or approximately
76 percent of consolidated capital expenditures in 2005
and $0.998 billion or approximately 78 percent of
consolidated capital expenditures in 2004. Capital
expenditures for 'our regulated electric operations are
primarily for' normal construction activity and ongoing
capital expenditures related to environmental
compliance programs. Capita,,'expenditures for our
nonregulated operations'are primarily for natural gas
development activities and normal construction activity.

Excluding proceeds from sales of subsidiaries and other
investments, 6ash'used in investing activities increased
approximately $408 million in 2005 when compared with
2004. The increase is due primarily to a $254 million
decrease in net proceeds from available-for-sale
securities and other long-term investments and
$144 million in additional capital expenditures for
property and nuclear fuel additions. Available-for-sale
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securities and other long-term investments include
marketable debt securities and investments held in
nuclear decommissioning and benefit investment trusts.
The increase in diversified business property additions is
primarily due to the acquisition of additional natural gas
wells (See Note 4A).

During 2005, sales of subsidiaries and other investments
primarily included $405 million in base proceeds from the
sale of Progress Rail in March 2005 and $42 million in
proceeds from the sale of Winter Park distribution assets
in June 2005 (See Notes 3B and 3D).

Excluding proceeds from sales of subsidiaries and other
investments, cash used in investing activities decreased
approximately $811 million in 2004 when compared with
2003. The decrease is due primarily to the acquisition of a
nonregulated generation contract and acquisition of gas
assets in 2003 and net proceeds from available-for-sale
securities and other long-term investments in 2004,
compared to net purchases in 2003.

During 2004, sales of subsidiaries and other investments
primarily included proceeds from the sale of Railcar Ltd.
assets of approximately $75 million and proceeds of
approximately $251 million related to the sale of natural
gas assets in the Forth Worth basin of Texas. We used the
proceeds from these sales to reduce indebtedness,
including $241 million to pay off the Genco bank facility.

During 2003, we realized approximately $450 million of net
cash proceeds from the sale of NCNG 'and ENCNG.
We also received net proceeds of approximately
$97 million in October 2003 for the sale of our Mesa gas
properties in Colorado (See Note 3G). The proceeds from
these sales were used to reduce indebtedness, primarily
commercial'paper.

During 2003, we acquired approximately 200 natural gas-
producing wellsfor a cash purchase price of $168 million.
We also acquired a long-term full-requirements power
supply agreement with' Jackson Electric Membership
Corporation (Jackson) for a cash payment of $188 million
(See Notes 4C and 4D).

FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities for the
three years ending December31, 2005, 2004 and 2003, was
$227 million, $(731) million and $(188) million, respectively.
See Note 12 for details of debt and credit facilities.

For 2005, cash provided by financing activities increased
primarily'due to additional issuances of long-term debt atthe
Utilities in 2005 and an increase in common stock issuances.

For 2004 and 2003, cash from operations exceeded net
cash used in investing activities by $754 million and
$172 million, respectively, due primarily to asset sales,
which allowed for a 'net decrease in cash requirements
provided by financing activities.

In addition to the financing activities discussed under
'Overview,' our financing activities included:

2006

- On January 13, 2006, Progress Energy issued
$300 million of 5.625%' Senior Notes due 2016 and
$100 million of Series A Floating Rate Senior Notes due
2010. These senior notes are unsecured. Interest on
the Floating Rate Senior Notes will be based on three-
month London Inter Bank Offering;Rate (LIBOR) plus
45 basis points and will be reset quarterly. We used the
net proceeds from the sale of these senior notes and a
combination of available cash and commercial paper
proceeds to retire the $800 million aggregate principal
amount of our 6.75% Senior:Notes on March 1, 2006.
Pending the application of proceeds as described
above, we invested the net proceeds in short-term,
interest-bearing, investment-grade securities.

2005
-- . .- -

The following table summarizes our revolving credit
agreements (RCAs) and available capacity at December
31, 2005:

(in millions) Description Total Outstanding Reserved(a) Available

Progress Energy, Inc. Five-year (expiring 8/5109) $1,130 $- $(150) $980

PEC Five-year (expiring 6/28/10) 450 - (73) 377

PEF Five-year (expiring 3/28/101 450 ; (102) 348

Total credit facilities $2,030 . ( $1325) $1,705

(al To the extent amounts are reserved for commercial paper outstanding, they are not available for additional borrowings. In addition, at December 31, 2005 and
2004, Progress Energy, Inc. had a total amount of $150 million reserved for backing of letters of credit. At December31, 2005, the actual amount of letters of credit
issued was $33 million.
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* In January 2005, Progress Energy used proceeds from
the issuance of commercial paper to pay off
$260 million of RCA loans at the Utilities, which
included $90 million at PEC and $170 million at PEF. PEF
subsequently used money pool borrowings to reduce
its outstanding commercial paper balance.

* On January 31, 2005, Progress Energy entered into a
new $600 million RCA, which was scheduled to expire
on December 30, 2005. This facility was added to
provide additional liquidity, to the extent necessary,
during 2005 due in part to the uncertainty of the timing
of storm restoration cost recovery from the hurricanes
in Florida during 2004. On February 4, 2005, $300 million
was drawn under the Progress Energy $600 million
RCA to' reduce commercial paper and pay off the

-remaining amount of loans outstanding 'under other
RCA facilities, which consisted of $160 million at
Progress Energy and, through the money pool,
$55 million at PEE As discussed below, the jiaximum
size of the Progress Energy RCA was reduced to
$300 million on March 22, 2005, and subsequently
terminated on May 16, 2005.

* On March 22, 2005, PEC issued $300 million of First
Mortgage Bonds, 5.15% Series due 2015; 'and
$200 million of First Mortgage Bonds, 5.70% Series due
2035. The net proceeds from the sale of the bonds were
.used to pay at maturity $300 million of PEC's 7.50%
Senior Notes on April 1, 2005, and reduce. the

-outstanding balance of PEC's commercial paper.
Pursuant to the terms of Progress Energy's $600 million
RCA, commitments were reduced to $300 million,
effective March 22, 2005. . .-

* In March 2005, Progress Energy's $11 billion five-year
'credit facility was amended to'increase the maximum
total debt to total capitil'ratio from 65 percent 'to
68 percent due to the potential impaictsof a proposed
interpretation of SFAS No. 109 regarding accounting
rules for uncertain tax positions'(See Note 2).);'-'

* Jon March 28, 2005, PEC entere'd inito n'neW$450 million
five-year RCA 'with a synidication of financial
institutions. The PEC RCA willbe ''used to provide
liquidity support for PEC's issuances of commercial
paper and other short-term obligation's. The PEC RCA is
'scheduled to expire on 'June'28,' 2010;Th'e w
$450 iillion PEC RCA feplaced PEC's $285 million th'ree-
,year RCA and $165 milli6n 364-day RCA, 'which where

each terminated effective March 28, 2005. Fees and
interest rates under the new PEC RCA are to be
'determined based upon the credit rating of PEC's long-
term unsecured senior noncredit enhanced debt,
currently rated as Baal by Moody's and BBB- by S&P.
The PEC RCA includes a defined maximum total debt to

capital ratio of 65 percent. The PEC RCA also contains
various cross-default and other acceleration
provisions, including a cross-default provision for
defaults of indebtedness in excess of $35 million. The
PEC RCA does not include a no material adverse
change representation for borrowings or a financial
covenant for interest coverage.

* On March 28, 2005, PEF entered into a new $450 million
five-year RCA with a syndication of financial
institutions. The PEF RCA will be used to provide
liquidity support for PEF's issuances of commercial
paper and other short-term obligations. The PEF RCA is
scheduled to expire on March 28,,2010. The new
$450 million PEF RCA replaced PEF's $200 million three-
year RCA and $200 million 364-day RCA, which were
each terminated effective March 28, 2005. Fees and
interest rates under the new. PEF RCA are to be
determined based upon the credit rating of PEF's long-
term unsecured senior noncredit enhanced debt
currently rated as A3 by Moody's and BBB- by S&R
The PEF RCA includes a defined maximum total debt to
capital ratio of 65 'percent. The-PEF RCA also contains
various cross-default and' other acceleration
provisions, including a cross-default provision for
defaults of indebtedness in excess of $35 million. The
PEF RCA does not include a no material adverse
change representation for borrowings or a financial
covenant for interest coverage.

* In May 2005, Progress Energy used proceeds from the
issuance of commercial paper to pay off $300 million of
its $600 million RCA.

* On May 16, 2005, PEF issued $300 million of First
Mortgage Bonds, 4.50% Series due.2010. The net
proceeds from the sale of the bonds were used to
reduce the outstanding balance of commercial paper.
Pursuant to the terms of the Progress Energy
$600 million RCA, commitments were completely
reduced and the Progress Energy $600 million RCA was
terminated, effective May 16, 2005.

* On July 1, 2005, PEF paid at maturity $45 million of its
p6.72% Medium-Term Notes, Series'B with commercial

'<paper proceeds., -

* On July'28, 2005, PEC'filed a'shelf registration
stat6ment with the SEC to provide $1.0 billion- of
capacity. Thei'regiftration statemehnt was declared
effective on Decemb'er 23; 2005, ard will'allow PEC to
issue various securities, inicluding First Mortgage
Bonds, Senior Notes, Debt Securities and Preferred
Stock.

* On July 28, 2005,' PEF filed a shelf registration
statement with the -SEC to provide $1.0 billion of
capacity. The registration statement was declared
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effective on December 23, 2005, and will allow PEF to
issue various securities, including First Mortgage

* Bonds, Debt Securities and Preferred Stock.
* In addition to the ongoing RCAs, Progress Energy

entered into a new $800 million 364-day credit
agreement on November 21, 2005, which was
restricted for the retirement of $800 million of 6.75%
Senior Notes due March 1, 2006. On March 1, 2006, we
retired $800 million of our 6.75% Senior Notes, thus
effectively terminating the 364-day credit agreement.

* On November 30, 2005, PEC issued $400 million of First
Mortgage Bonds, 5.25% Series due 2015. The net
proceeds from the sale of the bonds were used to
reduce the outstanding balance of short-term debt,
including commercial paper borrowings and
borrowings under our internal money pool, and for
general corporate purposes.

* On December 13, 2005, PEF issued $450 million of
Series A Floating Rate Senior Notes due 2008. These
senior notes are unsecured. Interest on the Floating
Rate Senior Notes will be based on three-month LIBOR
plus 40 basis points and will be reset quarterly. The net
proceeds from the sale of the bonds were used to
reduce the outstanding balance of short-term debt,
including commercial paper borrowings and
borrowings under our internal money pool, and for
general corporate purposes.

* Progress Energy issued approximately 4.8 million
shares of our common stock for approximately
$208 million in net proceeds from its Investor Plus
Stock Purchase Plan and its employee benefit and
stock option plans, net of purchases of restricted
shares. For 2005, the dividends paid on common stock
were approximately $582 million.

2004

* Progress Energy paid at maturity $500 million in senior
unsecured notes and entered into a new $1.1 billion
five-year. line of credit, expiring August 5, 2009. This
facility replaced Progress Energy's $250 million 364-day
line of credit and its three-year $450 million line of
credit, which were both scheduled to expire in
November 2004. Proceeds from the sale of natural gas
assets were used to extinguish Genco's $241 million
bank facility, and Progress Capital Holdings, Inc., paid
at maturity $25 million of Medium-Term Notes.

* PEC redeemed $39 million of Pollution Control
Obligations and paid at maturity $300 million in First
Mortgage Bonds. PEC extended to July 27, 2005, its
$165 million 364-day line of credit, which was
scheduled to expire on July 29, 2004.

* PEF paid at maturity $40 million in Medium-Term Notes.
* Progress Energy issued approximately 1.7 million

shares of our common stock for approximately
$73 million in net proceeds from our Investor Plus
Stock Purchase Plan and our employee benefit and
stock option' plans, net of purchases of restricted
shares. For 2004, the dividends paid on common stock
were approximately $558 million.

2003

* Progress Energy obtained a three-yearfinancing order,
allowing it to issue up to $2.8 billion of long-term
securities, $1.5 billion of short-term debt, and $3 billion
in parent guarantees. Progress Capital Holdings, Inc.,
paid at maturity $58 million in Medium-Term Notes.
Genco terminated its $50 million working capital credit
facility. Under its related construction facility, Genco
had drawn $241 million at December 31, 2003.

* PEC redeemed $250 million and issued $600 million in
First Mortgage Bonds.

* PEF redeemed $250 million; issued $950 million and paid
at maturity $180 million in First Mortgage Bonds. PEF
also paid at maturity $35 million in Medium-Term Notes.

* Progress Energy issued approximately 7.6 million
shares of common stock for approximately $304 million
in net proceeds from its Investor Plus Stock Purchase
Plan and its employee benefit plans, net of purchases
of restricted shares. For 2003, the dividends paid on
common stock were approximately $541 million.

Future Liquidity and Capital Resources
Please review 'SAFE HARBOR FOR FORWARD-LOOKING
STATEMENTS' for. a discussion of the factors that may
impact any such forward-looking statements made herein.

The Utilities produced approximately 100 percent of
consolidated cash from operations in 2005 and over
100 percent of consolidated cash from operations in 2004.
It is expected that the Utilitieg will continue to 'produce a
majority of the consolidated cash flows from operations
over, the next' several years as our. nonregulated
investments, primarily generation assets, improve asset
utilization and increase their'operating cash flows. Cash
from operations plus availability under current debt
agreements, is expected to be sufficient to meet our
requirements in thenear term. To the extent necessary
we may also access the capital markets or use limited
ongoing equity sales from our Investor Plus Stock
Purchase Plan; and employee benefit and stock option
plans to meet our liquidity requirements.
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The amount and timing of future sales of company
securities will depend on market conditions, operating
cash flow, asset sales and our specific needs. We may
from time to time sell securities beyond the amount
needed to meet capital requirements in orderto allowfor
the early redemption of long-term debt, the redemption of
preferred stock, the reduction of short-term debt or for
other general corporate purposes.

At December 31, 2005, the current portion of our long-
term debt was $513 million. We classified $397 million
related to the retirement of $800 million of Progress
Energy, Inc. 6.75% Senior Notes on March 1, 2006, as
long-term debt. Settlement of this obligation is not
expected to' require the use of working capital in 2006 as
we have the intent and ability to refinance this debt on a
long-term basis. We used the net proceeds of $397 million
from the aforementioned issuance of $300 million 5.625%
Senior Notes due 2016 and $100 million of Series A
Floating Rate Senior Notes due 2010, and a combination
of available cash and commercial paper proceeds to
retire the $800 million aggregate principal amount of our
6.75% Senior Notes on March 1, 2006.

The following regulatory matters may impact our future
liquidity and financing activities. See Note 7 for further
discussion of these regulatory matters.

On April 27, 2005, PEC filed for an increase in the fuel rate
charged to its South Carolina retail customers with the
SCPSC.'PEC requested the $99 million increase for under-
recovered fuel costs for the previous 15 months and to
meet future expected fuel costs. On June 23, 2005; the
SCPSC approved a settlement agreement filed jointly by
PEC and all, other parties to the proceeding. The
settlement agreement levelizes the collection of under-
recovered fuel costs over a-three-year period ending
June 30, 2008, and allows PEC to charge and 'recover
carrying costs on the monthly unpaid balance, beginning
July 1, 2006, at an interest rate of 6% 'compounded
annually. An annual increase in PEC's rates of $55 million,
or 12 percent, was effective July 1, 2005.

On June 3, 2005, PEC filed for an increase in the fuel rate
charged to its North Carolina retail customers with the
NCUC. PEC requested that the NCUC approve an annual
increase of $276 million, or 11 percent. PEC requested the
increase for under-recovered fuel costs for the previous
12 months and to meet future expected fuel costs. On
September 26, 2005, the NCUC approved a settlement
agreement proposed by PEC and other parties to the
proceeding. In the settlement, PEC will collect all of its
fuel cost under-collections that occurred during the test

year ended March 31, 2005, over a one-year period
beginning October 1, 2005. PEC agreed to reduce its
proposed billing increment, designed to collect future
fuel costs, in order to address customer concerns
regarding the magnitude of the proposed increase. The
NCUC approved an annual increase of $133 million, an
average increase of 5 percent. In recognition of the likely
under-collection that will result during the 12 months
ending September 30, 2006, PEC is allowed to calculate
and collect interest at 6% on the difference between its
collection factor in the original request to the NCUC and
the factor included in the settlement agreement until
such amounts have been collected. The increase was
effective October 1, 2005. At December 31, 2005, PEC's
North Carolina retail fuel costs were under-recovered by
$254 million. This amount was comprised of $244 million
eligible for recovery in 2006 and $10 million deferred from
a 2001 NCUC order that cannot be collected until 2007.

On November 9, 2005, the FPSC approved PEF's filed
request seeking a total increase of $605 million over 2005
to recover rising fuel costs as well as costs 'related to
other pass-through clauses and surcharges. Fuel costs of
$560 million and certain purchased power costs of
$42 million were the largest component of the total
increase. The fuel cost increase includes $17 million from
2004 under-recoveries, $222 million from 2005 under-
recoveries and a $321 million increase for 2006. Beginning
January 1, 2006, residential electric bills increased by
$11.78 per 1,000 kWhs each billing cycle through December
31, 2006. At December 31, 2005, PEF was under-recovered
in fuel and capacity costs by $341 million.

On September 7, 2005, the FPSC approved an agreement
(Base Rate Settlement) that maintains PEF's base rates at
the current level through late 2007, except as modified

elsewhere in the Base Rate Settlement.The new base
ratestook effectthefirstbilling cycle of January 2006 and
will remain in effect through the last billing cycle of
December.2009 with PEF having sole option to extend
through the last billing cycle of June 2010.

On July 14, 2005, the FPSC issued an order authorizing PEF
to recover $232 million of storm costs, including interest,
over. a two-year period,.,effective August 1, 2005. PEF's
initial petition in Novembe'r 2004 ,foir $252 million was an
estimate. On Septe b6'r 12,2005,'PEFfiled a true-up for an
additional $19 million' ini storm costs in excess of the
amount requested in the original 'petition. The recovery of
this difference, net of approximately $6 million of
adjustments, was administrativelyapproved by the FPSC,
subject to audit by the FPSC staff. The impact was
included in customer bills beginning January 1, 2006.
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On June 1, 2005, the governor of Florida signed into law a
bill that allows utilities to petition the FPSC to use
securitized bonds to recover storm-related costs. PEF is
reviewing whether it will seek FPSC approval to issue
securitized debtto recover any outstanding balance of its
2004 storm costs and to replenish its storm reserve fund,
or to continue the current replenishment of its storm
reserve fund through base rates and a surcharge
mechanism. If PEF seeks recovery through securitization
and assuming FPSC approval, PEF expects the process to
take six to nine months to complete.

In addition, our synthetic fuel operations do not currently
produce positive operating cash flow dues to the
difference in timing of when tax credits are recognized
for financial reporting purposes and when tax credits are
realized for tax purposes (See Note 230).

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

Total cash from operations provided the funding for our
capital expenditures, including property additions,
nuclear fuel expenditures and diversified business
property additions during 2005, excluding proceeds from
asset sales of $475 million.

As shown in the table below, we expect the majority of
our capital expenditures to be incurred at our regulated
operations. We anticipate our regulated capital
expenditures will increase in 2006 and 2007, primarily due
to increased spending on environmental initiatives.
Forecasted nonregulated expenditures relate primarily to
Progress Ventures and its gas operations, mainly for
drilling new wells.

Actual Forecasted
(in millions) 2005 2006 2007 2008
Regulated capital

expenditures $1,080 $1,520 $S1400 $1,600
Nuclearfuel expenditures 126 70 '160 140
AFUDC - borrowed funds (13) 1101 120) 130)
Nonregulated capital and

other expenditures 228 190 190 190
Total S1,421 $1,770 $1,730 $1,900

Regulated capital expenditures for 2006, 2007 and 2008 in
the table above include approximately $370 million,
$420 million and $560-rmillion", respectively, for
environmental compliance capital expenditures. We
currently estimate total future capital expenditures for the
Utilitiesto comply with current environmental laws and
regulations addressing air and water quality, a portion of
which are eligible for regulatory recovery, to be in excess

of $2.0 billion through 2018, which is the latest compliance
target date for current air and water quality regulations.
See Note 22 for further discussion of our environmental
compliance costs and related recovery of costs.

All projected capital and investment expenditures are
subject to periodic review and revision and may vary
significantly depending on a number of factors including,
but not limited to, industry restructuring, regulatory
constraints, market volatility and economic trends.

OTHER CASH NEEDS

During the fourth quarter of 2004, we announced the
launch of a new cost-management initiative. This cost-
management initiative is designed to ' permanently
reduce, by $75' million to $100 million, our projected
growth in annual nonfuel O&M expenses by the end of
2007. In addition to the workforce restructuring, the cost-
management initiative included a voluntary enhanced
retirement program. In connection with this initiative, we
incurred approximately $164 million of pre-tax charges
for severance and postretirement benefits during the
year ended December 31, 2005, which'will be paid over
time (See Note 17). We do not expect to incur any similar
charges during 2006.'

CREDIT FACILITIES

At December 31,2005, we had committed revolving credit
facilities and available balances as shown in the table in
Note 12. All of the revolving credit facilities supporting
the credit were arranged through a syndication of
financial institutions. There are no bilateral contracts
associated with these facilities.

Our internal financial policy precludes issuing commercial
paper in excess of the supporting lines of credit. At
December 31, 2005, we had. $175 million reserved for
outstanding commercial, paper balance and a total, of
$150 million reserved for backing of letters of credit,
leaving an additional $1.705 billion available for future
borrowing under our credit lines. At December 31, 2005,
the actual amount of letters of credit issued was
$33 million. In addition, we have requirements. to. pay
minimal annual commitment fees, to' maintain our credit
facilities. We expect to continue to use commercial paper
issuances as a source of liquidity as long as we maintain
our current short-term ratings.

In addition to the committed RCAs at December 31, 2005,
we had an $800 million 364-day credit agreement, which
was restricted for, the retirement of $800 million of
6.75% Senior Notes on March 1, 2006. On March 1, 2006,
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Progress Energy retired $800 million of its 6.75% Senior
Notes, thus effectively terminating the 364-day
credit agreement.

All of the credit facilities include a defined maximum total
debt-to-total capital ratio (leverage). Progress Energy's
RCA includes a minimum interest coverage ratio. We are
currently in compliance with these covenants and were
in compliance with these covenants at December 31,
2005. See Note 12 for a discussion of the credit facilities'
financial covenants, material adverse change clause
provisions and cross-default provisions.

Progress Energy has on file with the SEC a shelf
registration statement under which senior debt
securities, junior subordinated debentures, common and
preferred stock and other trust preferred securities,
among other securities, are available for issuance. At
December 31, 2005, there was approximately $1.1 billion
available under this shelf registration. As a result of the
$300 million and $100 million issuances on January 13,
2006, discussed above in "Financing Activities,' the
amount available under this shelf registration statement
was subsequently reduced to $679 million.

Both PEC and PEF currently have on file with the SEC a
shelf registration statement under which each can issue
up to $1.0 billion of various long-term debt securities and
preferred stock.

Both PEC and PEF can issue First Mortgage Bonds under
their respective First Mortgage Bond indentures. At
December 31, 2005, PEC and PEF could issue up to
$3.08 billion and $3.54 billion, respectively, based on
property additions and $1.63 billion -and $0.18 billion,
respectively, based upon retirements.

The following table shows our total debt to total
capitalization ratios at December 31: ,;':.-

CREDIT RATING MATTERS

The major credit rating agencies have curreritly rated our
securities as follows:'

Moody's Standard & Fitch
Investors Service Poor's Ratings

Progress Energy, Inc.

Outlook Negative Stable Stable

Corporate credit rating n/a BBB n/a

Senior unsecured debt Baa2 BBB- BBB-

Commercial paper P-2 A-2 n/a

PEC

Outlook Stable Stable Stable

Corporate credit rating Baal BBB n/a

Commercial paper P-2 A-2 F2

Senior secured debt A3 BBB A-

Senior unsecured debt Baal BBB- BBB+

Preferred stock Baa3 BB+ BBB

PEF

Outlook Stable Stable Stable

Corporate credit rating A3 BBB n/a

Commercial paper P-2 A-2 F2

Senior secured debt A2 BBB A-

Senior unsecured debt A3 BBB- BBB+

Preferred stock - Baa2 . BB+ BBB

FPC Capital I

Preferred stocklal Baa2 BB+ n/a

Progress Capital Holdings, Inc.

Senior unsecured debtla) Baal BBB- n/a

~a Guaranteed by Progress Energy, Inc. and Florida Progress.

These ratings reflect the current views of these rating
1-... . I. . * :

agencies, and no assurances can be given that these
ratings will 6ontinue for any given period of time. However,

- , I I - '. . : , t I I

Common stock equity . t ._;41

*Preferred stock and minority interest - .-

Total debt - - .. 57

we IIIU oLL our iiicdIIUldl tUIIUILIUI1 as wU1 ad ITIdIKUL

Z005, . 2004 conditions that could Ultimatelyaff6t our credit ratings.
,1.6% . .41.7% -- ;.-..-- .r3 - ...-

7%.''';07% On February 1 1,'2005, Moody's announced that it lowered
.7% 576% the ratings of PEF, Progress Capital Holdings', Inrc. and

FPC Capital Trust I and changed their rating outlooks to
stable from negative. Moody's affirmed the rating of
Progress Energy anid PEC. The rating outlooks continue to
be stablesat PEC and negatiive at Progress Energy.
Moody's stated that it took this action primarily due to
declining cash flow coverages and, rising leverage,
higher O&M costs, uncertainty regarding the timing of
hurricane cost recovery, regulatory risks associated with
the then upcoming rate case in Florida and ongoing
capital requirements to meet Florida's growing demand.
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On November 22, 2005, S&P announced that it revised its
ratings outlook on Progress Energy from negative to
stable, affirming the BBB corporate credit rating, and
revising the short-term rating from A-3 to A-2. As a result
of this revision, PEC's and PEF's outlooks and short-term
ratings were also revised from negative to stable and A-3
to A-2, respectively. S&P stated that it took these actions
primarily due to the resolution of several regulatory issues
in Florida and expectations of increased likelihood that
the financial performance will improve over the next two
years. S&P also indicated that it has improved its
business position for PEF to a '4' (strong). The business
position for PEC remains a '5' (satisfactory) and the overall
business position for Progress Energy remains at a
'6' (satisfactory). S&P ranks business position on a scale
of '1' (excellent) to '10' (vulnerable).

On December 6, 2005, S&P lowered the BBB rating on
PEC's and PEF's senior unsecured notes to BBB-. The
revision reflects the recognition that a significant amount
of the Utilities' assets (more than 30 percent of PEC's
assets and 35 percent of PEF's assets) collateralize first-
priority debt.

The changes by S&P and Moody's did not trigger any
debt or guarantee collateral requirements, nor did they
have any material impact on the overall liquidity of
Progress Energy or any of its affiliates. Fitch Ratings took
no actions on Progress Energy's, PEC's or PEFs ratings in
2005. To date, Progress Energy's, PEC's and PEF's access
to the commercial paper markets has not been materially
impacted by the rating agencies' actions.

Our debt indentures and credit agreements do not
contain any "ratings triggers," which would cause the
acceleration of interest and principal payments in the
event of a ratings downgrade. If S&P lowers Progress
Energy's senior unsecured rating one ratings category to
BB+ from its current rating, it would be a noninvestment
grade rating. The effect of a noninvestment grade rating
would primarily be increased borrowing costs. Our
liquidity would essentially remain unchanged, as we
believe we could borrow under our revolving credit
facilities instead of issuing commercial paper for our
short-term borrowing needs. However, we have certain
contracts that have provisions triggered by a ratings
downgrade to a rating below investment grade.
A noninvestment grade rating by S&P or Moody's would
trigger additional funding requirements of approximately
$540 million due' t6 ratings triggers embedded in various
contracts, as more fully described below under
"Guarantees." While we believe that we would be able to
meet this obligation with cash or letters of credit if we

cannot, our financial condition, liquidity and results of
operations will be materially and adversely impacted. We
do not believe conditions are likely for significant
performance under the guarantees of performance
issued by or on behalf of affiliates.

OFF-BALANCE SHEET ARRANGEMENTS AND
CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS
Our off-balance sheet arrangements and contractual
obligations are described below.

Guarantees

As a part of normal business, we enter into various
agreements providing future financial or performance
assurances to third parties that are outside the scope of
FASB Interpretation No. 45, "Guarantor's Accounting and
Disclosure Requirements for Guarantees, Including
Indirect Guarantees of Indebtedness of Others" (FIN No.
45). These agreements. are entered into primarily to
support or enhance the creditworthiness otherwise
attributed to Progress Energy or our subsidiaries on a
stand-alone basis, thereby facilitating the extension of
sufficient credit to accomplish the subsidiaries' intended
commercial purposes. Our guarantees include
performance obligations under power supply
agreements, tolling agreements, transmission
agreements, gas agreements, fuel procurement
agreements and trading operations. Our guarantees also
include standby letters of credit, surety bonds and
guarantees in support of nuclear decommissioning. At
December 31, 2005,' we have issued $1.78 billion of
guarantees for -future financial or performance
assurance. Included in this amount is $300 million of
guarantees of certain' payments of two wholly owned
indirect subsidiaries issued by the Parent (See Note 24).
We do not believe conditions are likely for significant
performance under the guarantees of performance
issued by or on behalf of affiliates.

The majority of contracts supported by the guarantees
contain provisions that trigger guarantee obligations
based on downgrade events to below investment grade
(below BBB- or Baa3) by S&P or Moody's, ratings
triggers, monthly netting of exposure and/or payments
and offset provisions in the event of a default. At
December 31, 2005, no guarantee obligations had been
triggered. If the guarantee obligations were triggered,
the approximate amount of liquidity requirements to
support ongoing operations within a 90-day period,
associated with guarantees for Progress Energy's
nonregulated portfolio and power supply agreements,
was $540 million. While we believe that we would be able
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to meetthis obligation with cash or letters of credit, if we
cannot, our financial condition, liquidity and results of
operations will be materially and adversely impacted.

At December 31, 2005, we have issued guarantees and
indemnifications of certain legal, tax and environmental
matters to third parties in connection with sales of
businesses and for timely payment of obligations in
support of our nonwholly owned synthetic fuel
operations. Related to the sales of businesses, the notice
period extends until 2012 for the majority of matters
provided for in the indemnification provisions. For matters
for which we receive timely notice, our indemnity
obligations may extend beyond the notice period. Certain
environmental indemnifications have no limitations as to
time or maximum potential future payments. Other
guarantees and indemnifications have an estimated
maximum exposure of approximately $152 million.
Additionally, in 2005 PEC entered into a contract with the
joint owner of certain facilities at the Mayo and Roxboro
plants to limit their aggregate costs associated with
capital expenditures to comply with the Clean
Smokestacks Act and recognized a $16 million'liability
related to this indemnification (See Note 22B). At
December 31, 2005, we have recorded liabilities related
to guarantees and indemnifications to third parties of
approximately $41 million. As current estimates change,
it is possible that additional losses related to guarantees

and indemnifications to third parties, which could be
material, may be recorded in the future.

Market Risk and Derivatives
Under our risk management policy, we may use a variety
of instruments, including swaps, options and 'forward
contracts, to manage exposure to fluctuations in
commodity prices and interest rates. See Note 18 for a
discussion of market risk and derivatives.

Contractual Obligations
We are party to numerous contracts and arrangements
obligating us to make cash payments in future years.
Thesercontracts include financial arrangements such as
debt agreements and leases, as well as contracts forthe
purchase of goods and services. Amounts in the
following table are estimated based upon contractual
terms and actual amounts will likely differfrom amounts
presented below. Further disclosure regarding our
contractual obligations is included in the respective
notes. We take into consideration the future
commitments when assessing our liquidity and future
financing needs. The following table reflects Progress
Energy's contractual cash obligations and other
commercial commitments at December 31, 2005, in the
respective periods in which they are due:

(in millions) Total Less than 1 year 1-3 years 3-5 years More than 5 years

Long-term debtla) (See Note 12) $11,052 $513 $1,951 $807 $7,781

Interest payments on long-term debt and
interest rate derivativeslbl 6,994 637 1,160 964 4,233

Capital lease obligations (See Note 23B) 149 4 18 18 109

Operating leases (See Note 23B) 706 76 156 298

Fuel and purchased powerdc (See Note 23A) 14,714 3,257 4,243 1,741 5,473

Other purchase obligations (See Note 23A) 694 .:163 194 105 232

Minimum pension funding requirementsid) 274 10 241 23

Other commitmentsfe)(f) 203 44 40 27 92

Total . $34,786 . ; $4,704 $8,023 $3,841 $18,218

Ia) Our maturing debt obligations are generally expected to be refinanced with new debt issuances in the capital markets.
Ib) Interest payments on long-term debt and interest rate derivatives are based on the interest rate effective at December 31,2005, and the LIBOR forward curve at

December 31, 2005, respectively.
Ic) Fuel and purchased power commitments represent the maiority of our remaining future commitments after debt obligations. Essentially all of our fuel and

purchased power costs are recovered through pass-through clauses in accordance with North Carolina, South Carolina and Florida regulations and therefore

do not require separate liquidity support
Id) Projected pension funding status is based on current actuarial estimates and is subject to future revision.
lel In 2008, PEC must begin transitioning amounts currently retained internally to its external decommissioning funds. The transition of $131 million must be

complete by December31, 2017, and at least 10 percent must be transitioned each year.
If We have certain future commitments related to four synthetic fuel facilities purchased that provide for contingent payments (royalties) through 2007 (See Note 23D).
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OTHER MATTERS
Synthetic Fuels Tax Credits

We have substantial operations associated with the
production of coal-based synthetic fuels. The production
and sale of these products qualifies for federal income
tax credits so long as certain requirements are satisfied.
These operations are subject to various risks.

For 2005 and prior years, our ability to claim tax credits
was dependent on having sufficient tax liability. Any
conditions that negatively impact our tax liability, such as
weather, could also diminish our ability to claim or utilize
credits, including those previously generated. Beginning
in 2006, Section 29 tax credits have been redesignated as
a Section 45K general business credit, which removes
the regular federal income tax liability limit on synthetic
fuel production and subjects the credits to a 20-year
carry forward period. Synthetic fuel is generally not
economical to produce absent the credits. In addition,
the tax credits associated with synthetic fuels in a
particular year may be phased out if Annual Average
market prices for crude oil exceed certain prices.

Our synthetic fuel operations and related risks are
described in more detail in Note 23D.

Regulatory Environment
The Utilities' operations in North Carolina, South Carolina
and Florida are regulated by the NCUC, SCPSC and the
FPSC, respectively. The electric businesses are also
subject to regulation by the FERC, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) and other federal and state agencies
common to the utility business. In addition, until February
8, 2006, we were subject to SEC regulation as a registered
holding company under PUHCA. As a result of regulation,
many of the fundamental business decisions, as well as
the rate of return the Utilities are permitted to earn, are
subject to the approval of these governmental agencies.

The retail rate matters affected by the regulatory
authorities are discussed in detail in Notes 7B and 7C.
This discussion identifies specific retail rate matters, the
status of the issues and the associated effects to our
consolidated financial statements.

The regulatory authorities continue to evaluate issues
related to the timing, creation and structure of
transmission organizations. We cannot predict the
outcome of these matters (See Note 70).

In April 2004, the FERC issued two orders concerning
utilities' ability to sell wholesale electricity at market-
based rates. In the first order, the FERC adopted two new
interim screens for assessing potential generation market
power of applicants for wholesale market-based rates,
and described additional analyses and mitigation
measures that could be presented if an applicant does not
pass one of these interim screens. In July 2004, the FERC
issued a second order that re-affirmed its April order and
initiated a rulemaking to consider whether the FERC's
current methodology for determining whether a public
utility should be allowed to sell wholesale electricity at
market-based rates should be modified in any way. PEF
does not have market-based rate authority for wholesale
sales in peninsular Florida. Given the difficulty PEC
believes it would experience in passing one of the interim
screens, on September 6, 2005, PEC filed revisions to its
market-based rate tariffs restricting them to sales outside
of PEC's control area and peninsular Florida and a new
cost-based tariff for sales within PEC's control area. The
FERC has accepted these revised tariffs.

Legal
We are subject to federal, state and local legislation and
court orders. These matters are discussed in detail in
Note 23D. This discussion identifies specific issues, the
status of the issues, accruals associated with issue
resolutions and the associated exposures to us.

PEC and PEF continue to monitor developments
impacting competition and have actively participated in
regulatory reform deliberations in North Carolina, South
Carolina and Florida. Movement toward deregulation
throughout the nation has effectively ceased due to
numerous factors including but not limited to California's
experience with retail deregulation and the Enron
situation. We expect the legislatures in all three states
will continue to monitor the experiences of states that
have implemented electric restructuring legislation. We
cannot anticipate when, or if, any of these states will
move to increase competition in the electric industry.

Nuclear

Nuclear generating units are regulated by the NRC. In the
event of noncompliance, the NRC has the authority to
impose fines, set license conditions, shut down a nuclear
unit or some combination of these, depending upon its
assessment of the severity of the situation, until
compliance is achieved.

Our' nuclear units are periodically removed from service
to accommodate normal refueling and maintenance
outages, repairs and certain other modifications (See
Notes 5 and 230).
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Due to the anticipated growth in our service territories,
we anticipate we will need to increase our baseload
generation in both Florida and the Carolinas within the
next decade. We are currently evaluating our options for
future baseload generation needs. Both nuclear and coal
technologies are being explored in parallel paths. At this
time, no definitive decision has been made.

We have announced that we are pursuing development
of Combined License (COL) applications.. Our
announcement is not a commitment to build a nuclear
plant. It is a necessary step to keep open the option of
building a potential plant or plants. On January 23, 2006,
we announced that PEC has selected the Shearon Harris
Nuclear Plant (Harris) site to evaluate for possible future
nuclear expansion and we announced the selection of
the Westinghouse Electric AP-1000 reactor design as the
technology upon which to base the potential application
submission. We currently expectto file the application for
the COL for PEC's Harris site in late September or early
October 2007; We expect to file the application for the
CDLfor an as-yet unspecified site in Florida in late 2007 or
first quarter 2008. We plan to announce the selection of
the Florida site in spring 2006. If we receive approval from
the NRC, and if the decision to build is made, construction
could begin as early as 2010, and a new plant could be
online .around 2016. We estimate that it will take
approximately 36 months for the NRC to review the COL
applications and grant approval.

A new' nuclear plant may be eligible for the federal
production tax credits and risk insurance provided by the
Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPACT). EPACT provides for an
annual tax credit of 1.8 cents/kWh for nuclear facilities
for the first eight years of operation. The credit is limited
to the first 6,000 MW of new nuclear generation in the
United States and has an annual cap of $125 million per
unit. The credit allocation process among new nuclear
plants' has not been determined.' Other. utilities have
announced plans to pursue new. nuclear plants; and
there is no guarantee that any nuclear plant constructed
by us would qualify forthese additional incentives.

Environmental Matters

We are subject to federal, state arnd local regulations
addressing air and water quality, hazardous and solid
waste management and other environmental matters.
These environmental matters are discussed in detail in
Note 22. This discussion identifies specific environmental
issues, the status of the issues, accruals associated with
issue resolutions and our associated exposures. We
accrue costs to the extent our liability is probable and the
costs can be reasonably estimated. It is probable that
additional losses, which could be material, may be
incurred in the future.

New Accounting Standards

See 'Note 2 for a discussion 'of the impact of 'new
accounting standards.

While we currently estimate that we will need to increase
our baseload capacity, our assumptions regarding future
growth and resulting power:'demand :in -our -service
territories may not be realized. If anticipated growth levels
are not realized, we may increase our baseload capacity
and have excess capacity. This excess capacity may
exceed reserve margins established by the NCUC, SCPSC
and FPSC to meet our obligation to serve retail customers
and, as a result, may not be recoverable in base rates.
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QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE
DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK

We are exposed to various risks related to changes in
market conditions. Market risk represents the potential
loss arising from adverse changes in market rates and
prices. We have a risk management committee that
includes senior executives from various business groups.
The risk management committee is responsible for
administering risk management policies and monitoring
compliance with those policies by all subsidiaries. Under
our risk policy, we may use a variety of instruments,
including swaps, options and forward contracts, to
manage exposure to fluctuations in commodity prices
and interest rates. Such instrnments contain cr6dit risk to
the extentthatthe counterpartyfailsto perform underthe
contract We mitigate such risk by performing credit
reviews using, among other things, publicly available
credit ratings of such counterparties (See Note 18).

The following disclosures about market risk contain
forward-looking statements that involve estimates,
projections, goals, forecasts, assumptions, risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results or
outcomes to differ materially from those expressed in the
forward-looking statements. Please review "SAFE
HARBOR FOR FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS' for a
discussion of the factors that may impact any such
forward-looking statements made herein.

Certain market risks are inherent in our financial
instruments, which arise from transactions entered into
in the normal course of business. Our primary exposures
are changes in interest rates with respect to our long-
term debt and commercial paper, fluctuations in the
return on marketable securities with respect to our
nuclear decommissioning trust funds, changes in the
market value of CVOs, and changes in energy-related
commodity prices.

These financial instruments are held for purposes other
than trading. The risks discussed below do not include the
price risks associated with nonfinancial instrument
transactions and positions associated with our operations,
such as purchase and sales commitments and inventory.

Interest Rate Risk

From time to time, we use interest rate derivative
instruments to adjustthe mix between fixed- and floating-
rate debt in our debt portfolio, to mitigate our exposure to
interest rate fluctuations associated with certain debt
instruments, and to hedge interest rates with regard to
future fixed-rate debt issuances.

The notional amounts of interest rate derivatives are not
exchanged and do not represent exposure to credit loss.
In the event of default by a counterparty, the risk in the
transaction is the cost of replacing the agreements at
current market rates. We enter into interest rate
derivative agreements only with banks with credit ratings
of single A or better.

We use a number of models and methods to determine
interest rate risk exposure and fair value of derivative
positions. For reporting purposes, fair values and
exposures of derivative positions are determined as of
the end of the reporting period using the Bloomberg
Financial Markets system.

In accordance with SFAS No. 133, "Accounting for
Derivative and Hedging Activities" (SFAS No. 133),
interest rate derivatives that qualify as hedges are broken
into one of two categories: cash flow hedges or fair value
hedges. Cash flow hedges are used to reduce exposure to
changes in cash flow due to fluctuating interest rates. Fair
value hedges are used to reduce exposure to changes in
fair value due to interest rate changes.

The following tables provide information at December 31,
2005 and 2004, about our interest rate risk-sensitive
instruments. The tables present principal cash flows and
weighted-average interest rates by expected maturity
dates for the fixed and variable rate long-term debt and
FPC obligated mandatorily redeemable securities of trust.
The tables also include estimates of the fair value of our
interest rate risk-sensitive instruments based on quoted
market prices for these or similar issues. For interest rate
swaps and interest, rate forward contracts, the tables
present notional amounts and weighted-average interest
rates by contractual maturity dates for 2006 to 2010 and
thereafter and the fair value of the related hedges.
Notional amounts are used to calculate the contractual
cash flows to be exchanged under the interest rate
swaps and the settlement amounts under the interest
rate forward contracts. See Note 18 for more information
on interest rate derivatives.

At December 31, 2005, we classified $397 million related
to the retirement of $800 million of Progress Energy, Inc.
6.75% Senior Notes on March 1, 2006, as long-term debt
Settlement of this obligation is not expected to require
the use of working capital in 2006 as we have the intent
and ability to refinance this debt on a long-term basis.
On January 13, 2006, Progress Energy issued $300 million
of 5.625% Senior Notes due 2016 and $100 million of
Series A Floating Rate Senior Notes due 2010, receiving
net proceeds of $397 million. These senior notes
are unsecured.
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(dollars in millions)
December 31, 2005' 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Thereafter Total Fair Value

Fixed-rate long-term debtI8l $513 $674 S827 $401 $306 $6,611 $9,332 $9,768

Average interest rate 6.79% 6.41% 6.27% 5.95%0/ 4.53% 6.34% 6.29%

Variable-rate long-term debt - - $450 _ $100 S861 $1A411 $1,411

Average interest rate - - 4.88% - 5.03% 3.05% 3.77%

Debt to affiliated trustlb) - - - - - $309 $309 $312

Interest rate - - - - - 7.10% 7.10%

Interest rate derivatives
Pay variable/receive fixed - - $ (100) _ _ S(50) Si150) $12)

Average pay rate (c) - _ Ic) (c)

Average receive rate - - 4.10% - - 4.65% 4.28%

Interest rate forward contracts $- - - - - 100 $100 S1

Average pay rate - - - - - 4.87% 4.87%

Average receive rate - - - - - (c) (c)

Ia) Excludes $397 million in 2006 classified as long-term debt at December 31, 2005.
(Ib) FPC Capital I - Quarterly Income Preferred Securities.
(c) Rate is 3-month LIBOR, which was 4.54% at December 31, 2005.

(dollars in millions)
December 31, 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Thereafter ' Total Fair Value

Fixed-rate long-term debt $349 $908 $674 $827 $400 $5,399 $8,557 $9,454

Average interest rate 7.38% 6.78% 6.41% 6.27% 5.95% 6.55% 6.54%

Variable-rate long-term debt - $55 , - - $160 $861 $1,076 $1,077

Average interest rate - 2.95% - - 3.19% 1.70% 1.99%

Debtto affiliated trustla- - - $309 $309 $312

Interest rate - - - - 7.10% 7.10%

Interest rate derivatives

Pay variable/receive fixed - - - S(100) - $(50) $(150) $3

Average pay rate - _ _ lb) - lb) (b)

Average receive rate - - - 4.10% - 4.65% 4.28%

Interest rate forward contracts $200 - ' - - - $131 $331 $(2)

Average pay rate 3.07% - . - - - 4.90% 3.79%

Average receive rate (c) _ _ .b- .bi A : )/Ic)

(a) FPC Capital I - Quarterly Income Preferred Securities.
(b) Rate is 3-month LIBOR, which was 2.56% at December 31, 2004.
(c) Rate is 1-month LIBOR, which was 2.40% at December 31, 2004.

Marketable Securities Price Risk'- .

The Utilities maintain trust funds, pursuant to NRC
requirements, to fund certain costs of decommissioning
their nuclear plants. These funds are primarily invested in
stocks, bonds and cash equivalents, which are exposed to
price fluctuations in equity markets and to changes in
interest rates. At December 31, 2005 and 2004, the fair
value of these funds was S1.133 billion and $1.044 billion,
respectively, including $640 million and $581 million,
respectively, for PEC and $493 million and $463 million,

respectively, for PEE We actively monitor our portfolio by
benchrarking the performance'of our'investnents against
certain indices and by maintaining, and periodically
reviewing, target ialication percentages for various asset
classes. The accounting for nuclear'decommissioning
recognizes that the Utilities' regulated electric rates
provide for recovery of these costs net of any trust fund
earnings, and, therefore, fluctuations in trust fund
marketable security returns do not affect earnings. See
Note 13 for further information on the trust fund securities.
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MARKET RISK DISCLOSURES

Contingent Value Obligations Market Value Risk
In connection with the acquisition of FPC, the Parent
issued 98.6 million CVOs. Each CVO represents the right of
the holder to receive contingent payments based on the
performance of four synthetic fuel facilities purchased by
subsidiaries of FPC in October 1999. The payments, if any,
are based on the net after-tax cash flows the facilities
generate. These CVOs are recorded at fair value, and
unrealized gains and losses from changes in fair value are
recognized in earnings. At December 31, 2005 and 2004,
the fair value of these CVOs was $7 million and S13 million,
respectively. A hypothetical 10 percent decrease in the
December 31, 2005, market price would result in a
$1 million decrease in the fair value of the CVOs.

Commodity Price Risk
We are exposed to the effects of marketfluctuations in the
price of natural gas, coal, fuel oil, electricity and other
energy-related products marketed and purchased as a
result of our ownership of energy-related assets. Our
exposure to these fluctuations is significantly limited by
the cost-based regulation of the Utilities. Each state
commission allows electric utilities to recover certain of
these costs through various cost recovery clauses to the
extent the respective commission determines that such
costs are prudent Therefore, while there may be a delay
in the timing between when these costs are incurred and
when these costs are recovered from the ratepayers,
changes from year to year have no material impact on
operating results. In addition, many of our long-term power
sales contracts shift substantially all fuel responsibility to
the purchaser. We also have oil price risk exposure related
to synthetic fuel tax credits (See Note 23D).

We perform sensitivity analyses to estimate our exposure
to the market risk of our commodity positions. We
exclude the impact of derivative commodity instruments
that are recovered through cost-based regulation at PEF
from this analysis. A hypothetical 10 percent increase or
decrease in commodity market prices in the near term on
our derivative commodity instruments would not have
had a material effect on our financial position, results of
operations or cash flows at December 31, 2005 and 2004.

See Note 18 for additional information with regard
to our commodity contracts and use of derivative
financial instruments.

Economic Derivatives

Derivative products, primarily electricity and natural gas
contracts, may be entered into from time to time for
economic hedging purposes. While management

believes the economic hedges mitigate exposures to
fluctuations in commodity prices, these instruments are
not designated as hedges for accounting purposes and
are monitored consistent with trading positions. We
manage open positions with strict policies that limit our
exposure to market risk and require daily reporting to
management of potential financial exposures. Gains and
losses from such contracts were not material to our
results of operations during 2005, 2004 and 2003. We did
not have material outstanding positions in such contracts
at December 31, 2005 and 2004, other than those
receiving regulatory accounting treatment at PEF, as
discussed below.

PEF has derivative instruments related to its exposure to
price fluctuations on fuel oil and natural gas purchases.
These instruments receive regulatory accounting
treatment. Unrealized gains and losses are recorded in
regulatory liabilities and regulatory assets, respectively,
until the contracts are settled. Once settled, any realized
gains or losses are passed through the fuel clause. At
December 31, 2005, the fair values of the instruments
were a $77 million short-term derivative asset position
included in other current assets, a $45 million long-term
derivative asset position included in other assets and
deferred debits, and a $6 million long-term derivative
liability position included in other liabilities and deferred
credits. At December 31, 2004, the fair values of the
instruments were a $2 million long-term derivative asset
position included in other assets and deferred debits and
a $5 million short-term derivative liability position
included in other current liabilities.

Cash Flow Hedges
We use natural gas and power hedging instruments to
manage a portion of the market risk associated with
fluctuations in the future purchase and sales prices of
natural gas and power. Our subsidiaries designate a
portion of commodity derivative instruments as cash flow
hedges under SFAS No. 133.

The fair values of commodity cash flow hedges at
December 31 were as follows:

(in millions) 2005 2004

Fair value of assets $170 $ -
Fair value of liabilities (58) (15)

Fair value, net $112 $(15)
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REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

Progress Energy Annual Report 2005

MANAGEMENT'S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL- OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING

It is the responsibility of Progress Energy's management to establish and maintain.adequate internal control over
financial reporting, as such term is defined in Rules 13a-15(f) and 15(d)-15(f) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended. Progress Energy's internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable
assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external
purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States of America. Internal control
over financial reporting include policies and procedures that'(1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in
reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactio's and dispositions of the assets of Progress Energy;
(2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation 'of financial
statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States of America; (3) provide
reasonable assurance that receipts and expenditures of Progress Energy are being made only in' accordance with
authorizations of management and directors of Progress Energy; and (4) provide reasonable.assurance regarding
prevention' or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use or disposition of Progress Energy's assets that could
have a material effect on the financial statements.

Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also,
projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subjectto the riskthat controls may become inadequate
because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliarice with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.

Management assessed the effectiveness of Progress Energy's internal control over financial reporting at December-31,
2005. Management based this assessment on criteria for effective internal control over financial reporting described in
"Internal Control - Integrated Framework' issued'by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission (COSO). Management's assessment included an eevaluation of the design of Progress'Energy's internal
control over financial reporting and testing of the'operational effectiveness of its internal control over financial
reporting. Management reviewed the results of its assessmentwith the Audit Committee of the board of diectors.

Based on our assessment, management determined that, at December 31, 2005, Progress Energy maintained effective
internal control over financial reporting;

Management's assessment of the effectiveness of Progress Energy's internal control over financial reporting at
December 31, 2005, has been audited by Deloitte & Touche LLP, an independent registered public accounting firm, as
stated in their report.

Robert B. McGehee,
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Peter M. Scott IlIl
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

March 6, 2006
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REPORTS OF MANAGEMENT AND INDEPENDENT:
REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
To the Board of Directors and Shareholders of Progress Energy, Inc.
We have audited management's assessment, included in the accompanying M anagemnent's Report of Internal Controls,
that Progress Energy, Inc., and its subsidiaries (the "Company") maintained effictive internal control over financial
reporting at December 31, 2005, based on the criteria established in Internal Control - Integrated Framework issued by
the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission. The Company's 'management is responsible
for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal
control over financial reporting. Ourresponsibility is to express an opinion on management's assessment and an opinion
on the effectiveness of the Company's internal control over financial reporting based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United
States). Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained in all material respects. Our audit included obtaining
an understanding of internal control over financial reporting, evaluating mnangement's assessment, tesng and
evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of internal control, and performing such other procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.

A company's internal control over financial reporting is a process designed by, or under the supervision of, the
company's principal executive and principal financial officers, or persons performing similar functions, and effected by
the company's board of directors, management, and other personnel to provide reasonable assurance regarding the
reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles. A company's internal control over finan'cial reporting includes those policies
and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect
the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are
recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance with
authorizations of management and directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding
prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the company's assets that could have
a material effect on the financial statements.

Because of the inherent limitations of internal control over financial reporting, including the possibility of collusion or
improper management override of controls, material misstatements due to error or fraud may not be prevented or
detected on a timely basis. Also, projections of any evaluation of the effectiveness of the internal control over financial
reporting to future periods are subject to the risk that the controls may become inadequate because of changes in
conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.

In our opinion, management's assessment that the Company maintained effective internal control over financial
reporting at December 31, 2005, is fairly stated, in all material respects, based on the criteria established in Internal
Control - Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission.
Also in our opinion, the Company maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting
at December 31, 2005, based on the criteria established in Internal Control - Integrated Framework issued by the
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission.

We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United
States), the consolidated financial statements as of and for the year ended December 31, 2005, of the Company and our
report dated March 6, 2006, expressed an unqualified opinion on those consolidated financial statements and included
an explanatory paragraph regarding the Company's adoption of Statement of Financial Accounting Standard No. 123R
and Financial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation No. 47.

Dl-dctt AP
Raleigh, North Carolina
March 6, 2006
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

To the Board of Directors and Shareholders of Progress Energy, Inc.

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Progress Energy, Inc., and its subsidiaries (the

Company) at December 31, 2005 and 2004, and the related consolidated statements of income, comprehensive income,

changes in common stock equity, and cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2005.

These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company's management. Our responsibility is to express an

opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United

States). Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whetherthe

financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence

supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting

principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement

presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, such consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of

the Company at December 31, 2005 and 2004, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for each of the

three years in the period ended December 31, 2005, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the

United States of America.

As discussed in Note 1 and Note 18 to the consolidated financial statements, in 2005 the Company adopted Statement

of Financial Accounting Standards No. 123R and Financial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation No. 47 and in

2003 the Company adopted Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 143 and Derivatives Implementation Group

Issue C20.

We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United

States), the effectiveness of the Company's internal control overfinancial reporting at December-31, 2005, based on the

criteria established in Internal Control - Integrated Framework issued bythe Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of

the Treadway Commission, and our report dated March 6, 2006, expressed an unqualified opinion on management's

assessment of the effectiveness of the Company's internal control over financial reporting and an unqualified opinion

on the effectiveness of the Company's internal control over financial reporting.

-Z .- *

Raleigh, North Carolina
March 6, 2006
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME
(in millions except per share data)
Years ended December31 2005 2004 2003
Operating revenues

Electric $7,945 $7,153 S6,741
Diversified business 2,163 1,372 1,058

Total operating revenues 10,108 8,525 7,799
Operating expenses
Utility

Fuel used in electric generation 2,359 2,011 1,695
Purchased power 1,048 868 862
Operation and maintenance 1,770 1,475 1,421
Depreciation and amortization 922 878 883

* Taxes other than on income 460 425 405
Other (37) (13) (8)

Diversified business
Cost of sales 2,075 1,179 929
Depreciation and amortization 152 157 126
(Gain)/loss on the sale of assets (34) (63) 1
Other 108 164 141

Total operating expenses 8,823 7,081 6,455
Operating income 1,285 1,444 1,344
Other income (expense)

Interest income 17 14 11
Impairment of investments (1) - (21)
Other, net (5) (12) (27)

Total other income (expense) 11 2 (37)
Interest charges

Net interest charges 653 634 614
Allowance for borrowed funds used during construction (13) (6) (7)

Total interest charges, net 640 628 607

Inicome from continuing operations before income tax and minority interest

Income tax (benefit) expense

Income from continuing operations before minority interest

Minority interest in subsidiaries' loss, net of tax

Income from continuing operations

Discontinued operations, net of tax
Cumulative effect of changes in accounting principles, net of tax
Net income
Average common shares outstanding - basic

656

(45)

701

(26)

727

(31)

1

$697
247

818

106

712

(17)

729

30

$759
242

700

(113)

813

2

811

(5)
124)

$782

237

- -

Basic earnings per common share

Income from continuing operations $2.95 $3.01 $3.42

Discontinued operations, net of tax (0.13) 0.12 (0.02)
Cumulative effect of changes in accounting principles, net of tax - - (0.10)

Net income $2.82 $3.13 $3.30

Diluted earnings per common share
Income from continuing operations SZ94 $3.00 $3.40
Discontinued operations, net of tax (0.12) 0.12 (0.02)
Cumulative effect of changes in accounting principles, net of tax - - (0.10)

Net income S2.82 $3.12 $3.28

Dividends declared per common share $2.38 $2.32 $2.26

See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(in millions)
December31 2005 2004

ASSETS
Utility plant

Utility plant in service $22,940 $22,103
Accumulated depreciation 19,602) (8,783)

Utility plant in service, net 13,338 13,320
Held for future use 12 13
Construction work in progress 613 799
Nuclearfuel, net of amortization 279 231

Total utility plant, net 14,442 14,363
Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 606 56
Short-term investments 191 82
Receivables, net 1,103 896
Inventory 866 822
Deferred fuel cost 602 229
Deferred income taxes 50 112
Assets of discontinued operations 109 685
Prepayments and other current assets 211 150

Total current assets 3,738 3,032
Deferred debits and other assets

Regulatory assets 854 1,064
Nuclear decommissioning trust funds 1,133 1,044
Diversified business property, net 1,880 1,773
Miscellaneous other property and investments 477 444
Goodwill 3.719 3,719
Prepaid pension costs - 42
Intangibles, net 302 336
Other assets and deferred debits 478 227

Total deferred debits and other assets 8,843 8,649
Total assets $27,023 $26,044

CAPITALIZATION AND LIABIUTIES
Common stock equity

Common stockwithout par value, 500 million shares authorized, 252 million and 247 million shares
issued and outstanding, respectively $5,571 $5,360

Unearned restricted shares (1 million shares) (Note 10B) - (13)
Unearned ESOP shares (3 million and 3 million shares, respectively) (63) (76)
Accumulated other comprehensive loss (104) (164)
Retained earnings 2,634 2,526

Total common stock equity 8,038 7,633
Preferred stock of subsidiaries - not subject to mandatory redemption 93 93
Minority interest 43 36
Long-term debt, affiliate 270 270

Long-term debt, net 10,176 9,251
Total capitalization 18,620 17,283

Current liabilities
Current portion of long-term debt -513 349

Accounts payable 678 625
Interest accrued 208 219
Dividends declared 152 145
Short-term obligations 175 684
Customer deposits 200 180
Liabilities of discontinued operations 40 186
Other current liabilities 879 695

Total current liabilities 2,845 3,083
Deferred credits and other liabilities

Noncurrent income tax liabilities 278 648
Accumulated deferred investment tax credits 163 176
Regulatory liabilities 2,527 2,654
Asset retirement obligations - 1,249 1,265

Accrued pension and other benefits 870 633
Other liabilities and deferred credits 471 302

Total deferred credits and other liabilities 5,558 5,678
Commitments and contingencies (Notes 22 and 23)

. Total capitalization and liabilities $27,023 $26,044

See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(in millions)
Years ended December 31 2005 2004 2003
Operating activities
Net income $697 $759 $782
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by operating activities

Loss (income) from discontinued operations 31 (30) 5
Gain on sale of operating assets (71) (76) (7)
Impairment of long-lived assets and investments 1 - 21
Cumulative effect of changes in accounting principles, net (1) - 24
Charges for voluntary enhanced retirement program 159 - -

Depreciation and amortization 1,195 1,153 1,110
Deferred income taxes 1351) (65) (304)
Investmenttax credit 113) (14) (16)
Deferred fuel credit (317) (19) (133)
Other adjustments to net income 160 125 89
Cash provided (used) by changes in operating assets and liabilities

Receivables (187) (4) (136)
Inventories (143) (90) (26)
Prepayments and other current assets (20) 2 37
Accounts payable 145 (21) 11
Other current liabilities 213 80 119
Regulatory assets and liabilities (74) (234) 26
Other operating activities 50 (1) (14)

Net cash provided by operating activities 1,474 1,565 1,588
Investing activities
Gross utility property additions (1,080) (998) (972)
Diversified business property additions (206) (169) (448)
Nuclearfuel additions (126) 1101) (117)
Proceeds from sales of discontinued operations and other assets, net of cash divested 475 373 579
Purchases of available-for-sale securities and other investments (3,985) (3,134) (3,792)
Proceeds from sales of available-for-sale securities and other investments 3,845 3,248 3,529
Acquisition of intangibles (3) (1) (200)
Other investing activities (37) (29) 5

Net cash used in investing activities (1.117) (811) (1,416)
Financing activities
Issuance of common stock 208 73 304
Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt net 1,642 421 1,539
Net (decrease) increase in short-term indebtedness (509) 680 (696)
Retirement of long-term debt (564) (1,353) (810)
Dividends paid on common stock (582) (558) (541)
Other financing activities ; 32 6 16
- Net cash provided (used) by financing activities 227 (731) (188)

Cash (used) provided by discontinued operations
Operating activities (13) 44 123
Investing activities (21) (46) (126)
Financing activities

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 550 21 (19)
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 56 35 54
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year S606 $56 $35
Supplemental disclosures of cash flow information
Cash paid during the year - interest (net of amount capitalized) $644 S657 $643

- income taxes (net of refunds) $168 $189 $177

See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN COMMON STOCK EQUITY
Common Common Accumulated Total

Stock Stock Unearned Unearned Other Common
Outstanding Outstanding Restricted ESOP Comprehensive Retained Stock

(in millions except per share data) Shares Amount Shares Shares (Loss) Income Earnings Equity

Balance,December31,2002 238 $4,951 $121) $(102) $(238) S2,087 $6,677
Net income 782 782

Other comprehensive income - - - 188. - 188

Comprehensive income 970

Issuance of shares 8 305 - - - - 305

Stock options exercised 4 _ 4

Purchase of restricted stock (1) (7) - - - (8)

Restricted stock expense recognition - 10 - _ 10

Cancellation of restricted shares . (1) 1
Allocation of ESOP shares 12 - 13 - - 25

Dividends ($2.26 per share) - - - - (539) (539)

Balance, December 31, 2003 246 5,270 (17) (89) 150) 2,330 7,444
Net income - - - - 759 759

Other comprehensive loss - - - (114) - (114)

Comprehensive income 645

Issuance of shares 1 62 - - - - 62

Stock options exercised 18 - - - - 18

Purchase of restricted stock . - (7) - - - (7)

Restricted stock expense recognition - 7 - - - 7

Cancellation of restricted shares . (4) 4 -

Allocation of ESOP shares 14 - 13 - - 27

Dividends ($2.32 per share) - - - - (563) (563)
Balance, December 31, 2004 247 5,360 (13) (76) (164) 2,526 7,633

Net income - - - 697 697

Other comprehensive income - 60 - 60

Comprehensive income 757

Issuance of shares 5 199 - - - -199

Presentation reclassification -
SFAS 123R adoption (13) 13 -

Stock options exercised 8 - - - - 8

Purchase of restricted stock (8) - - - - (8)
Restricted stock expense recognition 3 - - - - 3

Allocation of ESOP shares 12 - 13 - - 25

Stock-based compensation expense 10 ; - - - - 10

Dividendls ($2.38 per share) - - - - - (589) .. 589)

Balance, December 31, 2005 252 '$5,571 $(- $163) $(104) . $2,634 $8,038

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
tin millions)
Years ended December 31 2005 2004 2003

Net income ' $697 $759 $782

Other comprehensive income floss)
Reclassiflcation djuitment for amounts included in net income:

Change in cash flow hedges (net of tax expense of $26, $16 and $11, respectively) 46 . 26 19

Foreign currency trans atiorn adjustments included in discontinuted operations (6) - -

Minimrnum pension liability adjustment included in discontinued operations (net of tax expense of S$) 1

Changes in net unrealized losses on cash flow hedges (net of tax e('ense) benefit of
($26), $10 and $7, respectively) i 37 118) (12)

Reclassification of minimum pension liability to regulatory assets (net of tax expense of $2) - 4

Minimum pension liability adjustment Inet of tax benefit (expense) of $22,$78 and ($112), respectively) (19) ( 1130) -177
Foreign currency translation and other (net of tax expense of $1, $- and $-, respectively) 1 4 4

Other comprehensive income (loss) 60 (114) 188
Comprehensive income S757 $645 $970

See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

In this report, Progress Energy [which includes Progress
Energy, Inc. holding company (the Parent) and
its regulated and nonregulated subsidiaries on a
consolidated basis] is at times referred to as 'we,' 'us"
or "our.' Additionally, we may collectively refer to our
electric utility subsidiaries, Progress Energy Carolinas
(PEC) and Progress Energy Florida (PEF), as the "Utilities."

1. ORGANIZATION AND SUMMARY OF
SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

A. Organization
The Parent is a holding company headquartered in Raleigh,
N.C. Prior to February 8, 2006, the Parent was registered
under the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935
(PUHCA), as amended. As such, we were subject to the
regulatory provisions of PUHCA. Subsequentto February 8,
2006, the Parent is subject to additional regulation by the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) as a result
of legislation passed in 2005.

Our reportable segments are: PEC, PEF, Progress
Ventures, and Coal and Synthetic Fuels. Our PEC and PEF
segments are engaged in the generation, transmission,
distribution and sale of electricity in portions of North
Carolina, South Carolina and Florida. Our Progress
Ventures segment is involved in nonregulated electric
generation and energy marketing activities and natural
gas drilling and production. Our Coal and Synthetic Fuels
segment is involved in the production and sale of coal-
based solid synthetic fuel as defined under the Internal
Revenue Code (the Code), coal terminal services, and
fuel transportation and delivery. Through our other
business units, we engage in other nonregulated
business areas, including telecommunications, which
are included in our Corporate and Other segment
(Corporate and Other).

Our Rail Services operations were reclassified to
discontinued operations in the first quarter of 2005 (See
Note 3B). During the fourth quarter of 2005, our coal
mining operations were reclassified to discontinued
operations (See Note 3A). Our Rail Services and coal
mining operations are not included in the results from
continuing operations during the periods reported.

During 2005, we realigned our segments based on the
manner in which management currently reviews these
operations. Prior year periods have been restated for our
segment realignments. See Note 20 for further
information about our segments.

B. Basis of Presentation
These financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America (GAAP) and
include the activities of the Parent and our majority-
owned and controlled subsidiaries. The Utilities are
subsidiaries of Progress Energy and as such their
financial condition and results of operations and cash
flows are also consolidated, along with our nonregulated
subsidiaries, in our consolidated financial statements.
Noncontrolling interests in subsidiaries along with the
income or loss attributed to these interests are included
in minority interest in both the Consolidated Balance
Sheets and in the Consolidated Statements of Income.
The results of operations for minority interest are
reported on a net of tax basis if the underlying subsidiary
is structured as a taxable entity.

Unconsolidated investments in companies over which
we do not have control, but have the ability to exercise
influence over operating and financial policies (generally
20 percent to 50 percent ownership), are accounted
for under the equity method of accounting. These
investments are primarily in limited liability corporations
and limited liability partnerships, and the earnings from
these investments are recorded on a pre-tax basis (See
Note 21). Other investments are stated principally at cost.
These equity and cost method investments are included
in miscellaneous other property and investments in the
Consolidated Balance Sheets. See Note 13 for more
information about our investments.

Diversified business revenues and expenses represent
the operating activities of our consolidated nonregulated
operations, which are primarily comprised of the
Progress Ventures and Coal and Synthetic Fuels
segments. These operations are separate and distinct
businesses from the Utilities.

Significant intercompany balances and transactions
have been eliminated in consolidation except as
permitted by Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards (SFAS) No. 71, "Accounting for the Effects of
Certain Types of Regulation" (SFAS No. 71), which
provides that profits on intercompany sales to regulated
affiliates are not eliminated if the sales price is
reasonable and the future recovery 'of the sales price
through the ratemaking process is probable.

These notes accompany and form an integral part of our
consolidated financial statements.
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Certain amounts for 2004 and 2003 have been reclassified
to conform to the 2005 presentation.

C. Consolidation of Variable Interest Entities

We consolidate all voting interest entities in which we
own a majority voting interest and all variable interest
entities for which we are the primary beneficiary in
accordance with Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) Interpretation No. 46R, "Consolidation of Variable
Interest Entities - An Interpretation of ARB No. 51"
(FIN No. 46R).

We have interests through other subsidiaries in variable
interest entities for which we are not the primary
beneficiary. These arrangements include investments in
five limited liability partnerships and limited 'liability
corporations. At December 31, 2005, the aggregate
additional maximum loss exposure that we could be
required to record in our income statement as a result of
these arrangements was approximately $8 million, which
represents our net remaining investment in these
entities. The creditors of these variable interest entities
do not have recours e to our general credit in excess of
the aggregate maximum loss exposure.

PEC is the primary beneficiary of and consolidates two
limited partnerships that qualify for federal affordable
housing and historic tax credits under Section 42 of the
Code; At December 31, 2005, the total assets of the two
entities were $38 million, the majority of which are
collateral for the entities' obligations and are included in
miscellaneous other property and investments in the
Consolidated Balance Sheets.

PEC has an interest in and consolidates a limited
partnership that invests in 17 low-income housing
partnerships that qualify for federal and state tax credits.
PEC has requested the 'necessary information to
determine if the 17 partnerships are'variable interest
entities orto identifythe primary beneficiaries, all entities
from 'which the necessary :financial -information vwas
requested declined to provide the information to PEC and
PEC has applied the information s'cope exception' in FIN
No. 46R, paragraph 4(g), tothe -1 partnierships'iPEC has
no direct exposure'to loss from the 17 partnierships, PEC's
only exposure to'loss is frorm its investm6nt of less than
$1 million in the consolidated limited partnership. PEC will
continue its efforts to obtain the necessary information to
fully apply FIN No. 46R to the 17 partnerships. We believe
that if the limited partnership'is determined to be the
primary beneficiary of the 17 partnerships, the effect of
consolidating the 17 partnerships 'would not be
significant to our Consolidated Balance Sheets. '

PEC also has an interest in one power plant resulting
from long-term power purchase contracts. Our only
significant exposure to variability from these contracts
results from fluctuations in the market price of fuel used
by the entity's plants to produce the power purchased by
PEC. We are able to recover these fuel costs under PEC's
fuel clause. Total purchases from this counterparty were
approximately $44 million, $42 million and $37 million in
2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively. The generation
capacity of the entity's power- plant is .approximately
835 MW. PEC has requested the necessary information to
determine if the power plant owner is a variable interest
entity or to identify the primary beneficiary. The entity
declined to provide us with the necessary financial
information and PEC has aIpplied the information scope
exception in FIN No.'46R, paragraph 4(g), to the power
plant." We believe that if PEC is determined 'to be
the 'primary beneficiary of the entity, the effect of
consolidating the-entity would result' in increases to
total assets, long-term debt and 'other liabilities, but
would have an insignificant or no impact on our common
stock equity, net earnings or 'cash'flows. However,
because PEC has not received any financial information
from the counterparty, the impact cannot be determined
at this time.

PEC also has interests in several other va'riable interest
entities for'which PEC is not the primary beneficiary.
These arrangements include .investments in
approximately 22 limited liability partnerships, limited
liability corporations and venture capital funds and two
building leases ' with 'special-purpose entities. At
December 31, 2005,'the aggregate' maximum 'loss
exposure that PEC could be- required to. record in its
income statement as a result of these arrangements
totals approximately $23 million, which primarily
represents our net remaining investment in these
entities. The creditors of these variable interest entities
do not have recourse to the-general credit of PEC in
excess of the aggregate maximum loss exposure.

PEF has interests in three variable interest'entities for
which PEF is not the primary 'beneficiary. These
arrangements include investments in one limited liability
corporation, one venture capital fund and one building
lease with a special-purpose entity. At Decembe'r 31,
2005, the aggregate maximum loss exposure that PEF
could be required to record in its income statement as a
result of these. arrangements was approximately
$1 million. The creditors of these variable interest entities
do not have recourse to the general credit of PEF in
excess of the aggregate maximum loss exposure.
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D. Significant Accounting Policies
USE OF ESTIMATES AND ASSUMPTIONS

In preparing consolidated financial statements that
conform to GAAP, management must make estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets
and liabilities, disclosure of contingent assets and
liabilities at the date of the consolidated financial
statements, and amounts of revenues and expenses
reflected during the reporting period. Actual results
could differ from those estimates.

REVENUE RECOGNITION

We recognize revenue'when it is realized or realizable
and earned when all of the following criteria are met:
persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists; delivery
has occurred or services have been rendered; our price
to the buyer is fixeddor determinable; and collectability is
reasonably assured. We recognize electric utility
revenues as service is rendered to customers. Operating
revenues include unbilled electric utility revenues earned
when service has been'delivered but'not billed by the end
of the accounting'period. Diversified business revenues
are generally recognized at the time products are
shipped or as services are rendered. Leasing activities
are accounted for in accordance with SFAS No. 13,
"Accounting for Leases.' Revenues related to design and
construction of wireless infrastructure are recognized
upon completion of services for each completed phase of
design and construction. Revenues from the sale of oil
and gas production are recognized when title passes, net
of royalties. Customer prepayments are recorded as
deferred' revenue and recognized as revenues as the
services are provided.

FUEL COST DEFERRALS

Fuel expense includes fuel costs or recoveries that are
deferred through fuel clauses established bythe Utilities'
regulators. These clauses allow the Utilities to recover
fuel costs and portions of purchased power costs
through surcharges on customer rates. These deferred
fuel costs are recognized in revenues and fuel expenses
as they are billable to customers.

EXCISE TAXES

THe Utilities collect from customers certain excise taxes
levied by the sfate 'or local government, upon the
cuistomeri. The Utilities account for excise taxes on a
gIrss basis. The amount of gross receipts tax, franchise
taxes and 'othe rexcise taxes included in electric
operating re~'enues and taxes other than on income in
the statements of income were $258 million, $240 million

and $217 million, respectively, for the years ended
December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003.

STOCK-BASED COMPENSATION

Prior to July 2005, we accounted for stock-based
compensation under the recognition and measurement
provisions of Accounting Principles Board Opinion No.25,
"Accounting for Stock Issued to Employees' (APB No.
25), and related interpretations in accounting for our
stock-based compensation costs. In addition, we
followed the disclosure requirements contained in SFAS
No. 123, "Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation"
(SFAS No. 123), as amended by SFAS No. 148,
"Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation - Transition
and Disclosure" (SFAS No. 148). Effective July 1, 2005, we
adopted the fair value recognition provisions of SFAS No.
123R, "Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation" (SFAS
No. 123R), for stock-based compensation utilizing the
modified prospective transition method (See Note 10B).

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

Our subsidiaries provide and receive services, at cost, to
and from the Parent and its subsidiaries, in accordance
with agreements approved by the SEC pursuant to
Section 13(b) of the PUHCA. The costs of the services are
billed on a direct-charge basis, whenever possible, and
on allocation factors for general costs that cannot be
directly attributed. In'- the subsidiaries' 'financial
statements, billings from affiliates are capitalized or
expensed depending on' the nature of the services
rendered. The repeal of PUHCA effective February 8,2006,
and subsequent regulation by the FERC is not anticipated
to change our current intercompany services.

UTILITY PLANT

Utility plant in service is stated at historical cost less
accumulated depreciation. , We:, capitalize all
construction-related direct labor. and material costs of
units of property as well as indirect construction costs.
Certain costs that would otherwise not be capitalized
under GAAP are capitalized in, accordance with
regulatory. treatment. The cost of . renewals and
betterments is also capitalized. Maintenance and repairs
of property (including. planned.' major maintenance
activities), and replacements and renewals of items
determined to be less than units of property, are charged
to maintenance expense as incurred, with the exception
of nuclear outages at PEF. Pursuantto a regulatory. order,
PEF accrues for nuclear outage costs in advance of
scheduled outages, which occur every two years. The
cost of units of property replaced or retired, less salvage,
is charged to accumulated depreciation. Removal or
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disposal costs that do not represent asset retirement
obligations under SFAS No. 143, 'Accounting for Asset
Retirement Obligations" (SFAS No. 143), are charged to a
regulatory liability.

Allowance for funds used during construction (AFUDC)
represents the estimated debt and equity costs of capital
funds necessary to finance the construction of new
regulated assets. As prescribed in the regulatory uniform
system of accounts, AFUDC is charged to the cost of the
plant'.The equity'funds portion of AFUDC is credited to
other income and the borrowed funds portion is credited
to interest charges.

ASSET RETIREMENT OBLIGATIONS

Effective January 1, 2003, we -adopted the guidance in
%. SFAS No. 143 to account for legal obligations associated

with the retirement of certain tangible long-lived assets.
The present values of retirement costs for which we have
a legal obligation are recorded as liabilities with an
equivalent amount added to the asset cost and
depreciated over an appropriate period. The liability is
then accreted over time by applying an interest method of
allocation to the liability. As discussed in Note 2, effective
December 31, 2005, we also adopted FASB Interpretation
No. 47, "Accounting for Conditional Asset Retirement
Obligations" (FIN 47),. which clarified certain
requirements of SFAS No. 143.-.

The adoption of SFAS No. 143 and FIN 47 had no impact
on the income of the Utilities as the effects were offset by

I the establishment of regulatory assets 'and regulatory
I liabilities pursuant to SFAS No.'71 (See Note 7A) and in

accordance with orders issued by the NCUC, the SCPSC
and the FPSC.

DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION - UTILITY PLANT

For financial reporting puipiostes,"'substantially ,'all
depreciation of utility plant other than nuclear fudl'is

2 computed on the straight-line method 1based;.on the
estimated remaining useful life' of the property,- adjusted
for estimated salvage (See'Note'5A).;.Pursuant to'their
rate-setting authority, the NCUC, SCPSC and FPSC can
also'grant approval to accelerate'or reduce depreciation
and amortization of utility assets (See Note 7).-

Amortization of nuclear fuel costs is computed primarily
on the units-of-production method. In the Utilities'.retail
jurisdictions, provisions for nuclear decommissioning
costs are approved by the 'NCUC, the .SCPSC and the
FPSC and are based on site-specific estimates that
include the costs for removal of all radioactive and other

structures at the site. In the wholesale jurisdictions, the
provisions for nuclear decommissioning costs are
approved by the FERC.

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

We consider cash' and cash equivalents to 'include
unrestricted cash on hand, cash in banks and temporary
investments purchased with a maturity of three months
or less.

INVENTORY

We account for inventory, including emission
allowances, using the average cost method. Inventories
are valued at the lower of average cost or market.

REGULATORY ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

The Utilities' operations are subject to' SFAS No. 71,
which allows a regulated company to'rebord costs'that
have been 'or are' expected 'to' be ::allowed in the
ratemaking process in a period differednt frorm'the period
iri"'which the costs would be charge&dto-eip6nse by a
nonregulated enterprise. Accordin'glythe'Utilities record
assets and liabilities that result 'fromr'the regulated
ratemaking process that would not be recorded under
GAAP for nonregulated entities. These 'regulat6ry 'assets
and-liabilities represent expenses deferred for future
recovery from customers or obligations to be refunded to
customers and are primarily classified in the
Consolidated Balance Sheets as regulatory assets and
regulatory liabilities (See Note 7A). The repgulatory assets
and liabilities are amortized consistentwith the treatment
of the related cost in the ratemaking process.

DIVERSIFIED BUSINESS PROPERTY

Diversified business property is' stated. at cost less
accumulated depreciation. . If an !, impairment is
recognized on an asset, the fair value becomes its new
cost basis. The costs of renewals and betterments are
capitalized. The :cost- of, repairs and maintenance is
charged to expense as incurred. For properties other
than oil and gas properties, depreciation is computed on
a straight-line basis using the estimated 'useful lives
disclosed in Note 58. Depletion of mineral rights is
provided oh the units-of-productionn method based upon
the estiimiates of recoveirable amounts of clean 'ririeral.'

We use the full-cost method to account'for our oil and
gas properties. Under the'full-co6st rmiethod, substantially
all productive 'and nonproductive' costs 'incurred in
connection with' the acquisition, '"exploration' and
development of oil and 'gas reserves are capitalized.
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These capitalized costs include the costs of all unproved
properties and internal costs directly related to
acquisition and exploration activities. The amortization
base also includes the estimated future cost to develop
proved reserves. Except for costs of unproved properties
and major development projects in progress, all costs are
amortized using the units-of-production method on a
country-by-country basis over the life of our proved
reserves. Accordingly, all property acquisition,
exploration, and development costs of proved oil and gas
properties, including the costs of abandoned properties,
dry holes, geophysical costs and annual lease rentals are
capitalized as incurred, including internal costs directly
attributable to such activities. Related interest expense
incurred during property development activities is
capitalized as a cost of such activity. Net capitalized
costs of unproved property are reclassified as proved
property and well costs.when related proved reserves
are found. Costs to operate and maintain wells and field
equipment are expensed as incurred. In accordance with
Rule 4-10 of Regulation S-X, sales or other dispositions of
oil and gas properties are accounted for as adjustments
to capitalized costs, with no gain or loss recorded unless
certain significance tests are met.

GOODWILL AND INTANGIBLE ASSETS

Goodwill is subject to at least an annual assessment for
impairment by applying a two-step, fair value-based test.
This assessment could result in periodic impairment
charges. Intangible assets are being amortized based on
the economic benefit of their respective lives.

UNAMORTIZED DEBT PREMIUMS, DISCOUNTS AND
EXPENSES

Long-term debt premiums, discounts and issuance
expenses are amortized over the terms of the debt
issues. Any expenses or call premiums associated with
the reacquisition of debt obligations by the Utilities are
amortized over the applicable lives using the straight-
line method consistent with ratemaking treatment (See
Note 7A).

INCOME TAXES

We and our affiliates file a consolidated federal income
tax return: Deferred income taxes have been provided for
temporary differences. These occur when there are
differences between the book and tax carrying amounts
of assets and liabilities. Investment tax credits related to
regulated operations have been deferred and are being
amortized over the estimated service life of the related
properties. Credits for the production and sale of

synthetic fuel are deferred as alternative minimum tax
credits to the extent they cannot be or have not been
utilized in the annual consolidated federal income tax
returns, and are included in income tax expense (benefit)
in the Consolidated Statements of Income. Interest
expense on tax deficiencies is included in net interest
charges in the Consolidated Statements of Income.

DERIVATIVES

We account for derivative instruments in accordance
with SFAS No. 133, "Accounting; for Derivative
Instruments and Hedging Activities" (SFAS No. 133), as
amended by SFAS No. 138, "Accounting for Certain
Derivative Instruments and Certain Hedging Activities -
An Amendment of FASB Statement No. 133" (SFAS No.
138), and SFAS No. 149, "Amendment of Statement 133 on
Derivative Instruments: and Hedging Activities" (SFAS
No. 149). SFAS No. 133, as amended, establishes
accounting and reporting standards for derivative
instruments, including certain derivative instruments
embedded in other contracts, and for hedging activities.
SFAS No. 133 requires that an entity recognize all
derivatives as assets or liabilities in the balance sheet
and measure those instruments at fair value, unless the
derivatives meet the SFAS No. 133 criteria for normal
purchases or normal sales and are designated as such.
We generally designate derivative instruments as normal
purchases or normal sales whenever the SFAS No. 133
criteria are met If normal purchase or normal sale
criteria are-not met, we will generally designate the
derivative instruments as cash flow or fair value hedges
if the related SFAS No. 133 hedge criteria are met. During
2003, the FASB reconsidered an interpretation of SFAS
No. 133. See Note 18 for the effect of the interpretation
and additional information regarding risk management
activities and derivative transactions.

LOSS CONTINGENCIES AND ENVIRONMENTAL
LIABILITIES

We accrue for loss contingencies,-including uncertain
tax benefits, in accordance with SFAS No. 5 "Accounting
for Contingencies" (SFAS No. 5).. Under SFAS. No. 5,
contingent losses such as unfavorable results of litigation
are recorded when it is probable that a loss has been
incurred and the amount of the loss can be reasonably
estimated. Tax reserves are recorded for uncertain tax
benefits when it is probable that the tax position will be
disallowed and the amount of the disallowance can be
reasonably estimated.. Unless otherwise required by
GAAP, we do not accrue legalsfees when a contingent
loss is initially recorded, but rather when the legal
services are actually provided.
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As discussed in Note 22, we accrue environmental
remediation liabilities when the criteria for SFAS No. 5
have been met. Environmental expenditures that relate to
an existing condition caused by past operations and that
have no future economic benefits are expensed.
Accruals for estimated losses from environmental
remediation obligations generally are recognized no later
than completion of the remedial feasibility study. Such
accruals are adjusted as additional information develops
or circumstances change. Costs of future expenditures
for environmental remediation obligations are not
discounted to their present value. Recoveries of
environmental remediation costs from other parties are
recognized when their receipt is deemed probable.
Environmental expenditures that have future economic
benefits are capitalized in accordance with our asset
capitalization policy.

IMPAIRMENT OF LONG-LIVED ASSETS AND INVESTMENTS

As discussed in Note 9, we account for impairment of
long-lived assets in accordance with SFAS No. 144,
'Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-
Lived Assets" (SFAS No. 144). We review the
recoverability of long-lived tangible and intangible assets
whenever indicators exist. Examples of these indicators
include current period losses, combined with a history of
losses or a projection of continuing losses, or a
significant decrease in the market price of a long-lived
asset group. If an indicator exists for assets to be held
and used, then the asset group is tested for recoverability
by comparing the carrying value to the sum of

*; undiscounted expected future cash :flows directly
attributable to the asset group. If the asset group is-not
recoverable through undiscounted -cash flows or the
asset group is to be disposed of, then an impairment loss
is recognized for the difference between the carrying
value and the fair value of the asset group.

We review our investments to evaluate whether or not a
decline in fair value below the carrying value is an other-
than-temporary decline. We consider various factors,
such as the investee's cash.. position., earnings. and
revenue -outlook, liquidity and management's ability to
raise capital in determining whether the decline is
other-than-temporary. If we determine that another-
than-temporary decline exists in the - value -of -its
investments, it is -our policy to write-down these
investments to fair value.

Under the full-cost method of accounting for oil and gas
properties, total capitalized costs are limited to a ceiling
based on the present value of discounted (at 10%) future

net revenues using current prices, plus the lower of cost
or fair market value of unproved properties. The ceiling
testtakes into consideration the prices of qualifying cash
flow hedges as of ihe balance sheet date. If the ceiling
(discounted revenues) is not equal to or greaterthan total
capitalized costs, we are required to write-down
capitalized costs to this level. We perform this ceiling test
calculation every quarter. No write-downs were required
in 2005, 2004 or 2003.

SUBSIDIARY STOCK TRANSACTIONS

Gains and losses realized as a result of common stock
sales by our subsidiaries are recorded in the Consolidated
Statements of Income, except for any transactions that
must be credited directly to equity in accordance with
the provisions of Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 51,
"Accounting for Sales of Stock by a Subsidiary."

2., NEW ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
See Note 10B for information regarding our third quarter
2005 implementation of SFAS No. 123R.

FASB EXPOSURE DRAFT ON ACCOUNTING FOR
UNCERTAIN TAX POSITIONS, AN INTERPRETATION OF
SFAS NO. 109, "ACCOUNTING FOR INCOME TAXES"

On July 14, 2005, the FASB issued an exposure draft of a
proposed interpretation of SFAS No..109, "Accounting for
Income Taxes" (SFAS No. .109), that would address the
accounting for uncertainr tax positions. The proposed
interpretation would require that uncertain tax benefits
be probable of being sustained in order to record such
benefits in the consolidated financial statements. We
currently account for, uncertain tax benefits; in
accordance with SFAS No. 5. Under SFAS No. 5,
contingent losses are recorded when it is probable that
the tax position will not be sustained and the amount of
the disallowance can be reasonably estimated. During
subsequent deliberations in November 2005, the FASB
voted to tentatively adopt a more-likely-than-not criterion
that the uncertain tax position will be sustained. rather
than the original probable criterion. As originally drafted,
the proposed interpretation would apply to all uncertain
tax positions and would have been effective for us on
December 31, 2005. However, on -January .11, 2006, the
FASB voted to delay the effective date of the final
interpretation until the first annual period beginning after
December 15, 2006, which for, us would be January 1,
2007. The FASB has publicly stated that it expects to issue
the final interpretation -in the first quarter of 2006. We
have not yet determined howthe proposed interpretation
would impact our various income tax positions.

ItI1�
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FASB INTERPRETATION NO. 47, 'ACCOUNTING FOR
CONDITIONAL ASSET RETIREMENT OBLIGATIONS"

As discussed in Note 10, we adopted FIN 47, an
interpretation of SFAS No. 143, as of December 31, 2005.
FIN 47 clarifies that a legal obligation to perform an asset
retirement activity that is conditional on a future event is
within the scope of SFAS No. 143. Accordingly, an entity
is required to recognize a liability for the fair value of an
asset retirement obligation (ARO) that is conditional on a
future event if the liability's fair value can be reasonably
estimated. FIN 47 also provides additional guidance for
evaluating whether sufficient information is available to
make a reasonable estimate of the fair value.

Upon implementation of FIN 47 we recognized additional
ARO liabilities for. asbestos abatement costs. In
accordance with SFAS No.143,we recorded a liabilityfor
the present value of our legal obligations and recorded
an additional amount to the asset cost to be depreciated
over an appropriate period. Cumulative accretion and
accumulated depreciation. were recognized for the time
period from the date of the obligating event giving rise to
the liability to the date of the adoption of FIN 47. For
assets acquired through acquisition, the cumulative
effect was based on the acquisition date. As stated in
Note 1D, the adoption of FIN 47 had no impact on the
income of the Utilities as the effects were offset by the
establishment of a net regulatory asset/liability pursuant
to SFAS No. 71 (See Note 7A) and in accordance with
orders issued by the NCUC, the'SCPSC and the FPSC.

As of December 31, 2005, the effect of the implementation
of FIN 47 on our financial statements was $50 million for
ARO liability, $15 million for net asset retirement costs
and $8 million for net regulatory liabilities.

Asbestos abatement costs previously included in
regulatory liabilities were reclassified upon
implementation =of FIN 47 and included in the
calculation of these AROs at December 31, 2005. The
amounts reclassified were'$16 million and $27 million for
PEC a'nd PEF, respectively, for a cumulative total of
$43 million for Progress Energy.

3. DIVESTITURES
A. Coal Mines Divestiture
On November 14, 2005, our board of directors approved a
plan to divest of five subsidiaries of Progress Fuels
Corporation (Progress Fuels) engaged in the coal mining
business. The coal mining operations are expected to be
sold by the end of 2006. As a result, the accompanying

consolidated financial statements have been restated for
all periods presented to reflect the coal mining
operations as discontinued operations. Interest expense
has been allocated to discontinued operations based on
the net assets of the coal mines, assuming a uniform
debt-to-equity ratio across our operations. Interest
expense allocated, was $3 million for each of the years
ended December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003. We ceased
recording depreciation expense upon classification of
the coal mining operations as discontinued operations in
November 2005. After-tax depreciation expense during
the years ended December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003 was
$10 million, $9 million and $9 million, respectively. Results
of discontinued operations for the years ended
December 31 were as follows:

(in millions) 2005 2004 2003
Revenues $180 $158 $181
Loss before income taxes $16 $17 $18
Income tax benefit 5 12 7
Net loss from discontinued operations $11 $5 $11

B. Progress Rail Divestiture
On March 24, 2005, we completed the sale of Progress
Rail Services Corporation (Progress Rail) to One Equity
Partners LLC, a private equity firm unit of J.P. Morgan
Chase & Co. Gross cash proceeds from the sale were
approximately $429 million, consisting of $405 million
base proceeds plus a working capital adjustment.
Proceeds from the sale were used to reduce debt.

Based on the gross proceeds associated with the sale
of $429 million, we recorded an estimated after-tax loss
on disposal of $25 million during the year ended
December 31, 2005.

The accompanying consolidated financial statements
have been restated for all periods presented to reflectthe
operations of Progress Rail as discontinued operations.
Interest expense has been allocated to discontinued
operations based on the net assets of Progress Rail,
assuming a uniform debt-to-equity ratio across our
operations. Interest expense allocated for the years
ended December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003 was $4 million,
$16 million and $18 million, respectively. We ceased
recording depreciation upon classification of/ Progress
Rail as discontinued operations in February 2005. After-
tax depreciation expense during the years ended
December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003 was $3 million,
$10 million and $9 million, respectively. Results of
discontinued operations for the years ended December
31 were as follows: -
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(in millions) 2005 2004 2003

Revenues $358 S1,127 $847

Earnings before income taxes $8 $50 $23

Income tax expense 3 21 9

Net earnings from discontinued operations 5 29 14

Estimated loss on disposal of discontinued
operations, including income tax benefit of
$15 in 2005 (25) - -

1Loss) earnings from discontinued operations $(20) $29. $14

i

I

In connection with the sale, Progress Fuels and Progress
Energy provided guarantees and indemnifications of
certain legal, tax and environmental matters to One
Equity Partners, LLC. See Note 23C for a general
discussion of guarantees. The ultimate resolution of
these matters could result in adjustments to the loss on
sale in future periods.

In February 2004, we sold the majority of the assets of
Railcar' Ltd., a subsidiary of Progress Rail, to. The
Andersons, Inc. for proceeds of approximately $82 million
before transaction costs and taxes of approximately
$13 million. In 2002, we had recognized pre-tax
impairment of $59 million to write-down the assets to our
estimated fair value less costs to sell. In July 2004, we sold
the remaining assets, which had been classified as held
for sale, to a third party for net proceeds of $6 million.

C. Net Assets of Discontinued Operations
Included in net assets of discontinued operations are the
assets and liabilities of the coal mining operations and
Progress Rail. The major balance sheet classes included
in assets and liabilities of discontinued operations in the
Consolidated Balance Sheetat D'ce'inber 3i, 2005 and
2004 were as follows:

D. Divestiture of Winter Park Distribution
Assets

As discussed in Note 7C, PEF sold certain electric
distribution assets to Winter Park, Fla. (Winter Park), on
June 1, 2005.

E. Sale of Natural Gas Assets
In December 2004, we sold certain gas-producing
properties and related assets owned by Winchester
Production Company, Ltd. (Winchester Production), an
indirectly wholly owned subsidiary of Progress Fuels,
which is included in the Progress Ventures segment. Net
proceeds of approximately $251 million were used to
reduce debt. Because the sale significantly altered the
ongoing relationship between capitalized costs and
remaining proved reserves, under the full-cost method of
accounting, the pre-tax gain of $56 million was
recognized in earnings rather than as a reduction of the
basis of our remaining oil and gas properties. The pre-tax
gain has been included in (gain)/loss on the sale of assets
in the Consolidated Statements of Income.

F. Divestiture of Synthetic Fuel Partnership
Interests

In two June 2004 transactions, Progress Fuels sold a
combined 49.8 percent partnership interest in Colona
Synfuel Limited Partnership, LLLP (Colona), one of its
synthetic fuel facilities. Substantially all proceeds from
the sales will be received over time, which is typical of
such sales in the industry. Gain from the sales will be
recognized on a cost-recovery basis. The book value of
the interests sold totaled approximately $5 million. In the
event that the synthetic fuel tax credits from the Colona
facility are reduced, including an increase in the price of
oil that could limit or eliminate synthetic fuel tax credits,
the amount of proceeds realized from the sale could be
significantly impacted (See Note 23D).

G.- Mesa Hydrocarbons, Inc., Divestiture
In October 2003, we sold 'certain 'gas-producing
properties owned by Mesa Hydrocarbons, LLC, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Progress'Fuels. 'Net proceeds'were
approximately $97 million. Because we utilize the full-
cost method of accounting for our oil and gas operations,
the' p~re-tax gain of approximatelyj$18 millioinwas'applied
to-reduce the basis of our other U.S. oil and gas
investments and will prospectively result in a reduction of
the amortization rate applied to those investments as
production occurs.

i
i

I
I

(in millions) 2005 - '2004

Accounts receivable $12 $189

Inventory .6 181

Other current assets 4 19

Total property, plant and equipment, net 73 - 240

Total other assets - 14 - : 56

Assets of discontinued operations $109 - $685

Accountspayable - '-- 9 $119

Other current liabilities 11 -l - 47

Long-term liabilities 20 20

Liabilities of discontinued operations $40 $186
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H. NCNG Divestiture

On September 30, 2003, we sold North Carolina Natural
Gas Corporation (NCNG) and our equity investment in
Eastern North Carolina Natural Gas Company (ENCNG) to
Piedmont Natural Gas Company, Inc. Net proceeds from
the sale of NCNG of approximately $443 million were
used to reduce debt.

The consolidated financial statements have been restated
for all periods presented for the discontinued operations
of NCNG. The net income of these operations is reported
as discontinued operations in the Consolidated
Statements of Income. Interest expense of $10 million for
the year ended December 31, 2003, has been allocated to
discontinued operations based on the net assets of
NCNG, assuming a uniform debt-to-equity ratio across our
operations. Results of discontinued operations for the
years ended December 31 were as follows:

(in millions) 2004 2003

Revenues $- $284

Earnings before income taxes $- $6

Income tax expense - 2

Net earnings from discontinued operations - 4

Gain/(Lossl on disposal of discontinued
operations, including applicable income tax benefit/
(expense) of $6 and $1, respectively 6 (12)

Earnings (loss) from discontinued operations $6 $18)

the natural gas reserves, the transaction also included a
50 percent interest in the gas gathering systems related
to these reserves. The total cash purchase price for the
transaction was $46 million. The pro forma results of
operations reflecting the acquisition would not be
materially different than the reported results of
operations for 2005, 2004 or 2003.

B. Progress Telecommunications Corporation
Transaction

In December 2003, Progress Telecommunications
Corporation (PTC) and Caronet, Inc.- (Caronet), both
wholly owned subsidiaries of Progress Energy, and EPIK
Communications, Inc. (EPIK), a wholly owned subsidiary
of Odyssey Telecorp, Inc. (Odyssey), contributed
substantially all of their assets and transferred certain
liabilities to Progress Telecom, LLC (PT LLC), a subsidiary
of PTC as a noncash activity that is not reflected on our
consolidated statements of cash flows. Subsequently,
the stock of Caronet was sold to an affiliate of Odyssey
for $2 million in cash and Caronet became a wholly
owned subsidiary of Odyssey. Following consummation
of all the transactions described above, PTC held a
55 percent ownership interest in, and is the parent of, PT
LLC. Odyssey held a combined 45 percent ownership
interest in PT LLC through EPIK and Caronet. The accounts
of PT LLC have been included in the Consolidated Financial
Statements since the transaction date.

The transaction was. accounted for as a partial
acquisition of EPIK through the issuance of the stock of a
consolidated subsidiary. The contributions of. PTC's and
Caronet's net assets were recorded at their carrying
values of approximately $31 million. EPIK's contribution
was recorded at its estimated fair value of $22 million
using the purchase method. No gain or loss was
recognized on the transaction. The EPIK purchase price
was initially allocated as follows: property and
equipment-$27 million; other current assets-$9 million;
current liabilities - $21 million; and goodwill - $7 million.
During 2004, PT LLC developed a restructuring plan to exit
certain leasing arrangements of EPIK and finalized its
valuation of acquired assets and liabilities. Management
considered a number of factors, including valuations and
appraisals, when making these determinations. Based on
the results of these activities, the preliminary purchase
price allocation for EPIK was revised as follows at
December31, 2004: property and equipment-$36 million;
other current assets - $7 million; intangible assets -
$1 million; current liabilities - $18 million; and exit
costs - $4 million. The exit costs consist primarily of lease
termination penalties and noncancelable lease payments
made after certain leased properties are vacated. The

NCNG did not have any discontinued operating results for
the year ended December 31, 2005.

During 2004, we recorded an additional tax gain of
approximately $6 million due to final tax adjustments
related to the divestiture of NCNG.

The sale of ENCNG resulted in net proceeds of $7 million
and a pre-tax loss of $2 million, which is included in other,
net on the Consolidated Statements of Income for the
year ended December 31, 2003.

4. ACQUISITIONS AND BUSINESS
COMBINATIONS

A. Acquisition of Natural Gas Reserves - 2005

In May 2005, Winchester Production, an indirectly wholly
owned subsidiary of Progress Fuels, acquired a
50 percent interest in approximately 11 natural gas
producing wells and proven reserves of approximately
25 billion cubic feet equivalent (Bcf) from a privately
owned company headquartered in Texas. In addition to
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pro forma results of operations reflecting the acquisition
would not be materially different than the reported
results of operations for 2003.

See Note 25 for information on the recent agreement to
sell our interest in PT LLC.

C. Acquisition of Natural Gas Reserves - 2003

Depreciable
(in millions) Lives 2005 2004

Production plant 7-33 $12,470 $11,966

Transmission plant 30-75 2,353 2,282

Distribution plant 12-50 7,015 6,749

General plant and other 8-75 1,102 1,106

Utility plant in service $22,940 $22,103

During 2003, Progress Fuels entered into several Generally, electric utility plant at PEC and PEF, other than
independent transactions to acquire approximately nuclearfuel,ispledgedascollateralforthefirstmortgage
200 natural gas-producing wells with proven reserves of bonds of PEC and PEF, respectively'(See Note 12C).
approximately 190 Bcf from Republic Energy, Inc., and
three other. privately 'owned companies,- all AFUDC represents the estimated debt and equity costs of
headquartered'in Texas. The total cash purchase price capital funds necessary to finance the construction of
for the transactions was $168 million. The pro forma new regulated assets. As prescribed in the regulatory
results of operations reflecting the acquisition would not uniform systems of accounts, AFUDC is charged to the
be materially different from the reported results of cost of the plant. The equity funds portion of AFUDC is
operations for the year ended December 31, 2003. credited to other income, and the borrowed funds portion

is creditedto interest charges. Regulatory authorities
D. Acquisition of Wholesale Energy Contract consider AFUDC an appropriate charge for inclusion in

In May 2003,' Progress Energy Ventures, Inc. (PVI) the rates charged to customers by the Utilities over the
entered into a definitive agreement with Williams Energy service life of the property.
Marketing and Trading, a subsidiary of The Williams
Companies, Inc.,to acquire a long-term full-requirements Our depreciation provisions on utility plant, as a percent
power supply agreement at fixed prices with Jackson of average depreciable property other than nuclear fuel,
Electric Membership Corporation (Jackson), located were 2.5%, 2.2% and 2.5% in 2005, 2004 and 2003,
in Jefferson, Georgia. The agreement required a respectively. The depreciation provisions related to utility
$188 million cash payment to Williams Energy Marketing plant were $556 million, $463 million and $517 million in
and Trading in exchange for assignment of the J on 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively. In addition to utility
supply ag'reement; the $188 million cash payment was plant depreciation provisions, depreciation and
recorde'd as an intangible asset and is being amortized amortization expense also includes decommissioning
based on the economic benefit of the contract (See Note cost provisions, ARO accretion, cost of removal
8). The power supply agreement terminate's in 201-5with provisions (See Note 5D), regulatory approved expenses
a first refusal right to extendfor five yea'rs. 'The (See Notes 7 and 22) and Clean Smokestacks Act
agreement includes the use of 640 MW of contracted-, amortization (See Note 78).
Georgia System generation comprised of nuclear, coal
gas 'ii pumped-storage hydro resources. P.VI expects~ Amortization of nuclear fuel costs, including disposal
to supplement the acquired resources with open mark'et "costs associated with obligations to the U.S. Department
purchases and with its own intermediate and peaking ' 'of Energy (DOE) and costs associated with obligations to
assets in Georgia to serve Jackson's forecasted- the DOE forthe decommissioning and decontamination of
1,100 MW peak demand in 2005 growing to a forecasted enrichment facilities, for theyears'ended December 31,

2005 and 2004 were $140 millioniahd for the year ended
1,70 MW d n December 31, 2003,;was'$143'million. This amortization

5. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT . expense is included in fuel usedfo'relectric generation in
the Consolidated Statements of Income.

A. Utility Plant. -; ;-

The balances of electric utility plant in service at During 2004, PEC met the requirements of both the NCUC
December 31 are listed below, with a range of and the SCPSC for the implementation of two
depreciable lives (in years) for each: depreciation studies that allowed the utility to reduce the

rates used to calculate depreciation expense. I he annual
reduction in depreciation expense is approximately
$82 million. The reduction is due primarily to extended
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lives at each of PEC's nuclear units. The reduced
depreciation rates were effective January 1, 2004.

During 2005, PEF performed a depreciation study as
required by the FPSC no less than every four years.
Implementation of the depreciation study will decrease
the rates used to calculate depreciation expense with a
resulting decrease in annual depreciation expense of
$26 million beginning in 2006 (See Note 7C).

B. Diversified Business Property
The balances of diversified business
December 31 are listed below, with

property at
a range of

depreciable lives for each:

(in millions) 2005 2004
Equipment (3-25 years) $146 $129
Nonregulated generation plant and equipment

(3-40 years) 1,330 1,302
Land and mineral rights 40 36
Buildings and plants (5-40 years) 70 70
Oil and gas properties (units-of-production) 493 334
Telecommunications equipment (5-20 years) 99 80
Rail equipment (3-20 years) 37 36
Marine equipment (3-35 years) 88 87
Computers, office equipment and software

13-10 years) 8 13
Construction work in progress 12 18
Accumulated depreciation (443) (332)

Diversified business property, net $1,880 $1,773

Our nonregulated businesses capitalize interest costs
under SFAS No. 34, "Capitalization of Interest Costs."
During the years ended December 31, 2005, 2004 and
2003, respectively, we capitalized $4 million, $7 million
and $20 million, respectively, of our interest cost of $656
million, $641 million and $634 million, respectively.
Capitalized interest for 2005 and 2004 is related to the
expansion of natural gas operations. Capitalized interest
in 2003 is related to the expansion of the Progress
Ventures nonregulated generation portfolio. Capitalized
interest is included in diversified business property, net
on the Consolidated Balance Sheets. Diversified
business depreciation expense was $116 million for
December 31, 2005 and 2004 and $91 million for
December 31, 2003.

C. Joint Ownership of Generating Facilities
PEC and PEF hold ownership interests-in certain jointly
owned generating facilities. Each is entitled to shares of
the generating capability and output of each unit equal to
their respective ownership interests. Each also pays its
ownership share of additional construction costs, fuel
inventory purchases and operating expenses, except in
certain instances where agreements have been executed
to limit certain joint owners' maximum exposure to the
additional costs (See Note 22B). PEC's and PEFEs share of
expenses for the jointly owned facilities is included in the
appropriate expense category. The co-owner of
Intercession City Unit P1 1 (P11) has exclusive rights to the
output of the unit during the months of June through
September. PEF has that right for the remainder of the
year. PEC's and PEF's ownership interests in the jointly
owned generating facilities are listed below with related
information at December 31:

2005 Company Construction
(in millions) Ownership Plant Accumulated Work in
Subsidiary Facility Interest Investment Depreciation Progress
PEC Mayo 83.83% S518 $255 $1
PEC Harris 83.83% 3,181 1,459 17
PEC Brunswick 81.67% 1,614 921 23
PEC Roxboro Unit 4 87.06% 355 153 10
PEF Crystal River Unit 3 91.78% 808 493 48
PEF Intercession City Unit P11 66.67% 24 4

2004 Company Construction
(in millions) Ownership Plant Accumulated Work in
Subsidiary Facility Interest Investment Depreciation Progress
PEC Mayo 83.83% $516 $249 $1
PEC Harris 83.83% 3,185 1,387 13
PEC Brunswick 81.67% 1,624 888 28
PEC Roxboro Unit 4 87.06% 323 147 1
PEF Crystal River Unit 3 91.78% 889 443 9
PEF Intercession City Unit P11 66.67% 22 7 8
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In the tables above, plant investment and accumulated
depreciation are not reduced by the regulatory
disallowances related to the Shearon Harris Nuclear
Plant (Harris), which are not applicable to the joint

* owner's ownership interest in Harris.

D. Asset Retirement Obligations

At December 31, 2005 and 2004, the asset retirement
costs related to nuclear decommissioning of irradiated
plant, net of accumulated depreciation, totaled
$168 million and $275 million, respectively. Funds set
aside in the Utilities' nuclear decommissioning trust
funds for the nuclear decommissioning liability totaled
$1.133 billion and $1.044 billion at December 31, 2005 and
2004, respectively. Net nuclear decommissioning trust
unrealized gains are included in regulatory liabilities (See
Note 7A).

Our decommissioning cost provisions, which are
included in depreciation and amortization expense, were
$31 million in 2005, 2004 and 2003. Management believes
that decommissioning costs that have been and will be
recovered through rates by PEC and PEF will be sufficient
to provide for the costs of decommissioning. Expenses
recognized for the disposal or removal of utility assets
that are not SFAS No. 143 asset retirement obligations,
which are included in depreciation and amortization
expense, were $168 million, $160 million and $158 million
in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.

The Utilities recognize removal, nonirradiated
decommissioning and dismantlement of fossil generation
plants costs in regulatory liabilities on the Consolidated
Balance Sheets (See Note 7A). At December 31, such
costs consisted of:

(in millions) .2005 2004

Removal costs $1,316 $1,606

Nonirradiated decommissioning costs 132- 131

Dismantlement costs 123 -144

Non-ARO cost of removal $1,571 $1,881

The NCUC requires that PEC update its cost estimate for
nuclear decommissioning every'five6'yars. PEC's most
recent site-specific estimates of decommissioning costs
were developed in 2004, using 2004 cost factors, and are
based on prompt dismantlement decommissioning,
which reflects the cost of removal of all radioactive and
other structures currently at the site, with such removal
occurring after operating license expiration. These
decommissioning cost estimates also include interim
spent fuel storage costs associated with maintaining

spent nuclear fuel on site until such time that it can be
transferred to a DOE facility (See Note 23D1). These
estimates, in 2004 dollars, were $569 million for Unit No. 2
at Robinson Nuclear Plant (Robinson), $418 million for
Brunswick Unit No. 1, $444 million for Brunswick Unit No.
2, and $775 million for Harris. The estimates are subject to
change based on a variety of factors including, but not
limited to, cost escalation, changes in technology
applicable to nuclear decommissioning and changes in
federal, state or local regulations. The cost estimates
exclude the portion attributable to North Carolina Eastern
Municipal Power Agency (Power Agency), which
holds an undivided ownership interest in Brunswick and
Harris. NRC operating licenses held by PEC currently
expire in December 2014 and September 2016
for Brunswick Units No. 2 and No. 1, respectively. An
application to extend these licenses 20 years was
submitted in October 2004. The NRC operating license
held by PEC for Harris currently expires in October 2026.
An application to extend this license 20 years is expected
to be submitted in the fourth quarter of 2006. On April 19,
2004, the NRC announced that it renewed the operating
license for Robinson for an additional 20 years through
July 2030.

The FPSC requires that PEF update its cost estimate for
nuclear decommissioning every five years. PEF filed a
new site-specific estimate of decommissioning costs for
the Crystal River-Unit No. 3 (CR3) with the FPSC on
April 29, 2005, as part of PEF's base rate filing. PEF's
estimate is based on prompt dismantlement
decommissioning and includes interim spent fuel storage
costs associated with.maintaining spent nuclear fuel on
site until such time that it can be transferred to a:DOE
facility (See Note 23D). The estimate, in 2005 dollars, is
$614 million and is subject to change based on a variety
of factors including, but not limited to, cost escalation,
changes in technology, applicable to nuclear
decommissioning and changes in federal, state or local
regulations. The cost estimate excludes-the portion
attributable to other co-owners of CR3: The NRC
operating license held by PEF for CR3 currently expires
in'December 2016. An application to extend this license
20 years is expected to be submitted in the first quarter of
2009. As part of this new estimate and assumed license
extension, PEF reduced its asset retirement cost net of
accumulated depreciation and its ARO liability by
approximately $36 million and $88 million, respectively.l1n
addition, we reduced PEF-related asset retirement costs,
net of accumulated depreciation, by an additional
$53 million at Progress Energy. Retail and wholesale
accruals on PEF's reserves for nuclear decommissioning
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were previously suspended through December 2005
under the terms of the Agreement and the new Base Rate
Settlement continues that suspension.

The FPSC requires that PEF update its cost estimate for
fossil plant dismantlement every four years. PEF filed an
updated fossil dismantlement study with the FPSC on
April 29, 2005, as part of its base rate filing. The new study
called for an increase in the annual accrual of $10 million
beginning in 2006. PEF's reserve for fossil plant
dismantlement was approximately $145 million at
December 31,2005, including amounts in the ARO liability
for. asbestos abatement, discussed below. Retail
accruals on PEFs reserves for fossil plant dismantlement
were previously suspended through December 2005
under the terms of PEF's existing Agreement The Base
Rate Settlement continued the suspension of PEF's
collection from customers of the expenses to dismantle
fossil plants (See Note 7C).

Upon implementation of FIN 47, as of December 31, 2005,
the Utilities recognized additional ARO liabilities for
asbestos abatement costs (See Note 2).

We have identified but not recognized AROs related
to electric transmission and distribution and
telecommunications assets as the result of easements
over property not owned by us. These easements are
generally perpetual and require retirement action only
upon abandonment or cessation of use of the property for
the specified purpose. The ARO is not estimable for such
easements, as we intend to utilize these properties
indefinitely. In the event we decide to abandon or cease
the'use of a particular easement, an ARO would be
recorded at that time.

Our nonregulated AROs relate to the synthetic fuel
operations and gas production of Progress Fuels. The
related asset retirement costs, net of accumulated
depreciation, totaled $10 million and $4 million at
December 31, 2005 and 2004, respectively.

The following table shows the changes to the AROs
during the years ended December 31. Additions relate
primarily to additional reclamation obligations at coal
mine- operations of Progress Fuels and asbestos
abatement at the Utilities. Revisions to prior estimates of
the iregulated ARO related to PEC remeasuring the
nuclear decommissioning costs of irradiated plants to
take into account updated site-specific decommissioning
cost studies, which are required by the NCUC every five
years. Revisions to prior estimates of the PEF regulated
ARO are related to the updated cost estimate for nuclear
decommissioning described above.

(in millions) Regulated Nonregulated
Asset retirement obligations

at January 1, 2004 $1,251 $5
Additions - 1
Accretion expense 73 -

Revisions to prior estimates (63) 12)
Asset retirement obligations

at December 31, 2004 1,261 4
Additions 50 6
Accretion expense 65 -

Revisions to prior estimates (137)
Asset retirement obligations

at December 31, 2005 $1,239 $10

The cumulative effect of initial adoption of SFAS
No. 143 related to nonregulated operations was
$1 million of income, which is included in cumulative
effect of change in accounting principles, net of tax on
the Consolidated Statements of Income for the year
ended December 31, 2003.

E. Insurance

The Utilities are members of Nuclear Electric Insurance
Limited (NEIL), which provides primary and excess
insurance coverage against property damage to
members' nuclear generating facilities. Under the
primary program, each company is insured for
$500 million at each of its respective nuclear plants. In
addition to primary coverage, NEIL also provides
decontamination, premature decommissioning and
excess property insurance with limits of $1.75 billion on
each nuclear plant

Insurance coverage against incremental costs of
replacement power resulting from prolonged accidental
outages at nuclear generating units is also provided
through membership in NEIL Both PEC and PEF are
insured under' NEIL, following a 12-week deductible
period, for 52 weeks in the amount of $3.5 million per
week at each plant. An additional 110 weeks of coverage
is provided at 80 percent of the above weekly amount. For
the current policy period, the companies are subject to
retrospective premium assessments of* up to
approximately $30.7 million with respect to the primary
coverage, $36.5 million with respect to the
decontamination, decommissioning and excess property
coverage, and $23 million for the incremental
replacement power costs coverage, in the event covered
losses at insured facilities exceed premiums, reserves,
reinsurance and other NEIL resources. Pursuant to
regulations of the. NRC, each- company's property
damage insurance policies provide that all proceeds
from such insurance be applied, first, to place the plant in
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a safe and stable condition after an accident and,
second, to decontaminate, before any proceeds can be
used for decommissioning, plant repair or restoration.
Each company is responsible to the extent losses may
exceed limits of the coverage described above.

Both of the Utilities are insured against public liability for
a nuclear incident up to $10.76 billion per occurrence.
Under the current provisions of the Price Anderson Act,
which limits liability for accidents at nuclear power
plants, each company, as an owner of nuclear units, can
be assessed for a portion of any third-party liability
claims arising from an accident at any commercial
nuclear power plant in the United States. In the eventthat
public liability claims from an insured nuclear incident
exceed $300 million (currently available through
commercial insurers), each company would be subjectto
pro rata assessments of up to $100.1 million for each
reactor owned per occurrence. Payment of -such
assessments would be made over time as necessary to
limit the payment in any one year to no more than
$15 million per reactor owned.

Under the NEIL policies, if there were multiple terrorism
losses occurring within one year, NEIL would make
available one industry aggregate limit of $3.2-billion,
along with any amounts it recovers from reinsurance,
government indemnity or other sources up to the limits
for each claimant. If terrorism losses occurred beyond
the one-year period, a new set of limits and resources
would apply. For nuclear liability claims arising out'of
terrorist acts, the primary level available through
commercial insurers is now subject to 'an industry
aggregate limit of $300 million. The Isecond level -of
coverage obtained through the assessments discussed
above would continue to'apply to losses exceeding
$300 million and would provide coverage in excess of any
diminished primary limits due to terrorist acts. L. :

The Utilities self-insure their transmission and distribution
lines against loss due to storm damage'and other natural
disasters. -PEF accrues $6 millionrannually to 'a storm
damage reserve pursuant to a regulatory order and may
defer losses in excess of the reserve (See Note 7A). -

i ,. .i i t

6. CURRENT ASSETS
A. Receivables
Income tax receivables and interest income receivables
are not included in receivables. These amounts are
included in prepayments and other current assets on the
Consolidated Balance Sheet. At December 31
receivables were comprised of:

(in millions) 2005 2004

Trade accounts receivable $713 $499

Unbilled accounts receivable 282 271

Notes receivable 76 97

Other receivables 45 23

Unbilled other receivables 6 28

Allowance for doubtful accounts receivable (19) 122)

Total receivables $1,103 $896

B. Inventory
At December 31 inventory was comprised of:

(in millions) 2005 2004

Fuel for production S329 $235

Inventory for sale 61 49

Materials and supplies 441 517

Emission allowances 35 21

Total current inventory S866 $822

Materials and supplies amounts above exclude long-term
combustion turbine inventory amounts included in other
assets and deferred debits for Progress Energy of
$44 million at December 31, 2005 and none at December
31, 2004.

Emission allowances above exclude long'-term emission
allowances included in other assets and deferred debits
for Progress Energy of $14 million at December 31, 2005
and none at December 31, 2004.

7. REGULATORY MATTERS
A. Regulatory Assets and Liabilities
As' regulated entities, the Utilities are subject to the
provisions of SFAS No. 71. Accordingly,'the Utilities
record certain assets and liabilities resulting from the
effects of the ratemaking process that"would 'not be
recorded under' GAAP for' nonregulated 'entities.: The
Utilities' ability to continue to meet the'criteria for
application of SFAS No. 71 may be affected in the future
by competitive forces and restructuring' in the electric
utility industry. In the event that SFAS'No. 71 no longer
applies to a separable portion of our operations, related
regulatory assets and liabilities would be eliminated
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unless an appropriate regulatory recovery mechanism
was provided. Additionally, these factors could result in
an impairment of utility plant assets as determined
pursuantto SFAS No. 144.

At December 31 the balances of regulatory assets
(liabilities) were as follows:

(in millions)

Deferred fuel cost- current (Notes 7B and 7C)
Deferred fuel cost- long-term (Notes 7B and 7C)
Deferred impact of ARO (Note 1D)
Income taxes recoverable through future rates

(Note 14)
Loss on reacquired debt (Note 1D)
Storm deferral (Notes 7B and 7C)
Postrefirement benefits (Note 16B)
Other

2005

5602

31

281

81
50

227

88

96

2004

S229

107

305

84
53

316

74

125

Total long-term regulatory assets 854 1,

Deferred energy conservation cost- current (10)

Non-ARD cost of removal (Note 5D) (1,571) 11,8

Deferred impact of ARO (Note 1D) (225) (2
Net nuclear decommissioning trust unrealized

gains (Note 5D) (251) 12
Postretirement benefits (Note 16B) -

Clean Smokestacks Act compliance (Note 7B) (317) (2

Derivative mark-to-market adjustment (Note 1 BA) (122)

064

(82

1221 }

!24)

(45)

(48)

(2)

Other
Total long-term regulatory liabilities

Net regulatory liabilities

(41)

(2,527)

S(1,0B1l

(33)

(2,654)

5(1,369)

2005. Residential electric bills increased by $7.29 per 1,000
kWhs for fuel cost recovery. The South Carolina deferred
fuel balance at December 31, 2005, was $38 million, of
which $21 million will be collected after 2006 in
accordance with the settlement agreement and therefore
has been classified as a long-term regulatory asset

On June 3, 2005, PEC filed for an increase in the fuel rate
charged to its North Carolina retail customers with the
NCUC. PEC requested that the NCUC approve an annual
increase of $276 million, or 11 percent. PEC requested the
increase for under-recovered fuel costs for the previous
12 months and to meet future expected fuel costs. On
September 26, 2005, the NCUC approved a settlement
agreement proposed by PEC and other parties to the
proceeding. In the settlement, PEC will collect all of its
fuel cost under-collections that occurred during the test
year ended March 31, 2005, over a one-year period
beginning October 1, 2005. PEC agreed to reduce its
proposed billing increment, designed to collect future
fuel costs, in order to address customer concerns
regarding the magnitude of the proposed increase. The
NCUC approved an annual increase of $133 million, an
average increase of 5 percent In recognition of the likely
under-collection that will result during the year ending
September 30, 2006, PEC is allowed to calculate and
collect interest at 6% on the difference between its
collection factor in the original request to the NCUC and
the factor included in the settlement agreement until
such amounts have been collected. Effective October 1,
2005, residential electric bills increased by $3.71 per
1,000 kilowatt-hours (kWhs) for fuel cost recovery. At
December 31, 2005, PEC's North Carolina retail fuel costs
were under-recovered by $254 million. This amount was
comprised of $244 million eligible for recovery in 2006 and
$10 million deferred from a 2001 NCUC order that cannot
be collected until 2007 and therefore has been classified
as a long-term regulatory asset.

In 2004 and 2003, PEC obtained SCPSC and NCUC
approval of fuel factors in annual fuel-adjustment
proceedings. The NCUC approved an annual increase of
$62 million and $20 million, respectively, by orders issued
in September 2004 and 2003. The SCPSC approved PEC's
petition each year and the changes were insignificant.

STORM COST RECOVERY

In February 2004, PEC filed with the SCPSC seeking
permission to defer expenses incurred from the first
quarter 2004 winter storm. In September 2004, the SCPSC
approved PEC's request to defer the costs and amortize
them ratably over five years beginning in January 2005.
Approximately $9 million related to storm costs was

Except for portions of deferred fuel costs, all regulatory
assets earn a return or the cash has not yet been
expended, in which case the assets are offset by liabilities
that do not incur a carrying cost. We expect to fully
recover these assets and refund these liabilities through
customer rates under current regulatory practice.

B. PEC Retail Rate Matters
FUEL COST RECOVERY

On April 27, 2005, PEC filed for an increase in the fuel rate
charged to its South Carolina retail customers with the
SCPSC. PEC requested the $99 million increase for under-
recovered fuel costs for the previous 15 months and to
meet future expected fuel costs. On June 23, 2005, the
SCPSC approved a settlement agreement filed jointly by
PEC and all other parties to the proceeding. The
settlement agreement levelizes the collection of under-
recovered fuel costs over a three-year period and allows
PEC to charge and recover carrying costs on the monthly
unpaid balance, beginning July 1, 2006, at an interest rate
of 6% compounded annually. An annual increase in PEC's
rates of $55 million, or 12 percent, was effective July 1,
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deferred in 2004. PEC recognized $2 million of South
Carolina storm amortization during 2005.

In October 2003, PEC filed with the NCUC seeking
permission to defer expenses incurred from Hurricane
Isabel and the February 2003 winter storms. In December
2003, the NCUC approved PEC's requestto deferthe costs
associated with Hurricane Isabel and the February 2003
winter storms and amortize them over a period of five
years. PEC charged approximately $24 million in 2003
from Hurricane Isabel and from winter storms to the
deferred account. PEC recognized $5. million, S5 million
and $3 million of North Carolina storm amortization during
2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.

OTHER MATTERS

The NCUC and SCPSC have approved proposals to
accelerate cost recovery of PEC's nuclear generating
assets beginning January 1, 2000, and continuing through
2009. The aggregate minimum and maximum amounts of
cost recovery are $530 million and $750 million,
respectively. Accelerated cost recovery of these assets
resulted in no additional expense in 2005, 2004 or'2003.
Through December 31, 2005, PEC recorded -total
accelerated depreciation of $403 million.

The North Carolina Clean Smokestacks Act (Clean
Smokestacks Act) enacted in June 2002 requires'state
utilities to reduce emissions of nitrogen oxide'(NOx) and
sulfur dioxide (SO2) from coal-fired plants. The law provides
that the utilities shall amortize'and recover the original
estimated' costs (subject' to adjustment' by the NCUC)
associated with meeting the new emission standards over
a seven-year period beginning January 1, 2003. The
legislation provides for significant flexibility in the amount
of annual amortizati6n recorded, 'which allows the 'tilities
to' vary the'amou'nt amortiz'ed within certain limits. This
flexibility provides a utility with'the opportu'nity to'consider
the impacts of other factors' on its regulatory return on
equity (ROE) when setting the amortization amount for
each year. PEC recognized $147r milliori $174 million arid
$74 million of Clean Smokestacks Actramortization doring
2005, 2004 and 2003,'respectively. This legislation freezes
PEC's base rates in North Carolina through" December 31;
2007, subject to certain condition's jSee Note 22b).

In conjunction with our acquisitiin'of Florida 'Progress
Corporation (Florida Progress), PEC reached a settlement
with the Public Staff of the NCUC in which it agreed to
provide $20 million of credits to its nonreal-time pricing
customers including $6 million in both 2005 (the last year
the agreed-upon credits were provided) and 2004 and
$5 million in 2003.

C. PEF Retail Rate Matters
STORM COST RECOVERY

On July 14, 2005, the FPSC issued an order authorizing PEF
to recover $232 million over a two-year period, including
interest, of the costs it incurred and previously deferred
related to PEF's restoration of power 'to customers
associated with the four hurricanes in 2004. The ruling
allowed PEF to include a charge of approximately $3.27 on
the average residential monthly customer bill of
1,000 kWhs beginning August 1, 2005. The ruling by the
FPSC approved the majority of PEF's requests with two
exceptions: the reclassification of $8 million of previously
deferred costs to utility plant and the reclassification of
$17 million of previously deferred costs as normal
operation and maintenance (O&M) expense, which-was
expensed in the second quarter of 2005. In 2005, PEF
recorded approximately $50 million of amortization
associated with the recovery of these storm costs.

The amount included in the original petition requesting
recovery of $252 million in November 2004 was an
estimate, as actual total costs were not known at that
time. On September,12, 2005, PEF filed a true-up to the
original.amount requested. PEF incurred an additional
S19 million in costs in excess of the amount requested in
the original petition. This increase was partially offset by
$6 million of adjustments due to allocating a higher portion
of the costs to the wholesale jurisdiction and refining the
FPSC adjustments. On November 9, 2005, as part of the
action taken by the FPSC on PEF's pass-through clause
cost recovery discussed, below, the recovery of this
difference was administratively approved by the FPSC,
subject to audit by the FPSC staff. The net'impact was
included in'custom'er bills beginning'Ja'uary 1,2006.

On June 1, 2005, the governor of Florida signed into law a
bill that allows utilities to petition the .FPSC to use
securitized b6nds' fo recover storm-related costs. PEF is
reviewing whether it will seek FPSC approval to issue
securitized debtto recover any outstanding balance of its
2004 storm costs and to replenish its storm reserve fund,
or to continue the.current replenishment of its storm
reserve fund through base rates 'and a surcharge
menchanism. If PEF. seeks recovery through securitization
and assuming FPSC approval, PEFexpects the process to
take six to nine months to complete.'

PASS-THROUGH CLAUSE COST RECOVERY

On November 9, 2005, the FPSC approved PEF's filed
request seeking a total increase of $605 million over 2005
to recover rising fuel costs as well as costs related to
other pass-through clauses and surcharges. Fuel costs of
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$560 million and certain purchased power costs of
$42 million were the largest component of the total
increase. The fuel cost increase includes $17 million from
2004 under-recoveries, $222 million from 2005 under-
recoveries and a $321 million increase for 2006. Beginning
January 1, 2006, residential electric bills increased by
$11.78 per 1,000 kWhs each: billing cycle through
December31, 2006. At December31, 2005, PEFwas under-
recovered in fuel and capacity costs by $341 million.

To encourage energy conservation, the FPSC's ruling
allows PEF to implement a two-tiered fuel rate for
residential customers that charges a lower rate for the
first 1,000 kWhs and a higher rate for each additional kWh.

BASE RATE SETTLEMENT

On' April 29, 2005, PEF submitted minimum filing
requirements, based on a 2006 projected test year, to
initiate a base rate proceeding regarding its future base
rates. In its filing, PEF requested a $206 million annual
increase in base rates effective January 1, 2006. On
September 7, 2005, the FPSC approved an agreement
(Base Rate Settlement) that maintains PEFs base rates at
their current level through late 2007, except as modified
elsewhere in the Base Rate Settlement The new base
ratestook effectthe first billing cycle of January 2006 and
will remain in effect through the last billing cycle of
December 2009 with PEF having sole option to extend
through the last billing cycle of June 2010.

Under the Base Rate Settlement, PEF will continue to
collect a return on and depreciation of Hines Unit 2
through the fuel clause, as was permitted under the terms
of the existing Stipulation and SettlementAgreement (the
Agreement), through late 2007 when it will be transferred
into base rates. This transfer will correspond with the in-
service dates of the Hines Unit 4, which will also be
recovered through a base rate increase. PEF began
recovering the cost of its Hines Unit 3 through existing
base rates when it was placed into service in November
2005, similar to other utility property additions.

The Base Rate Settlement authorizes PEF to recover
certain costs through clauses, such as the continued
recovery of post-9/11 security costs through the capacity
clause and the carrying costs of coal inventory in transit
and coal procurement costs through the fuel clause.

The Base Rate Settlement also provides for revenue
sharing between PEF and its customers. In 2006, PEF will
refund two-thirds of retail, base revenues between the
S1.499 billion threshold and the $1.549 billion cap and
100 percent of revenues above the $1.549 billion cap.

Both the threshold and cap will be adjusted annually for
rolling average 10-year retail kWh sales growth.

The Base Rate Settlement authorizes PEF to include an
adjustment to increase common equity for the impact of
Standard & Poor's (S&P's) imputed off-balance sheet
debt for future capacity payments to qualifying facilities
and other entities .under long-term purchase power
agreements. This adjusted capital structure will be used
for surveillance reporting with the FPSC and pass-
through clause return calculations.. PEF will use an
authorized 11.75 percent ROE for cost recovery clauses
and AFUDC. In addition, PEF's adjusted equity ratio will be
capped at 57.83 percent. If PEF's regulatory ROE falls
below 10 percent, and for certain other events, PEF is
authorized to petition the FPSC for a base rate increase.

The FPSC requires that PEF perform a depreciation study
no less frequently than every four years. PEF filed a
depreciation study for the FPSC's approval on April 29,
2005, as part of its base rate filing, which would increase
depreciation expense by $14 million beginning in 2006. PEF
reduced its estimated removal costs to take into account
the estimates used in the depreciation study. This resulted
in a downward revision in PEF's estimated removal costs,
a component of regulatory liabilities, and an equal
increase in accumulated depreciation of $401 million. On
September 7, 2005,'the FPSC approved a modification to
the 'study that resulted in a decreasito the filed report of
$40 million. Consequently, the impact of the rate changes
in the depreciation , study will decrease annual
depreciation expense by $26 million beginning in 2006.

The FPSC requires that PEF update its cost estimate for
fossil plant dismantlement every four years. PEF filed an
updated fossil dismantlement'study with the FPSC on
April 29,2005, as part of its base rate filing. The new study
called for an increase in the annual accrual of $10 million
beginning in 2006. PEF's reserve for fossil plant
dismantlement including amounts in the ARO. liability for
asbestos abatement, was $145 million, at December 31,
2005. Retail accruals on PEF§sreserves for fossil plant
dismantlement were previously suspended through
December 2005 under the terms of PEF's 'existing
Agreement. The Base Rate Settlement continued the
suspension of PEF's collection from customers of the
expenses to dismantle fossil plants.

The FPSC requires that PEF update its cost estimate for
nuclear decommissioning, every five years. PEF filed a
new site-specific estimate of decommissioning costs for
CR3 with the FPSC on April 29, 2005, as part of PEF's base
rate filing. PEF's estimate is based on prompt
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dismantlement decommissioning. The estimate, in 2005
dollars, is $614 million and is subject to change based on
a variety of factors including, but not limited to, cost
escalation, changes in technology applicable to nuclear
decommissioning and changes in federal, state or local
regulations. The cost estimate excludes the portion
attributable to other co-owners of CR3. The NRC
operating license held by PEF for CR3 currently expires in
December 2016. An application to extend this license
20 years is expected to be submitted in the first quarter of
2009. As part of this new estimate and assumed license
extension,' PEF reduced its ARO liability by $88 million.
Retail accruals on PEF's reserves for nuclear
decommissioning were previously suspended through
December 2005 under the terms of the Agreement and the
new Base Rate Settlement continues that suspension.

FRANCHISE MATTERS

On June 1, 2005, Winter Park acquired PEF's electric
distribution system that serves Winter' Park for
approximately $42 million. On June 1, 2005, 'PEF
transferred the distribution system to Winter Park and
recognized a pre-tax gain of approximately $25 million on
the transaction, which is included as an offset to'other
utility expense on the Statements of Income. This'amount
was decreased $1 million in the third quarter of 2005 upon
accumulation of the final capital expenditures incurred
since arbitration. PEF also recorded a regulatory liability
of $8 million for stranded cost revenues, which will be
amortized to revenues over six years in accordance with
the provisions of the transfer agreement with Winter
Park. In June 2004, Winter Park executed a wholesale
power supply contractwith PEFwith a five-year term and
a renewal option.

OTHER MATTERS

On June 29, 2004,'the FPSC approved'a Stipuiation and
Settlement Agreement, executed 'on April 29, 2004 by
PEF, the Office' of Public" Counsel 'and the Florida
Industrial Power Users Group.' 'The stipulatio and
settlement resolved the iss'ue pending' befo're th'e FPSC
regarding the costs PEF will be 'allowed to:-recover
through its Fuel and Purchaied Povwer Cost Recovery
clause in 2004 and beyond for waterb6rne'coal deliveries
by PEF's 'affiliated coal su'pplieKr, Pro'gress' Fuels. The
settlement sets fixed per to'n prices'baied'on pointo6f
origin for all waterborne coal deliveries in 2004, and
establishes a market-based pricing methodology for
determining recoverable waterborne coal transportation
costs' through a competitive solicitation process or
market price proxies in 2005 and thereafter. The
settlement reduces the amount that PEF will charge to

the Fuel and Purchased Power Cost Recovery clause for
waterborne transportation by approximately $11 million
beginning in 2004.

On November 3, 2004, the FPSC approved PEFs petition
for Determination of Need for the construction of a fourth
unit at PEFs Hines Energy Complex. Hines Unit 4 is
needed to maintain electric system reliability and
integrity and to continue to provide adequate electricity
to its ratepayers at a reasonable cost. Hines Unit 4 will be
a combined cycle unit with a generating capacity of
461 MW (summer rating). The estimated total in-service
cost of Hines Unit 4 is $286 million, and the unit is planned
for commercial operation in December 2007. If the actual
cost is less than the estimate, customers will receive the
benefit of such cost under-runs. Any costs that exceed
this estimate will; not be recoverable absent
extraordinary circumstances as found by the FPSC in
subsequent proceedings.

D. Regional Transmission Organizations

In 2000, the FERC issued' Order No. 2000 regarding
regional transmission organizations (RTOs). This Order
set minimum characteristics and functions that RTOs
must meet, including independent transmission service.
In October 2000, as a result of Order 2000, PEC, along with
Duke Energy Corporation and South Carolina Electric &
Gas Company, filed an application with the FERC for
approval of an RTO, GridSouth. In July 2001, the FERC
issued an order 'provisionally approving GridSouth.
However, in July 2001, the FERC issued orders
recommending that companies in the southeastern
United States engage in mediation to develop a plan for a
single RTO..PEC participated in the mediation. On
August 11, 2005,;the GridSouth participants notified the
FERC that they had terminated the GridSouth project. By
order issued October 20, 2005, the FERC terminated the
GridSouth proceeding. PEC has $33 million invested in
GridSouth related to startup costs at December 31, 2005.
PEC expects to recover thesestartup costs.

The FPSC ruled in December 2001 that the formation of
GridFlorida by the three major investor-owned utilities in
Florida, including PEF, was prudent but ordered changes
in the structure 'and market'design of the proposed
organization. In September 2002, the FPSC set a hearing
for market design issues; this order was appealed to the
Florida Supreme Court by the consumer advocate of the
state of Florida. In June 2003, the Florida Supreme Court
dismissed the appeal without prejudice. In September
2003, the FERC held a JointTechnical Conference with the
FPSC to consider issues related to formation of an RTO for
peninsular Florida. In December 2003, the FPSC ordered
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further state proceedings and established a collaborative
workshop process to be conducted during 2004. In June
2004, the workshop process was abated pending
completion of a cost-benefit study. On December 12, 2005,
the final report of the cost-benefit study was issued.
The study concluded that the GridFlorida RTO was not cost
effective. The study further segregated the costs
and benefits between FPSC jurisdictional and
nonjurisdictional customers, concluding that the
jurisdictional customers would incur even more costs and
benefits would be shifted to nonjurisdictional customers.
In light of the findings and conclusions of the cost-benefit
study, on January 27, 2006, the GridFlorida applicants filed
a motion to withdraw the compliance filing and filed a
petition to close the docketed proceeding. The Florida
Municipal Power Agency and Seminole Electric Power
Cooperative have submitted a filing in opposition to this
motion. The FPSC has released a schedule that indicates
thattheywill issue an order on this motion byApril 24,2006.
The GridFlorida applicants are currently in discussions to
determine whether there are cost-effective alternatives to
the GridFlorida proposal that could be implemented in
peninsular Florida. PEF has fully recovered its startup
costs in GridFlorida from retail ratepayers.

E. FERC Market Power Mitigation
In April 2004, the FERC issued two orders concerning
utilities' ability to sell wholesale electricity at market-
based rates. In the first order, the FERC adopted two new
interim screens for assessing potential generation
market power of applicants for wholesale market-based
rates, and described additional analyses and mitigation
measures that could be presented if an applicant does
not pass one of these interim screens. In July 2004, the
FERC issued an order on rehearing affirming its
conclusions in the April order. In the second order, the
FERC initiated a rulemaking to consider whether the
FERC's current methodology for determining whether a
public utility should be allowed to sell wholesale
electricity at market-based rates should be modified in
anyway. PEF does not have market-based rate authority
for wholesale sales in peninsular Florida. Given the
difficulty PEC believed it would experience in passing one
of the interim screens, on September 6, 2005, PEC filed
revisions to its market-based rate tariffs restricting them
to sales outside PEC's control area and peninsular Florida
and a new cost-based tariff for sales within PEC's control
area. The FERC has accepted these revised tariffs.

F. Energy Delivery Capitalization Practice
We reviewed our capitalization policies for the Utilities'
distribution operations (Energy Delivery) in 2004. That

review indicated that in the areas of outage and
emergency work not associated with major storms and
allocation of. indirect costs, both PEC and PEF should
revise the way that they estimate the amount of capital
costs associated with such work. Effective January 1,
2005, we implemented changes that included, more
detailed classification of outage and emergency work
resulting in more precise estimation and implemented a
process to retest accounting estimates on an annual
basis. As a result of the changes in accounting estimates
for the outage and emergency work and indirect costs, a
lesser proportion of PEC's and PEF's costs will be
capitalized on a prospective basis. The combined impact
for the Utilities in 2005 was to expense approximately
$63 million of costs that would have been capitalized
underthe previous policies. Of this total, $26 million related
to PEC and $37 million related to PEF Pursuant to SFAS No.
71, the Utilities informed the state regulators having
jurisdiction over them of this change and that the new
estimation process was implemented effective January 1,
2005. We also requested and received a method change
from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) during 2005.

8. GOODWILL AND OTHER INTANGIBLE
ASSETS

We perform annual goodwill impairment tests in
accordance with SFAS No. 142, "Goodwill and Other
Intangible Assets" (SFAS No. 142). Goodwill impairment
was tested for both the PEC and PEF segments in the
second quarters of 2004 and 2005; each test indicated
no impairment.

For our Progress Ventures segment, the goodwill
impairmenttests are performed atthe reporting unit level
of our Effingham, Monroe, Walton and Washington
nonregulated generation plants (Georgia Region), which
is one level below the Progress Ventures segment We
performed the annual goodwill impairment test for our
Georgia Region reporting unit in the first quarters of 2005
and 2004, each of which indicated no impairment In
response to changing gas and electricity prices that have
a significant impact on the future cash flows of our
Georgia Region operations, we also performed an interim
goodwill, impairment test for the Progress Ventures
goodwill in the third and fourth quarters of 2005, each of
which indicated no impairment However, as part of our
evaluation of certain business opportunities in the first
quarter of 2006, we performed an interim impairment test
for the $64 million of goodwill, which indicated the fair
value of the Georgia Region was less than its carrying
value. As required by SFAS No. 142, we are currently
performing the second step of the impairment test, which
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compares the implied fair value of the goodwill with the
recorded goodwill. While the results of the second step
of the impairment test are currently unknown, the effects
could range from no change to the recorded goodwill
value to a potential write-off of $64 million.

Under SFAS No. 142, all goodwill is assigned to our
reporting units that are expected to benefit from the
synergies of the business combination. The changes in
the carrying amount of goodwill, by reportable segment
for the years ended December 31 were as follows:

Progress Corporate
(in millions) PEC PEF Ventures and Other Total

Balance at
January 1, 2003 $1,922 $1,733 $64 $- $3,719

Acquisitions - - - 7 7

Balance at
December3l,2003 1,922 1,733 64 7- 3,726

Purchase accounting
adjustment - - - (7) (7)

Balance at
December 31,2004 1,922 1,733 64 - 3,719

Balance at
December31,2005 $1,922 S1,733 $64 S- $3,719

I
In December 2003, $7 million in goodwill was recorded
based on a preliminary purchase price allocation as part of
the PTC partial acquisition of EPIK and was reported in the
Corporate and Other segment As discussed in Note 4B,
we revised the preliminary EPIK purchase price allocation
as ,of September 2004, and the $7 million of goodwill was
reallocated to certain tangible assets a'cquired based on
the results of valuations and appraisals.

The gross carrying amount - and, accumulated
amortization of the intangible assets at December 31
were as follows: I

2005 2004
Gross Gross

Carrying Accumulated Carrying Accumulated
tin millions) Amount Amortization Amount Amortization

Synthetic fuel
intangibles $134 $198) -.$134 $(80)

Power agreements
acquired 188 -119) 188 - (6)

Other 112 (15) 111 (11)

Total $434 $(132) $433 $(97)

synthetic fuel intangibles and $3 million in related
accumulated amortization were included in the sale of
the partnership interest.

All of our intangibles, except minimum pension liability
adjustments, are subject to amortization. Synthetic fuel
intangibles represent intangibles for synthetic fuel
technology. These intangibles are being amortized on a
straight-line basis until the expiration of tax credits under
Section 29/45K in December 2007 (See Note 23D). The
intangibles related to power agreements acquired are being
amortized based on the economic benefits of the contracts
(See Note 4D). Other intangibles are primarily acquired
customer contracts, permits that are amortized over their
respective lives and minimum pension liability adjustments.

Amortization expense recorded on intangible assets for
the years ended December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003 was
$35 million, $42 million and $36 million, respectively. The
estimated annual amortization expense for. intangible
assets for 2006 through 2010 is approximately $36 million,
$37 million, $18 million, $18 million and $19 million,
respectively.

9. IMPAIRMENTS OF LONG-LIVED ASSETS
AND INVESTMENTS

We apply SFAS No. 144 for the accounting and reporting
of impairment or disposal of long-lived assets. In 2005 and
2003, we recorded pre-tax long-lived asset and
investment impairments and other charges of $1 million
and $38 million, respectively. No impairments were
recorded in 2004.

A. Long-Lived Assets
Due to the reduction in coal production, we evaluated
Kentucky May coal mine's long-lived assets in 2003. Fair
value'was determined based on discounted cash flows.
As a result of this review, we recorded asset impairments
of $17 million on a pre-tax basis during the fourth quarter
of 2003. As discussed in Note 3A, all amounts directly
related to the coal'mines are'included in discontinued
6perations on the Consolidated Statements of Income.
Due to rising current a'nd future oil prices, in the third and
fourth quarters of 2005 we tested our synthetic fuel plant
assets for impairment. These tests indicated that the
assets were recoverable and no'impairment charge was
recorded. See Note 23D for additional information.

B. Investments
We evaluate declines in value of investments under the
criteria of SFAS No. 115, 'Accounting for Certain
Investments in Debt and Equity Securities" (SFAS No.115),

I'
In June 2004, we sold, in two transactions, a combined
49.8 percent partnership interest in Colona, one of our
synthetic fuel operations. Approximately $6 million in
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and Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF) Issue No. 03-1,
"The Meaning of Other-Than-Temporary Impairments
and Its Application to Certain Investments" (EITF 03-1).
Declines in fairvalue to below the cost basis judged to be
other than temporary on available-for-sale securities are
included in impairments of investments. See Note 13 for
additional information.

We continually review PEC's affordable housing
investment (AHI) portfolio for impairment As a result of
various factors including continued operating losses of
the AHI portfolio and management issues arising at
certain properties within the AHI portfolio, we recorded
impairment charges of $1 million and $18 million on a pre-
tax basis, in 2005 and 2003, respectively. PEC also
recorded an impairment of $3 million for a cost investment
in 2003. No impairments were recorded in 2004.

10. EQUITY
A. Common Stock
At December 31, 2005 and 2004, we had 500 million shares
of common stock authorized under our charter, of which
252 million shares and 247 million shares, respectively,
were outstanding. At December 31, 2005 and 2004, we had
approximately 58 million shares and 63 million shares,
respectively, of common stock authorized by the board of
directors that remained unissued and reserved, primarily
to satisfy the requirements of our stock plans. In 2002, the
board of directors authorized meeting the requirements of
the Progress Energy 401(k) Savings and Stock Ownership
Plan (401(k)) and the Investor Plus Stock Purchase Plan
with original issue shares. During 2005, 2004 and 2003,
respectively, we issued approximately 4.6 million,
1.4 million and 7.5 million shares, respectively, under these
plans for net proceeds of approximately $199 million,
$62 million and $305 million, respectively. We continue to
meet the requirements of the restricted stock plan with
issued and outstanding shares.

There are various provisions limiting the use of retained
earnings for the payment of dividends under certain
circumstances. At December 31, 2005, there were no
significant restrictions on the use of retained earnings
(See Note 12).

B. Stock-Based Compensation
EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP PLAN

We sponsorthe 401(k) forwhich substantially all full-time
nonbargaining unit employees and certain part-time
nonbargaining unit employees within participating
subsidiaries are eligible. Participating subsidiaries as of

January 1, 2003, were PEC, PEF, PTC, PVI, Progress Fuels
(corporate employees), and Progress, Energy Service
Company, LLC (PESC). Effective December 19, 2003, (the
PT LLC/EPIK merger date), PTC no longer participates in
the 401(k). The 401(k), which has matching and incentive
goal features, encourages systematic savings by
employees and provides a method of acquiring Progress
Energy common stock and other diverse investments.
The 401(k), as amended in 1989, is an Employee Stock
Ownership Plan (ESOP) that can enter into acquisition
loans to acquire Progress Energy common stock to
satisfy 401(k) common share needs. Qualification as an
ESOP did not change the level of benefits received by
employees under the 401(k). Common stock acquired
with the proceeds of an ESOP loan is held by the 401(k)
Trustee in a suspense account. The common stock is
released from the suspense account and made available
for allocation to participants as the ESOP loan is repaid.
Such allocations are used to partially meet common
stock needs related to matching and incentive
contributions and/or reinvested dividends. All or a portion
of the dividends paid on ESOP suspense shares and on
ESOP shares allocated to participants may be used to
repay ESOP acquisition loans. To the extent used to repay
such loans, the dividends are deductible for income tax
purposes. Also, beginning in 2002, the dividends paid on
ESOP shares that are either paid directly to participants
or used to purchase additional shares which are
subsequently allocated to participants, are fully
deductible for income tax purposes.

There were 2.9 million and 3.5 million ESOP suspense
shares at December 31, 2005 and 2004, respectively, with
a fair value of S126 million and $156 million, respectively.
ESOP shares allocated to plan participants totaled
11.4 million and 12.6 million at December 31, 2005 and
2004, respectively. Our matching and incentive goal
compensation cost under the 401(k) is determined based
on matching percentages and incentive goal attainment
as defined in the plan. Such compensation cost is
allocated to participants' accounts in the form of
Progress Energy common stock, with the number of
shares determined by dividing compensation cost by the
common stock market value at the time of allocation. We
currently meet common stock share needs with open
market purchases, with shares released from the ESOP
suspense account and with newly issued shares. Costs
for incentive goal compensation are accrued during the
fiscal year and typically paid in shares in the following
year, while costs for the matching component are
typically met with shares in the same year incurred.
Matching and incentive costs, which were met and will
be met with shares released from the suspense account,
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totaled approximately $18 million, $21 million and
$20 million for the years ended December 31, 2005, 2004
and 2003, respectively. Total matching and incentive
costs totaled approximately $30 million, $32 million and
$35 million for the years ended December 31, 2005, 2004
and 2003, respectively. We have a long-term note
receivable from the 401(k) Trustee related to the
purchase of common stock from us in 1989. The balance
of the note receivable from the 401(k) Trustee is included
in the determination of unearned ESOP common stock,

*~ which reduces common stock equity. ESOP shares that
have not been committed to be released to participants'
accounts are not considered outstanding for the
determination of earnings per common share. Interest
income on the note receivable and dividends on

i unallocated ESOP shares are not recognized for financial
statement purposes.

NEW ACCOUNTING FOR STOCK-BASED COMPENSATIONr In December 2004, the FASB issued SFAS No. 123R,
which revises SFAS No. 123, "Accounting for Stock-
Based Compensation," and supersedes Accounting
Principles Board Opinion No. 25, 'Accounting for Stock
Issued to Employees" (APB Opinion No. 25). The key
requirement of SFAS No. 123R is that the cost of stock-
based awards to employees will be measured based on
an award's fair value at the grant date, with such cost to

) be'amortized over the appropriate service' period, net of
estimated forfeitures. Previously, entities could elect to
continue accounting for such awards at their grant date
intrinsic value under APB Opinion No. 25, and we made
that election. The intrinsic value method resulted in our
recording no compensation expense for stock options
granted to employees. Also, as previously allowed, we
recognized the expense effects of forfeitures as they
occurred.SFAS No: 123R also changes'prospectively the
presentation of 'certain stock-based compensation
excess-income taxlbenefits in'the statementrof cash
flows, with such excess tax benefits shown as financing
cash inflows rather than operating cash inflows.

' We adopted SFAS No. 123R as of July 1, 2005, using the
required modified prospective -method. Under -'that
method,'we will record compensation expense 'under
SFAS No..123R forall awards granted after July 1, 2005,
and will record 'compensation% expense (as; previous
awards continue to vest) for the unvested portion of
previously, granted awards that were outstanding at
July 1, 2005.'For awards with graded-vestingfeatures,we
will recognize expense using the grading-vesting method
alternative in SFAS No. 123R. As a result of the adoption
of SFAS No. 123R, on a prospective basis, we will'not
show 'unearned restricted shares as a negative

component of common stock equity; rather, such
amounts will be included in the determination of common
stock presented in the Consolidated Balance Sheets. In
addition, on a prospective basis, for new awards that
effectively vest upon an employee's retirement eligibility,
we will recognize expense over a vesting period based
on the effective vesting date. Previously, we recognized
expense over a vesting period based on the stated
vesting date.

Adoption of SFAS No. 123R resulted in our recognizing
approximately $3 million of pre-tax expense for stock
options during the year ended December 31,'2005, which
would not have been recognized under the prior
accounting treatment. We 'curtailed our stock option
program in 2004 and replaced that compensation
program with other programs. Therefore, the amount of
stock option expense recorded in 2005 is below the
amount that would have been recorded if the stock
option --program had continued. Additionally, we
recognized a cumulative pre-tax benefit from the
accounting change of approximately$1 'million, which
reflects the cumulative impact of estimating forfeitures in
the determination of period expense for other stock-
based compensation plans, rather than recording the
effect of forfeitures as they occur. As a result of the
adoption of SFAS No'123R, on a prospective basis we will
not show unearned restricted shares as 'a negative
component of common stock equity; rather, such
amounts will be included in the determination of common
stock presented in the Consolidated Balance Sheets. The
adoption of SFAS No. 123R did not have a material impact
on our income, earnings per share or our presentation of
cash flows for the year ended December 31, 2005.

STOCK OPTIONS

Pursuant to our 2002 Equity Incentive Plan, amended
and restated as of July 10, 2002, we may grant options to
purchase shares of our common stock to directors,
officers and eligible employees (up to 15 million shares).
Generally, options granted to employees vest one-third
peryearwith 100 percentvesting atthe end ofyearthree,
while options granted to directors vest 100 percent at the
end of one year. The options expire 10 years fro&m the date
of grant. All option grants have an exercise price equal to
the' fair market value of 'our common stock orn the grant
date.s noted 'above; we have ceased granting stock
options. An immaterial'n'umber of stock options were
granted in 2004 and no stock options have been granted
in 2005. We issue n'ew shares of comnrion stock to satisfy
the exercise of previously issued stock options.
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A summary of the status of our stock options at
December 31, 2005, and changes during the year then
ended, is presented below:

Number of Weighted-Average
(option quantities in millions) Options Exercise Price

Options outstanding, January 1 7.4 S43.57

Granted _ _

Forfeited (0.1) S44.12

Canceled (0.1) S43.75

Exercised (0.2) S42.70

Options outstanding, December 31 7.0 $43.58

Options exercisable, December 31 6.0 $43.40

As previously indicated, we did not record stock option
expense prior to the adoption of SFAS No. 123R as of
July 1, 2005. The following table illustrates the effect on
our net income and earnings per share if the fair value
method had been applied to all outstanding and
nonvested awards in each period:

(in millions except per share data) 2005 2004 2003

Net income, as reported $697 $759 $782

Deduct Total stock option expense
determined under fair value method for
all awards, net of related tax effects 2 10 11

Pro forma net income $695 $749 $771

Earnings per share

Basic - as reported $2.82 $3.13 $3.30

Basic - pro forma 2.81 3.09 3.25

Diluted - as reported 2.82 3.12 3.28

Diluted - pro forma 2.81 3.08 3.24

The options outstanding at December 31, 2005, had a
weighted-average remaining contractual life of 6.6 years
and an aggregate intrinsic value of $5 million. The options
exercisable at December 31, 2005, had a weighted-
average remaining contractual life of 6.4 years and an
aggregate intrinsic value of $5 million.

The total intrinsic value of options exercised during the
year ended December 31, 2004, was $1 million. Total
intrinsic value of options exercised during the years
ended December 31, 2005 and 2003, was less than
$1 million in each year.

Compensation cost, for pro forma purposes prior to the
adoption of SFAS No. 123R and for expense purposes
subsequent to the adoption, is measured at the grant
date based on the fair value of the award and is
recognized over the vesting period. The fair value for
these options was estimated at the date of grant using a
Black-Scholes option pricing model with the following
weighted-average assumptions:

At December 31, 2005, there was $2 million of total
unrecognized compensation cost related to nonvested
stock options that will be recognized over one year.

Cash received from the exercise of stock options totaled
$8 million, $18 million and $4 million, respectively, during
the years ended December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003. The
actual tax benefit for tax deductions from stock option
exercises for the years ended December 31, 2005, 2004
and 2003 was not significant

OTHER STOCK-BASED COMPENSATION PLANS

We have additional compensation plans for our officers
and key employeesthat are stock-based in whole or in part
The two primary active stock-based compensation
programs are the Performance Share Sub-Plan (PSSP) and
the Restricted Stock Awards (RSA) program, both of which
were established pursuant to our 1997 Equity Incentive
Plan and were continued under our 2002 Equity Incentive
Plan, as amended and restated as of July 10, 2002.

We granted cash-settled PSSP. awards prior to 2005.
Beginning in 2005, we are granting stock-settled PSSP
awards. Under the terms of the cash-settled PSSP, our
officers and key employees are granted a target number
of performance shares on an annual basis that vest over
a three-year consecutive period. Each performance
share has a value that is equal to, and changes with, the
value of a share of Progress Energy common stock, and
dividend equivalents are accrued on, and reinvested in,
the performance shares. The PSSP has two equally
weighted performance measures,- both of which are
based on our results as compared to a peer group of

2004 2003

Risk-free interest rate 4.22% 4.25%

Dividend yield 5.19% 4.75%

Volatility factor 20.30% 22.28%

Weighted-average expected life
of the options (in years) 10 10

Dividend yield and the volatilityfactorwere calculated using
three years of historical trend information. The expected
term was based on the contractual life of the options.

Stock option expense totaling $3 million was recognized
in income during the year ended December 31, 2005, with
a recognized tax benefit of $1 million. No compensation
cost related to stock options was capitalized during
the year.
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utilities. The outcome of the performance measures can
result in an increase or decrease from the target number
of performance shares granted. Compensation expense
is recognized over the vesting period based on the

I estimated fair value of the award, which is periodically
j{ updated based on expected ultimate cash payout, and is

reduced by estimated forfeitures. The stock-settled PSSP
is similar to the cash-settled PSSP, except that we
distribute common stock shares to participants
equivalent to the number of performance shares that
ultimately vest. Also, the fair value of the stock-settled

K award is generally established at the grant date based on
[] the fair value of common stock on that date, with certain
.8< subsequent adjustments related to our results as

ti compared to the peer group of utilities. PSSP cash-
settled liabilities totaling $5 million, $7 million and
$6 million were paid in the years ended December 31,
2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively. In 2005, we granted
540,588 stock-settled performance shares having a
weighted-average grant date fair value of $44.24, with no
forfeitures as of December 31, 2005.

The RSA program allows us to grant shares of restricted
common stock to our officers and key employees. The
restricted shares generally vest on a graded vesting
schedule over a minimum of three years. Compensation
expense, which is based on the fair value of common

. stock at the grant date, is recognized over the applicable
vesting period, with corresponding increases in common
stock equity. Restricted shares are not included as
shares outstanding in the basic earnings per share
calculation until the shares are no longer forfeitable. A
summary of the status of the nonvested restricted stock
shares at December 31, 2005, and changes during the

: year then ended, is presented below:

program totaled $8 million, S7 million
during the years ended December 31,
2003, respectively.

and $7 million
2005, 2004 and

Our Consolidated Statements of Income included total
recognized expense for other stock-based compensation
plans of $10 million forthe year ended December 31, 2005,
with a recognized tax benefit of $4 million. The total
expense recognized on our Consolidated Statements of
Income for other stock-based compensation plans was
$10 million for the year ended December 31, 2004, with a
recognized tax benefit of $4 million. The total expense
recognized on our Consolidated Statements of Income
for other stock-based compensation plans was
$27 million for the year ended December 31, 2003, with a
recognized tax benefit of $10 million. No compensation
cost related to other stock-based compensation plans
was capitalized.

At December 31, 2005, there was $34 million of total
unrecognized compensation cost related to nonvested
other stock-based compensation plan awards, which is
expected to be recognized over a weighted-average
period of 2.2 years.

C. Earnings Per Common Share
Basic earnings per common share is based on the
weighted-average number of common shares
outstanding. Diluted earnings per share includes the
effect of the nonvested portion of restricted stock awards
and the effect of stock options outstanding.

A reconciliation of the weighted-average number of
common shares outstanding for the years ended
December 31 for basic and dilutive purposes follows:

Number of Weighted-Average
Restricted Shares Grant Date Fair Value

Beginning balance 645,176 $42.32

Granted 192,800 42.56

Vested (149,934) 38.75

Forfeited (99,734) 42.53

Ending balance 588,308 $43.27

The weighted-average grant date fair value of restricted
stock granted during the years ended December 31,-2004
and 2003, was $46.95 and $39.53, respectively.

The total fair value of restricted stock vested during the
years ended December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003 was
$7 million, $16 million and $6 million, respectively. Cash
expended to purchase shares for the restricted stock

tin millions) 2005 2004 * 2003

Weighted-average common
shares - basic 246.6 242.2 237.2

Restricted stock awards .3 .8 1.0

Stock options .1 .1

Weighted-average shares -
fully diluted 247.0 243.1 238.2

There are no adjustments to- net income or to income
from continuing operations between the calculations of
basic and fully diluted earnings per common share. ESOP
shares that have not been committed to be released to
participants' accounts are not considered outstanding
for the determination of earnings per common share. The
weighted-average shares totaled 3.0 million, 3.6 million
and 4.1 million for the years ended December 31, 2005,
2004 and 2003, respectively. There were 2.9 million,
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3.0 million and 5.3 million stock options outstanding at
December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively, which
were not included in the weighted-average number of
shares for computing the fully diluted earnings per share
because they were antidilutive.

D. Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss
Components of accumulated other comprehensive loss,
net of tax, at December 31 were as follows:

* I

i:

. I

(in millions) 2005 2004

Gain (loss) on cash flow hedges $55 $(28)

Minimum pension liability adjustments (160) (142)
Foreign currency translation and other 1 6

Total accumulated other comprehensive loss $(104) $1164)

11. PREFERRED STOCK OF SUBSIDIARIES -
NOT SUBJECT TO MANDATORY
REDEMPTION

All of our preferred stock was issued by our subsidiaries
and was not subject to mandatory redemption. At
December 31, 2005 and 2004, preferred stock outstanding
consisted of the following:

Shares Redemption
(dollars in millions, except share and per share data) Authorized Outstanding Price Total

PEC
Cumulative, no par value $5 Preferred Stock 300,000

$5 Preferred 236,997 $110.00 $24
Cumulative, no par value Serial Preferred Stock 20,000,000

$4.20 Serial Preferred 100,000 102.00 10
$5.44 Serial Preferred 249,850 101.00 25

Cumulative, no par value Preferred Stock A 5,000,000 - - -

No par value Preference Stock 10,000,000 -

Total PEC 59
PEF
Cumulative, $100 par value Preferred Stock 4,000,000

4.00% $100 par value Preferred 39,980 $104.25 4
4.40% $100 parvalue Preferred 75,000 102.00 8
4.58% $100 par value Preferred 99,990 101.00 10
4.60% $100 par value Preferred 39,997 103.25 4
4.75% $100 parvalue Preferred 80,000 102.00 8

Cumulative, no par value Preferred Stock 5,000,000 - -

$100 parvalue Preference Stock, 1,000,000 -

Total PEF, 34
Total preferred stock of subsidiaries $93
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12. DEBT AND CREDIT FACILITIES
A. Debt and Credit Facilities
At December 31 our long-term debt consisted of the
following (maturities and weighted-average interest
rates at December 31, 2005):

(in millions) 2005 2004

Progress Energy, Inc.
Senior unsecured notes, maturing 2006-2031 6.78% S4,300 $4,300

Draws on revolving credit agreement, expiring 2009 160

Unamortized fair value hedge gain, net (3) 12

Unamortized premium and discount net (19) (23)

Current portion of long-term debt (404)

Long-term debt, net 3,874 4,449

PEC
First mortgage bonds, maturing 2006-2033 5.76% 2,200 1,600

Pollution control obligations, maturing 2017-2024 3.21% 669 669

Unsecured notes, maturing 2012 6.50% 500 500

Medium-term notes, maturing 2008 6.65% 300 300

Miscellaneous notes 22

Unamortized premium and discount net (24) (19)

Current portion of long-term debt (300)

Long-term debt net 3,667 . 2,750

PEF
First mortgage bonds, maturing 2008-2033 5.39% 1,630 1,330

Pollution control obligations, maturing 2018-2027 3.07% 241 241

Senior unsecured notes, maturing 2008 4.88% 450

Medium-term notes, maturing 2006-2028 6.77% 289 337

Driwv*son revolving credit agreement, expiring 2006 - 55

Unamortized premium and discount net (8) (3)

Current portion of long-term debt (48) (48)

Long-term debt, net ' 2,554 1,912

Florida Progress Funding Corporation (See Note 24) '

Debt to affiliated trust, maturing 2039 7.10% 309 309

Unamortized premium and discount net (39) 139)

Long-term debt net 270 270

Progress Capital Holdings, Inc.

Medium-term notes, maturing 2006-2008 6.84% 140 140

Miscellaneous notes 2 1

Current portion of long-term debt - (61) (1)

Long-term debt, net 81 140

Progress Energy consolidated long-term debt net .1 - 510,446 $9,521

At December 31, 2005, we had committed lines of credit
used to support our commercial paper borrowings. At
December 31, 2005, we had no outstanding borrowings
under our credit facilities. For 2004, outstanding
borrowings under Progress Energy, Inc.'s 364-day credit
facility; are included in short-term obligations.
Outstanding borrowings under all other credit facilities

are included in long-term debt in 2004. At December 31,
2004, we had $260 million outstanding under our credit
facilities classified as short-term obligations -at a
weighted-average interest rate of 3.18%. We are required
to pay minimal annual commitment fees to maintain our
credit facilities. I I ;
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The following table summarizes our revolving
credit agreements (RCAs) and available capacity at
December 31, 2005:

(in millions) Description Total Outstanding Reserved (al Available

Progress Energy, Inc. Five-year (expiring 8/5/091 $1,130 $ _ S1150) $980
PEC Five-year (expiring 6/28/10) 450 - 731 377

PEF Five-year (expiring 3/28/10) 450 - 1102) 348
Total credit facilities $2,030 $- $(325) $1,705

(a) To the extent amounts are reserved for commercial paper outstanding, they are not available for additional borrowings. In addition, at December 31, 2005 and
2004, Progress Energy, Inc. had a total amount of $150 million reserved for backing of letters of credit. At December 31, 2005, the actual amount of letters of credit
issued was $33 million.

In addition to the committed RCAs at December 31, 2005,
we had an $800 million 364-day credit agreement, which
was restricted for the retirement of $800 million of 6.75%
Senior Notes due March 1, 2006. On March 1, 2006,
Progress Energy, Inc. retired $800 million of its 6.75%
Senior Notes, thus effectively terminating the 364-day
credit agreement

The following table summarizes our outstanding
commercial paper and other short-term debt classified
as short-term obligations and related weighted-average
interest rates at December 31, 2005 and 2004:

(in millions) 2005 2004

Progress Energy, Inc. - - 2.75% $170

PEC 4.65% 73 2.77% 131

PEF 4.75% 102 2.80% 123

Progress Energy, consolidated 4.71% $175 2.77% $424

The following table presents the aggregate maturities of
long-term debt at December 31, 2005:

Series A Floating Rate Senior Notes due 2010, receiving
net proceeds of $397 million. These senior notes are
unsecured. Interest on the Floating Rate Senior Notes
will be based on three-month LIBOR plus 45 basis points
and will be reset quarterly. We used the net proceeds
from the sale of these senior notes and a combination of
available cash and commercial paper proceeds to retire
the $800 million aggregate principal amount of our 6.75%
Senior Notes on March 1, 2006. Pending the application
of the proceeds described above, we invested the net
proceeds in short-term, interest-bearing, investment-
grade securities.

B. Covenants and Default Provisions
FINANCIAL COVENANTS

Progress Energy, Inc.'s, PEC's and PEFs credit lines
contain various terms and conditions that could affect
the ability to borrow under these facilities. These include
maximum debt to total capital ratios (leverage), a
minimum interest coverage ratio, material adverse
change clauses and cross-default provisions.

All of the credit facilities include a defined maximum total
debt to total capital ratio. At December 31, 2005, the
maximum and calculated ratios, pursuant to the terms of
the agreements, were as follows:

Company Maximum Ratio Actual Ratiola)

Progress Energy, Inc. 68% 60.7%

PEC 65% 55.2%

PEF 65% 50.9%

lalndeotedness as defined bythe bank agreements includes certain letters of credit
and guarantees that are not recorded on the Consolidated Balance Sheets.

Progress Energy, Inc.'s five-year credit facility has a
financial covenant for interest coverage. The covenant
requires Progress Energy, Inc.'s earnings before interest,
taxes, and depreciation' and amortization to interest
expense ratio to be at least 2.5 to 1. For the year ended
December 31, 2005, the ratio was 3.9 to 1.

(in millions)
2006 $513

2007 674
2008 1,277.

2009 401

2010 406
Thereafter 7,781

Total $11,052

At December 31, 2005, we classified $397 million, related
to the retirement of S800 million in Progress Energy, Inc.
6.75% Senior Notes on March 1, 2006, as long-term debt.
Settlement of this obligation is not expected to require
the use of working capital in 2006 as we have the intent
and ability to refinance this debt on a long-term basis.

On January 13, 2006, Progress Energy, Inc. issued $300 million
of 5.625% Senior Notes due 2016 and $100 million of
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MATERIAL ADVERSE CHANGE CLAUSE

Pursuant to the terms of Progress Energy, Inc.'s five-year
credit facility, even in the event of a material adverse
change (MAC) in our finaancial condition, we may
continue to borrow funds so long as the proceeds are
used to repay maturing commnercial paper balances. The
other credit facilities of Progress Energy, Inc., PEC, and
PEF do not includea provision'underwhich lenders could
refuse to advance funds in the event of a MAC.

CROSS-DEFAULT PROVISIONS

! Each of these credit agreements contains cross-default
provisions for defaults of indebtedness in excess of the
following thresholds: $50 million for Progress Energy, Inc.
and,$35,million each for PEC and PER Under these
provisions, if the applicable borrower or certain
-subsidiaries of the borrower fail to pay various debt
obligations in excess of their respective cross-default
threshold,'the lenders could accelerate payment of any
outstanding borrowing and terminate their commitments
to the credit facility. Progress Energy, Inc.'s cross-default
provision applies only to Progress Energy, Inc. and its
significant subsidiaries, as defined in the-. credit
agreement (i.e., PEC, Florida Progress, PEF, Progress
Capital Holdings, Inc. and PVI). PEC's and PEF's cross-
default provisions apply only to defaults of indebtedness
by PEC and its subsidiaries and PEF, respectively, not
other affiliates of PEC and PEF.

Additionally, certain of Progress Energy, Inc.'s long-term
debt- indentures contain cross-default provisions *for
defaults of indebtedness in excess of amounts ranging from
$25 million to $50 million;these provisions apply onlyto other
obligations of Progress Energy, Inc., primarily commercial
paper issued bythe Parent not its subsidiaries. In the event
that these indenture cross-default provisions are triggered,
the debt holders could accelerate payment of
approximately $4.3 billion in long-term debt. Certain
agreements underlying our indebtedness also limit our
ability to incur additional liens or engage in certain types of
sale and leasebacktransactions.

OTHER RESTRICTIONS

Neither Progress Energy, Inc.'s Articles of Incorporation
nor any of its debt obligations contain any restrictions on
the payment of dividends. Certain documents restrict the
payment of dividends by Progress Energy, Inc.'s
subsidiaries as outlined below.

PEC's mortgage indenture provides that, as long as any
first mortgage bonds are outstanding, cash dividends and

distributions on its common stock and purchases of its
common stock are restricted to aggregate net income
available for PEC since December 31, 1948, plus
$3 million, less the amount of all preferred stock
dividends and distributions, and all common stock
purchases, since December 31, 1948. At December 31,
2005, none of PEC's retained earnings was restricted.

In addition, PEC's Articles of Incorporation provide that
cash dividends on common stock shall be limited to
75 percent of net income available for dividends if common
stock equity falls below 25 percent of total capitalization,
and to 50 percent if common stock equity falls below
20 percent. At December 31, 2005, PEC's common stock
equitywas approximately45.6 percent of total capitalization.

PEF's mortgage indenture provides that it will not pay any
cash dividends upon its common stock, or make any
other distribution to the stockholders, except a payment
or distribution out of net income of PEF subsequent to
December 31, 1943. At December 31, 2005, none of PEF's
retained earnings was restricted.

In addition, PEF's Articles of Incorporation provide that no
cash dividends or distributions on common stock shall be
paid, if the aggregate amount thereof since April 30, 1944,
including the amount then proposed to be expended, plus
all other charges to retained earnings since April 30, 1944,
exceed all credits to retained earnings since April 30,1944,
plus all amounts credited to capital surplus after April 30,
1944, arising from the donation to PEF of cash or securities
or transfers of amounts from retained earnings to capital
surplus. At December 31, 2005, none of PEF's cash
dividends or distributions on common stock was restricted.

PEE's Articles of Incorporation also provide that cash
dividends on common stock shall be limited to 75 percent
of nretincome available 'for dividends if common stock
equity falls below 25 percent of total capitalization, and to
50 percent if common stock equityfalls below 20 percent.
On December 31, 2005, PEF's common stock equity was
approximately 50.1 percent of total capitalization.

C. Collateraliied Obligations
PEC's and PEE'S first mortgage bonds are collateralized
by their respective mortgage indentures. Each mortgage
constitutes 'a first lien on 'substantially all of the fixed
properties of the respective company, subject to certain
permitted encumbrances and exceptions. Each mortgage
also constitutes 'a lien on' subsequently acquired
property. At December 31, 2005, PEC and PEF had a total
of approximately $2.869 billion and $1.871 billion,
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respectively, of first mortgage bonds outstanding,
including those related to pollution control obligations.
Each mortgage allows the issuance of additional mortgage
bonds upon the satisfaction of certain conditions.

D. Guarantees of Subsidiary Debt
See Note 19 on related partytransactions for a discussion
of obligations guaranteed or secured by affiliates.

E. Hedging Activities
We use interest rate derivatives to adjust the fixed and
variable rate components of our debt portfolio and to
hedge cash flow risk related to commercial paper and
fixed-rate debt to be issued in the future. See discussion
of risk management activities and derivative transactions
at Note 18.

13. INVESTMENTS AND FAIR VALUE OF
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

A. Investments
At December 31, 2005 and 2004, we had investments in
various debt and equity securities, cost investments,
company-owned life insurance and investments held in
trust funds as follows:

B. Fair Value of Financial Instruments
DEBT

The carrying amount of our long-term debt, including
current maturities, was $10.959 billion and $9.870 billion at
December 31, 2005 and 2004, respectively. The estimated
fair value of this debt, as obtained from quoted market
prices forthe sarrme or similar issues, was $11.491 billion and
$10.843 billion at December 31, 2005 and 2004, respectively.

INVESTMENTS

Certain investments in debt and equity securities that
have readily determinable market values, and for which
we do not have control, are accounted for as available-
for-sale securities at fair value in accordance with SFAS
No. 115. These investments include investments held in
trust funds, pursuant to NRC requirements, to fund
certain costs of decommissioning nuclear plants (See
Note 50). These nuclear decommissioning trustfunds are
primarily invested in stocks, bonds and cash equivalents
that are classified as available-for-sale. Nuclear
decommissioning trust funds are presented on the
Consolidated Balance Sheets at amounts that
approximate fair value. Fair value is obtained from quoted
market prices for the same or similar investments. In
addition to the nuclear decommissioning trust funds, we
hold other debt and equity investments classified as
available-for-sale in miscellaneous other property and
investments on the Consolidated Balance Sheets at
amounts that approximate fair value. Our available-for-
sale securities at December 31, 2005 and 2004 are
summarized below. Net nuclear decommissioning trust
fund unrealized gains are included in regulatory liabilities
(See Note 7A).

(in millions) 2005 2004

Nuclear decommissioning trust (See Note 5D) $1,133 $1,044

Investments in equity securities (a) 7 3

Equity method investmentslb) 27 26

Cost investments {c) 13 14
Benefitinvestmenttrusts(d) 77 76
Company-owned life insurance (d' 153 145

Marketable debt securities (e) 191 82

Total $1,601 $1,390

(a) Certain investments in equity securities that have readily determinable
market values, and for which we do not have control, are accounted for as
available-for-sale securities at fair value in accordance with SFAS No. 115
ISee Note 1). These investments are included in miscellaneous other
property and investments in the Consolidated Balance Sheets.

Ib) Investments in unconsolidated companies are included in the Consolidated
Balance Sheets in miscellaneous other property and investments using the
equity method of accounting (See Note 1). These investments are primarily
in limited liability corporations and limited partnerships, and the earnings
from these investments are recorded on a pre-tax basis (See Note 21).

(c) Investments stated principally at cost are included in miscellaneous other
property and investments in the Consolidated Balance Sheets.

(d) Investments in company-owned life insurance and other benefit plan assets
are included in miscellaneous other property and investments in the
Consolidated Balance Sheets and approximate fair value due to the short
maturity of the instruments. . �-i:

(e} PEC actively invests available cash balances in various financial instruments,
such as tax-exempt debt securities that have stated maturities of 20 years
or more. These instruments provide for a high degree of liquidity through
arrangements with banks that provide daily and weekly liquidity and 7-,
28- and 35-day auctions that allow for the redemption of the investment at
its face amount plus earned income. As PEC intends to sell these
instruments within one year or less, generally within 30 days, from the
balance sheet date, they are classified as short-term investments.
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2005
(in millions) Book Value Unrealized Gains Unrealized Losses Estimated Fair Value

Equity securities $411 S257 S5 S663

Debt securities 680 7 7 680

Cash equivalents 18 - - 18

Total $1,109 $264 S12 $1,361

2004
(in millions) Book Value Unrealized Gains Unrealized Losses Estimated Fair Value

Equity securities $387 $219 $6 $600

Debt securities 538 12 2 548

Cash equivalents 17 - -. 17

Total $942 $231 '$8 $1,165

At December 31, 2005, the fair value of available-for-sale Selected information about our sales of available-for-
debt securities by contractual maturity was: sale securities during the years ended December 31 is

presented below.; Realized' gains'and losses were
(in millions) determined on a specific identification basis.
Due in one year or less $15

Due after one through five years 138 (in millions) 2005 2004 2003

Due after five through 10 years 151 Proceeds $2,053 $3,200 $3,374

Due after 10 years 376 Realized gains 26 55 21

Total $680 Realized losses 19 24 25

The following table presents the fair value and gross
unrealized losses of our available-for-sale securities at
December 31 aggregated by the length of time the
securities have been in a continuous loss position.

2005 12 Months or Less Greater than 12 Months Total

Fair' 'Unrealized Fair Unrealized Fair Unrealized
(in millions) Value -, Losses Value Losses - Value Losses

Equity securities $653 $3 $10 $2 $663 $5

Debt securities 653 7 27 - 680 7

Cash equivalents 18 ., - - - 18

Total ' '$1,324 $10 $37 $2 ' $1,361 ' $12

2004 12 Months or Less Greater than 12 Months Total

Fair Unrealized Fair Unrealized Fair Unrealized
(in millions) Value Losses Value Losses Value Losses

Equity securities $587. $3 $13 $3 . $600 $6

Debtsecurities ; 546 2 2 - 548 2

Cash equivalents 17 - - - 17

Total -$1,150 . $5 $15 $3 ; $1,165 $8
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14. INCOME TAXES
We provide deferred income taxes for temporary
differences. These occur when there are differences
between book and tax carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities. Investment tax credits related to regulated
operations have been deferred and are being amortized
over the estimated service life of the related properties.
To the extent that the establishment of deferred income
taxes under SFAS No. 109 is different from the recovery
of taxes by the Utilities through the ratemaking process,
the differences are deferred pursuant to SFAS No. 71.
A regulatory asset or liability has been recognized for the
impact of tax expenses or benefits that are recovered or
refunded in different periods by the Utilities pursuant to
rate orders.

tin millions) 2005 2004

Current deferred income tax assets $50 $112

Noncurrent deferred income tax assets, 30
included in other assets and deferred debits 14

Current deferred income tax liabilities, included (U
in other current liabilities

Noncurrent deferred income tax liabilities,
included in noncurrent income tax liabilities 1163) (543)

Total net deferred income tax liabilities $(84) $(4171

Total noncurrent income tax liabilities on the
Consolidated Balance Sheets at December 31, 2005 and
2004 include $115 million and $105 million, respectively,
related to probable tax liabilities on which we accrue
interest that would be payable with the related tax
amount in future years.

Accumulated deferred income tax assets (liabilities) at
December31 were:

(in millions) 2005 2004

Deferred income tax assets

Asset retirement obligation liability $135 $169

Compensation accruals 101 99

Deferred revenue 54 8

Derivative instruments - 25

Environmental remediation liability 27 21

Income taxes refundable through future rates 179 115

Postretirement and pension benefits 275 188

Unbilled revenue 30 35

Other 112 128

Federal income tax credit carry forward 957 778

State net operating loss carry forward
(net of federal expense) 45 26

Valuation allowance (39) (251

Total deferred income tax assets 1,876 1,567

At December 31, 2005, the federal income tax credit carry
forward includes $925 million of alternative minimum tax
credits that do not expire and $32 million of general
business credits that will expire during the period
2022 through 2025. The alternative minimum tax credit
carry forward at December 31, 2005, includes $3 million
that would be limited if a change in ownership were to
occur with respect to certain indirect wholly owned
subsidiary companies.

At December 31, 2005, we had gross state net operating
loss carry forwards of $901 million that will expire during
the period 2009 through 2024.

Valuation allowances have been established due to the
uncertainty of realizing certain future state tax benefits.
We established additional valuation allowances of
$14 million during 2005. We believe it is more likely than
not that the results of future operations will generate
sufficient taxable income to allow for the utilization of the
remaining deferred tax assets.

We establish accruals for certain tax contingencies when,
despite our belief that our tax return positions are fully
supported, we believe that certain positions may be
challenged and that it is probable our positions may not be
fully sustained. We are under continuous examination by
the IRS and other tax authorities and we account for
potential losses of tax benefits in accordance with SFAS
No. 5. At December 31, 2005 and 2004, we had recorded
$60 million of tax contingency reserves, excluding accrued
interest and penalties, which were included in other
current liabilities on the Consolidated Balance Sheets.

Deferred income tax liabilities

Accumulated depreciation and
property cost differences

Deferred fuel recovery

Deferred storm costs

Derivative instruments

Income taxes recoverable through future rates

Investments

Prepaid pension costs

Other

Total deferred income tax liabilities

Total net deferred income tax liabilities

(1,420)

(89)

(94)

(74)

1187)

(31)

(65)

11,960)

S(84)

11,513)

(681

(141)

(181)

(16)

(651

(1,9841

$1417)

The above amounts were classified in the Consolidated
Balance Sheets as follows:
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Considering all tax contingency reserves, we do not
expect the resolution of these matters to have a material
impact on our financial position or result of operations.
The tax contingency reserves relate primarily to
capitalization and basis issues.

Reconciliations of our effective income tax rate to the
statutory federal income tax rate for the years ended
December31 follow:

2005 2004 2003

Effective income tax rate (6.8)% 12.9% (16.2)%

State income taxes, net of federal benefit (3.41 16.9) (3.8)

Minority interest (1.9) 11.0) 0.1

Federal tax credits 43.6 26.7 50.6

Investment tax credit amortization 2.0 1.7 2.3

Employee stock ownership plan dividends 1.9 1.8 2.1
Domestic manufacturing deduction 1.3 - -

Other differences, net 11.7) 10.2) (0.1)

Statutory federal income tax rate 35.0% 35.0% 35.0%

Our effective income tax rate is favorably impacted by
federal tax credits resulting from synthetic fuel production.

Income tax expense (benefit) applicable to continuing
operations for the years ended December 31 was
comprised of:

(in millions) 2005 2004 2003
rurrent - fedpral 5351 S238 - S297

* Taxes related to other comprehensive income
recorded net of tax for 2005, 2004 and 2003, which are
presented separately in the Consolidated Statements
,of Comprehensive Income.

* -Current tax benefit of $2 million related to excess tax
deductions resulting from vesting of restricted stock
and exercises of nonqualified stock options, which
was recorded in common stock during 2005. Less than
$1 million was recorded in common stock for excess
tax deductions during 2004. There was no amount
recorded in common stock for excess tax deductions
during 2003.

; Through our subsidiaries, we are a majority owner in five
entities and a minority owner in one entity that owns
facilities that produce synthetic fuel as defined under the
Code. The production and sale of the synthetic fuel from
these facilities qualifies for tax credits under Section
29/45K if certain requirements are satisfied (See Note 23D).

15. CONTINGENT VALUE OBLIGATIONS
In connection with the acquisition of Florida Progress
during 2000, the Parent issued 98.6 million contingent
value obligations (CVOs). Each CVO represents the right
of the holder to receive contingent payments based on
the performance of four synthetic fuel facilities
purchased by subsidiaries of Florida Progress in October
1999. The payments, if any, would be based on the net
after-tax cash flows the facilities generate. The CVO
liability is adjusted to reflect market price fluctuations.
The unrealized loss/gain recognized due to these market
fluctuations is recorded in other, net on the Consolidated
Statements of Income (See Note 21). The liability,
included in other liabilities and deferred credits, at
December 31, 2005 and 2004, was $7 million and
$13 million, respectively.

16. BENEFIT PLANS
- A. Postretirement Benefits

We have a noncontributory defined benefit retirement
plan for substantially all full-time employees that provides
pension benefits. We also have supplementary defined
benefit pension plans that provide benefits to higher-level
employees. In addition to pension benefits, we provide
contributory other postretirement benefits (OPEB),
including certain health care and life insurance benefits,
for retired employees who meet specified criteria. We
use a measurement date of December 31 for our pension
and OPEB plans.

- state

Deferred - federal

- state
State net operating loss carry forward

Synthetic fuel tax credit
Investmenttax credit

75

(137)

(32)

(6)
(283)

(13)

72

14

16

15)

(215)

(14)

Total income tax expense Ibenefit) S(45) $106 $(113)

Total income tax expense (benefit) applicable to
continuing operations excluded the following: i
* Less than $1 million of deferred tax expense and

$16 million of deferred tax benefit related to the
cumulative effect of changes in accounting principle
recorded net of tax during 2005 and 2003, respectively.
There was no cumulative effect of changes in
accounting principle recorded during 2004.

* Taxes related to discontinued operations recorded net
of tax for 2005, 2004 and 2003, which are presented
separately in Notes 3A, 3B and 3H.
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COSTS OF BENEFIT PLANS

Prior service costs and benefits are amortized on a
straight-line basis over the average remaining service
period of active participants. Actuarial gains and losses
in excess of 10 percent of the greater of the projected
benefit obligation or the market-related value of assets
are amortized overthe average remaining service period
of active participants.

To determine the market-related value of assets, we use
a five-year averaging method for a portion of its pension
assets and fair value for the remaining portion. We have
historically used the five-year averaging method. When
we acquired Florida Progress in 2000, we retained the
Florida Progress historical use of fair value to determine
market-related value for Florida Progress pension assets.

The components of the net periodic benefit cost for the
years ended December31 were:

Pension Benefits Other Postretirement Benefits
(in millions) 2005 2004 2003 2005 2004 2003

Service cost S47 $54 $52 $9 $12 $15
Interest cost 117 110 108 33 31 33
Expected return on plan assets (147) (155) (144) (5) (5) (4)
Amortization of actuarial loss 35 21 25 8 4 5
Other amortization, net 1 - - 1 1 4

Net periodic cost 53 30 41 46 43 53
Additional cost (benefit) recognition (a) (15) (16) (18) 2 2 2

Net periodic cost recognized $38 $14 $23 $43 $45 $55
1a) Relates to the acquisition of Florida Progress (See Note 16B).

In addition to the net periodic cost reflected above, in income/(loss) from discontinued operations in the
2005, we recorded costs for special termination benefits Consolidated Statements of Income. These effects
related to the voluntary enhanced retirement program included a pension-related loss of $13 million and an
(See Note 17) of S123 million for pension benefits and OPEB-related gain of $1 million.
$19 million for other postretirement benefits. In 2003, we
also recorded curtailment and settlement effects related We used the following weighted-average actuarial
to the disposition of NCNG, which are reflected in assumptions in the calculation of our net periodic cost

Pension Benefits Other Postretirement Benefits
2005 2004 2003 2005 2004 2003

Discount rate 5.70% 6.30% 6.60% 5.70% 6.30% 6.60%
Rate of increase in future compensation

Bargaining 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% - - -

Nonbargaining - - 4.00%

Supplementary plans 5.25% 5.00% 4.00% - - -

Expected long-term rate of return on plan assets 9.00% 9.25% 9.25% 8.25% 8.50% 8.45%
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The expected long-term rates of return on plan assets
were determined by considering long-term historical
returns for the plans and long-term projected returns
based on'the plans' target asset allocation. For all
pension plan assetsand a substantial portion of OPEB
plans assets, those benchmarks support an expected
long-term rate of return between 9.0% and 9.5%. We have
chosen to use an expected long-term rate' of 9.0%, the
low end of the range, beginning in 2005.

PREPAIDIACCRUED BENEFIT COSTS

Reconciliations of the changes in the benefit obligations
and the funded status follow:

Other
Pension Postretirement
Benefits Benefits

(in millions) 2005 2004 2005 2004

Projected benefit obligation
at January 1 51,961 S1,772 $538 $472

Service cost 47 54 9 12

Interest cost 117 110 33 31

Benefit payments (182) (98) (33) (23)

Plan amendment - 21 - -

'Special termination benefits 123 - 19 ' '

Actuarial loss (gain) -98 102 84 46

Obligation at December31 2,164 1,961 650 ' 538

Fair value of plan assets at
December31 1,770 1,774 75 ' 70

$2.16 and $1.72 billion at December 31, 2005 and 2004,
respectively. Those plans had accumulated benefit
obligations totaling $2.12 and $1.71 billion at December 31,
2005 and 2004, respectively, and plan assets of $1.77 and
$1.57 billion at December 31, 2005 and 2004, respectively.
The total accumulated benefit obligation for pension
plans was $2.12 and $1.90 billion at December 31, 2005
and 2004, respectively. The accrued OPEB cost is
included in accrued pension and other benefits in the
Consolidated Balance Sheets.

A minimum pension liability adjustment of S546 million was
recorded at December31,2005.This adjustment resulted in
a charge of $23 million to intangible assets, a $180 million
charge to a pension-related regulatory liability (See Note
16B), an $83 million charge to a regulatory asset pursuant
to an FPSC order and a pre-tax chargelof $260 million to
accumulated other comprehensive loss, a component of
common stock equity. A minimum pension 'liability
adjustment of $470 million was recorded at December 31,
2004. This adjustment resulted in a charge of $24 million to
intangible assets, a $150 million charge to a pension-
related regulatory liability (See Note 16B), a $67 million
charge to a regulatory asset pursuantto an FPSC order and
a pre-tax charge of $229 million to accumulated other
comprehensive loss, a component of common stock equity.

The following weighted-average actuarial assumptions
were used in the calculation of our year-end obligations:

Other
Pension Postretirement
Benefits Benefits

2005 2004 2005 2004
Funded status

Unrecognized transition
obligation ,,

1394) (187) (574) a (468)

- I . 10

24'' ' 5 ' 6

- Discount rate

il_ Rate of increase in future
compensationUnrecognized prior service cost' 23

Unrecognized net actuarial loss 570 530 170 94 Bargaining

Minimum pension liability
I adjustment (546) (470)
Accrued cost at December 31,

net (See Note 16B) -$1347) Sf103) $1390) S(358)

The net accrued pension. cost of $347 million at
D6cember 31 ,' 2005, is included in'accrued pension aiid
other benefits irn'the Consolidated'Balance Sheets.'The
net 'accrued pension costof $103 million at Decerber 31,
2004,' is 'recognized in the Consolidated Balahc'e 'Sheets
as prepaid' pernsion cost of $42 million and accrued
benefit cost of $145 millio'n';which is included in accrued
penision and other benefits. The defined benefit pension
plans with accumulated benefit obligations in' excess of
plan assets had projected benefit'obligations totaling

Supplementary plans

Initial medical costtrend rate
for pre-Medicare Act benefits

Initial medical cost trend rate
for post-Medicare Act benefits

Ultimate medical cost trend rate

Year ultimate medical cost
trend rate is achieved

5.65% 5.90% 5.65% 5.90%

3.50 / 3.50%,. - -

5.25% 5.25% ' - -

- 83.25% 7.25%

- - 8.25% 7.25%

- - 5.0066. 5.00%

- - 2013 2008

Our primary defined benefit retirement plan for
nonbargaining employees is a 'cash balance" pension
plan as defined in EITF Issue No. 03-4, 'Determining the
Classification and Benefit Attribution Method for a 'Cash
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l

Balance' Pension Plan." Therefore, ef
.. . 31, 2003, we began to use the trad

method for purposes of measuring the
of this plan. Under the traditional unit
assumptions are included about fu
compensation, and the accumulated
and projected benefit obligation are thi

MEDICAL COST TREND RATE SENSITIV

The medical cost trend rates were ass
-'gradually from the initial rates to the L

effects of a 1 percent change in the n
rate are shown below.

( (in millions)

1 percent increase in medical cost trend rate

Effect on total of service and interest cost

Effect on postretirement benefit obligation

1 percent decrease in medical cost trend rate

Effect on total of service and interest cost

Effect on postretirement benefit obligation

fective December
itional unit credit
benefit obligation
credit method, no
iture changes in
benefit obligation
e same.

JIVTY

umed to decrease
iltimate rates. The
medical cost trend

ASSETS OF BENEFIT PLANS.

In the plan asset' reconciliation; tables that follow,
substantially all employer contributions' represerit benefit
payments made directlyfroni our assets exceptforthe 2004
pension amount. The rema'ining benefit payments were
made directly, from plan 'assets. In 2004, we' made a
required contribution of approximately $24 million directly
to pension'plan assets. The OPEB benefit payments
presented in the plan asset re6onciliation tables thatfollow
represent the net cost after participant contributions.
Participant contributions represent approximately
20 percent of gross benefit payments.

Reconciliations of the fair value of plan assets at
December31 follow:

Pension Other
Pension Postretirement
Benefits Benefits

(in millions) . 2005 2004 2005 2004
Fair value of plan assets at

January 1 $1,774 $1,631 S70 $65

Actual return on plan assets 170 211 5 8

Benefit payments (182) (98) (33) 1231

Employer contributions 8 30 34 20

Fair value of plan assets
at December 31 $1,770. $1,774 $76 $70

$5

65

(4)

(54)

The asset allocation for the benefit plans at the end of
2005 and 2004 and the target allocation for the plans, by
asset category, are presented in the following table:

Pension Benefits Other Postretirement Benefits
Target Percentage of Plan Target Percentage of Plan

Allocations Assets at Year End Allocations Assets at Year End

Asset Category 2006 2005 2004 2006 2005 2004
Equity- domestic 40% 44% 47% 28% 32% 34%

Equity-international 15% 22% 21% . 11% 16% 15%

Debt-domestic 20% 13% 9% 43% 37% 35%

Debt-international 10% 8% 11% 7 % 6% 8%

Other . 15% 13% 12% 11% 9% 8%

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

For pension plan assets and a substantial portion of OPEB
plan assets, we set, target allocations among, assetclasses to provide broad diversificationi toprote'ct against

large investment' losses .and excessive volatility, whi!e
recognizing the importanceo offsetting the i~npacts of
benefit cost escalation. In 'additi6n, external investmentwho' ha& o emenitar n
managers h a.ve copl ry Invesment

nd app W§§ i: to manage
philosophies adapproaches are employed to manage
the assets. Tactical shifts (plus orminus 5 percent) in
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asset allocation from the target allocations are made expenses by the end of 2007. In addition to the workforce
based on the near-term view of the risk and return restructuring, the cost-management initiative included a
tradeoffs of the asset classes.' ; voluntary enhanced retirement program. In connection

with this initiative, we incurred approximately $164 million

CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT PAYMENT EXPECTATIONS of pre-tax charges for severance and postretire9ment"
benefits' during the-year ended December 31, 2005,- as

In 2006, we expect to make $10 million of contributions described below. The workforce restructuring concluded'-''
directly to pension plan assets and $1 million of *on December 1, 2005.-
discretionary contributions directly to the OPEB. plan . .-
assets. The expected benefit payments for the pension We recorded $31 million of severance expense during the
benefit plan for 2006 through :2010 and in total for 2011 first quarter of 2005 for the workforce restructuring and,
through 2015,,in millions, are approximately $164, $124, implementation of an automated meter reading initiative.
$127,;$133,-$137 and $789,respectively. The expected at PEF based on the approximate number of positions
benefit payments for the OPEB plan for 2006 through 2010 to be eliminated. During the second quarter of 2005,
and in total for 2011 through 2015, in millions, are 1,447 employees eligible for participation in the volu'ntary,
approximately$41,$43,$45,$46,$48and$245,respectively. enhanced retirement program elected to' participate

.The expected benefit payments include benefit payments Consequently, in the 'second 'anrd 'f6rth' quarters'of
directlyromn'I t e directly ' 2005,'we decreased our estimated severance costs by" ''
from our'assgts'.The benefit payment amnunts reflect our $13 million each q'uarter due to the impact'of'the
net cost'after'any'participant contributions We expect employees electirin' participation in' the- voluntary i'-: .
to begin receiving 'prescription drug-related federal enhanced retirement program. The severance expenses
subsidies in'2006, and the expected subsidies for 2006 are primarily included in O&M-expense on' the-
through'2010 ahd intotal frl201i through 2015, in millions, Consolidated Statements of Income.:
are approximately $3, $3, $3,$4, $4 a nd $30,' respectively.

The accrued severance expense will be paid over time.
B. Florida Progress Acquisition: : | - The activity in the severance liability was as follows: "'

During 2000, we completed our acquisition of Florida n millions)

Progress. Florida Progress'.pension and OPEB liabilities,
assets and net periodic costs are reflected in the above Balance a o a 1 2005

information as appropriate. Certain of Florida Progress Severancecostsaccrued . -a 31

nonbargaining unit benefit plans were merged with our Adjustments - 26)

benefit plans effective January 1, 2002. ' Payments (4)
Balance at December 31, 2005 ' ' S6

PEF continues to recover qualified plan pension costs and '-

OPEB -6sts in rates'as ifthe- icqdikition had no6t6'kcurred.' During 2005, we 'recorded a $141 million charge in the '
'ccordingly, a portion of theaccrued 0 B cost reflected ' second quarter and a $1, million charge in the third " ",

Accrdigl, apotio o th OEB "quarter rglated to' postretirement benefits -that will be-in the table above has a corresponding regulatory asset at -

December31, 2005, and 2004 (See Note 7A). As' indicated paid over time to eligible employees who 'elected-to
in the minimum pension adjustmentinformation'a -- participate in the voluntary enhanced retirement program i
p'nsio-related ulatory liability was charged, a.nd fully (See Note 16). In addition, we recorded a $17 million
elirin~ted, at De'6ember 31, 2005. At De'ember 31, 2004, a '-- charge for early retirement incentives to be paid over.:-
portion of the prepaid pension cost has a corresponding time to certain employees . ' - .- ' X

fegulatory.Iiability'(See Not&7A`.,Pur'suaint to~ its :rate'
18. RISK MANAGEMENTACTIVITIES AND,treatment, PEF recognized addition6al periodic pension --

credits and additional periodic'OPEB costs, as indicated in - DERIVATIVES TRANSACTIONS i ,

the net periodic cost information ab ove;', . .. ' We'are exposed t'o'Va'i6' urisks' i'krelited to ha

market' conditi6ii W h'ave' a 1' riskt 'ana'gemre'nt
17. SEVERANCE ' - - .. .committee that'incdides senio'r executives from various
On February 28, 2005, we approved a workforce business groups. The-risk management committee is ,: -'

restructuring that resulted in a reduction of responisible for dmiriistering risk manragement policies
approxima'tely i450 positions. The cost-mae'amement and rrionitoring comrpliance 'withthose policies by all -

initiative is designed to permanently reduce by $75'million subsidiaries. Under oiw risk policy, wei may use a variety
to $100 million our projected growth in annual O&M of instruments, including swaps, options and'forward
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contracts, to manage exposure to fluctuations in
commodity prices and interest rates. Such instruments
contain credit risk if the counterparty fails to perform
under the contract. We minimize such risk by performing
credit reviews using, among other things, publicly
available credit ratings of such counterparties. Potential
nonperformance by counterparties, is not expected to
have a material effect on our financial position or results
of operations. Additionally, in the normal course of
business, some of our affiliates may enter into hedge
transactions with one another.

A. Commodity Derivatives
GENERAL

Most of our commodity contracts are not derivatives
pursuant to SFAS No. 133, "Accounting for Derivative and
Hedging Activities" (SFAS No. 133), or qualify as normal
purchases or sales pursuant to SFAS No. 133. Therefore,
such contracts are not recorded at fair value.

In 2003, we recorded a $38 million pre-tax ($23 million
after-tax) fair value loss transition adjustment pursuantto
the provisions of FASB Derivatives Implementation Group
Issue C20, Interpretation of the Meaning of Not Clearly
and Closely Related in Paragraph 10(b) regarding
Contracts with a Price Adjustment Feature" (DIG Issue
C20). The related liability is being amortized to earnings
over the term of the related contract (See Note 21). At
December 31, 2005 and 2004, the remaining liability was
$19 million and $26 million, respectively.

ECONOMIC DERIVATIVES

Derivative products, primarily electricity and natural gas
contracts, may be entered into from time to time for
economic hedging purposes. While management believes
the economic hedges mitigate exposures to fluctuations in
commodity prices, these instruments are not designated
as hedges for accounting purposes and are monitored
consistent with trading positions. We manage open
positions with strict policies that limit our exposure to
market risk and require daily reporting to management of
potential financial exposures. Gains and losses from such
contracts were not material to our results of operations
during 2005, 2004 and 2003. We did not have material
outstanding positions in such contracts at December 31,
2005 and 2004, other than those receiving regulatory
accounting treatment at PEF, as discussed below.

PEF has derivative instruments related to its exposure to
price fluctuations on fuel oil and natural gas purchases..
These instruments receive regulatory accounting
treatment. Unrealized gains and losses are recorded in

regulatory liabilities and regulatory assets, respectively,
until the contracts are settled. Once settled, any realized
gains or losses are passed through-the fuel clause. At
December 31, 2005, the fair values of the instruments
were a $77 million short-term derivative asset position
included in other current assets, a S45 million long-term
derivative asset position included in other assets and
deferred debits and a $6 million long-term derivative
liability position included in other liabilities and deferred
credits. At December 31, 2004, the fair values of the
instruments were a $2 million long-term derivative asset
position included in other assets and deferred debits and
a $5 million short-term derivative liability position
included in other current liabilities.

CASH FLOW HEDGES

Our subsidiaries designate a portion of commodity
derivative instruments as cash flow hedges under SFAS
No. 133. The objective for holding these instruments is to
hedge exposure to marketrisk associated with fluctuations
in the price of natural gas and power for our forecasted
purchases and sales., Realized gains and losses are
recorded net in operating revenues or operating expenses,
as appropriate. The ineffective portion of commodity cash
flow hedges was not material to our results of operations
for 2005, 2004 and 2003.

The fair values of commodity cash flow hedges at
December 31 were as follows:

(in millions) 2005 2004
Fair value of assets $170 $_

Fair value of liabilities (53) (15)

Fairvalue, net $112 $115)

The following table presents selected information related
to commodity cash flow hedges at December 31, 2005:

Portion
Accumulated Expected to be

Other Reclassified to
Comprehensive Earnings during

(term in years/ Maximum Income/(Loss),, the Next
millions of dollars) Term(al net of Tax -12Monthslb)
Commodity cash

flow hedges 9 $69 $117)
la) The majority of hedges in fair value liability positions are currently

classified as short-term and the majority of hedges in fair value asset
positions are currently classified as long-term. .

Ib) Due to the volatility of the commodities markets, the value in accumulated
other comprehensive income/Iloss) (OCI) is subject to change prior to its
reclassification into earnings. -

At December 31, 2004, we had $9 million of after-tax
deferred losses in OCI related to commodity cash
flow hedges.
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B. Interest Rate Derivatives - Fair Value or
Cash Flow Hedges

We use cash flow hedging strategies to reduce exposure
to changes in cash flow due to fluctuating interest rates.
We use fair value hedging strategies to reduce exposure
to changes in fair value due to interest rate changes. The
notional amounts of interest rate derivatives are' not
exchanged and do not represent exposure to credit loss.
In the event of default by the counterparty, the risk in
these transactions is the cost of replacing the
agreements at current market rates.

The fair values of open interest rate hedges at December
31 were as follows:

tin millions) 2005 . 2004
Interest rate cash flow hedges - S1 $(2)

Interest rate fair value hedges 5(2) $3

CASH FLOW HEDGES

At December 31, 2005 and 2004, we had $100 million
notional and $331 million notional, respectively, of
interest rate cash flow hedges.

FAIR VALUE HEDGES

For interest rate fair value hedges, the change in the fair
value of the hedging derivative is recorded in net interest
charges and is offsetbythe change in the fair value of the
hedged item. At December 31, 2005 and 2004, we had
$150 million notional of interest rate fair value hedges.

At December 31, 2005 and 2004, we had a S2 million loss
and a $9 million gain, respectively, of basis adjustments in
long-term debt related to terminated interest rate fair
value hedges, which are being amortized over periods
ending in 2006 through 2008 6oinciding with the
maturities of the related debt instruments.

19. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

As a part of normal business, we enter into various
agreements providing financial or performance
assurances to third parties. These agreements are
entered into primarily to support or enhance the
creditworthiness otherwise attributed to a subsidiary on
a stand-alone basis, thereby facilitating the extension of
sufficient credit to accomplish the subsidiaries' intended
commercial purposes. Our guarantees include
performance obligations under power supply
agreements, tolling agreements, - transmission
agreements, gas agreements, fuel procurement
agreements and trading operations. Our guarantees also
include standby letters of credit, surety bonds and

Gains and losses from cash flow hedges are recorded in'
OCI and amounts reclassified to earnings are included in
rint interest charges'as the hedged transactions occur.
Amounts in OCI related to terminated hedges are
reclassified to earnings as the interest expense is
recorded. The ineffective portion of interest rate cash
flow hedges was not material to our results of operations
for 2005, 2004 and 2003.

The following table presents selected information related
to interest rate cash flow hedges included in 0CI at
December 31, 2005:

Accumulated Other Portion Expected to be
(term in years: - Comprehensive Income/ Reclassified to Earnings during
millions of dollarsl Maximum Term (Loss), net of Taxia) bthe Next 12 Months)b

Interest rate cash flow hedges - $113) $(2)

{a) Includes amounts related to terminated hedges.
lb) Actual amounts thatwill be reclassified to earnings may vary from the expected amounts presented above as a result of changes in interest rates.
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guarantees in support of nuclear decommissioning. At
December 31, 2005, the Parent had issued $1.56 billion of
guarantees for future financial or performance assurance
on behalf of its subsidiaries. This includes $300 million of
guarantees of certain payments of two wholly owned
indirect subsidiaries (See Note 24). We do not believe
conditions are likelyfor significant performance under the
guarantees of performance issued by or on behalf of
affiliates. To the extent liabilities are incurred as a result of
the activities covered by the guarantees, such liabilities
are included in the Consolidated Balance Sheet.

Our subsidiaries provide and receive services, at cost, to
and from the Parent and its subsidiaries, in accordance
with agreements approved by the SEC pursuant to
Section 13(b) of the PUHCA. The repeal of PUHCA
effective February 8, 2006, and subsequent regulation by
the FERC is not anticipated to change our current
intercompany services. Services include purchasing,
human resources, accounting, legal, transmission and

_ _ delivery support, engineering materials, contract
support, oana nedremFplo'ye6es payroll cosfs, Construction
management and other centralized administrative,
management and support services. The costs of the
services are billed on a direct-charge basis, whenever
possible, and on allocation factors for general costs that
cannot be directly attributed. Billings from affiliates are
capitalized or expensed depending on the nature of the
services rendered. Amounts receivable from and/or
payable to affiliated companies for these services are
included in receivables from affiliated companies and
payables to affiliated companies on the Balance Sheets.

At December 31, 2005, the Parent's guarantees include
S169 million to support nuclear decommissioning. PEC
determined that its external funding levels did not fully
meet the nuclear decommissioning financial assurance
levels required by the NRC; therefore, PEC obtained the
Parent's guarantee.

Progress Fuels sells coal to PEF for an insignificant profit.
These intercompany revenues and expenses are
eliminated in consolidation; however, in accordance with
SFAS No. 71 profits on intercompany sales to regulated
affiliates are not eliminated if the sales price is
reasonable and the future recovery of sales price
through the ratemaking process is probable. Sales, net of
insignificant profits, of $402 million, $331 million and
S347 million for the years ended December 31, 2005, 2004
and 2003, respectively, are included in fuel used in
electric generation on the Consolidated Statements of
Income. Beginning in 2006, PEF will enter into coal
contracts on its own behalf.

We sold NCNG to Piedmont Natural Gas Company, Inc.
on September 30, 2003 (See Note 3H). Prior to disposition,
NCNG sold natural gas to affiliates. During the year
ended December 31, 2003, gas sales from NCNG to PEC
amounted to $11 million. The gas sales for 2003 indicated
above exclude any sales subsequent to September 2003.
These revenues are included in discontinued operations
on the Consolidated Statements of Income.

20. FINANCIAL INFORMATION BY BUSINESS
SEGMENT

Our reportable segments are: PEC, PEF, Progress Ventures
and Coal and Synthetic Fuels. During 2005, we realigned
our segments due to changes in the operations of certain
businesses and the reclassification of our coal mining
business to discontinued operations. These changes are
consistent with the manner in which management
currently reviews our operations. Prior year periods have
been restated for our segment realignments.

Our PEC and PEF business segments are primarily
engaged in the generation, transmission, distribution and
sale of electricity in portions of North Carolina, South
Carolina and Florida. Prior to December 2005, we
disclosed a PEC Electric segment that was comprised of
utility operations and excluded immaterial operations of
PEC's nonregulated subsidiaries, which were included in
Corporate and Other. Management has realigned the PEC
segment to review the PEC operations on a consolidated
basis as the results of operations and financial position are
not materially different between PEC Electric and PEC.

Our Progress Ventures segment is comprised of
Competitive Commercial Operations (CCO) and natural
gas operations (Gas) and is involved in nonregulated
electric generation and energy marketing activities and
natural gas drilling and production in Texas and
Louisiana. Prior to December 2005, CCO had been
reported as a separate segment and Gas was included
within our previously reported Fuels segment. Progress
Ventures' legal structure is not currently aligned with the
functional management and financial reporting of the
Progress Ventures segment.

Our Coal and Synthetic Fuels segment is involved in the
production and sale of coal-based solid synthetic fuel as
defined under the Code, coal terminal services, and fuel
transportation and delivery. Operations involving coal
terminals and synthetic fuels activities were included
within our previously reported Fuels segment prior to
2005. The remaining portions of our previously reported
Fuels segment are included within Coal and Synthetic
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Fuels due to their operational relationship with the In the following tables, capital and investment
segment's activities and their relative immateriality. expenditures include property additions, acquisitions of

nuclear fuel and other capital investments.
In addition to the reportable operating segments, the
Corporate and Other segment includes the operations of
the Parent and PESC as well as other nonregulated
business areas. These nonregulated business areas
include -telecommunications and other nonregulated
subsidiaries that do not separately meet the disclosure
requirements of SFAS No. 131, 'Disclosures about
Segments of an Enterprise and Related Information"
(SFAS No. 131). Included in the 2004 losses is a $43 million
pre-tax ($29 million after-tax) settlement agreement that
Strategic Resource Solutions Corp. (SRS) reached with
the San Francisco United School District related to civil
proceedings. The profit or loss of the identified segments
plus the profit or loss of Corporate and Other represents
our total income from continuing operations.

Prior to its divestiture in 2005, Rail Services was reported
as a separate segment (See Note 31). The operations of
Rail Services were reclassified to discontinued
operations in the first quarter of 2005. During the fourth
quarter of 2005, we reclassified our coal - mining
operations as discontinued operations (See Note 3A).
Prior to 2005, our coal mining operations were included
within our previously reported Fuels segment. Our Rail
Services and coal mining operations are not included
in the results from continuing operations during the
periods reported. Assets and capital and investment -

expenditures of discontinued operations are not included
in the tables presented below.

Products and services are sold between the various
reportable segments. All intersegment transactions are at
cost exceptfortransactions between PEF and the Coal and
Synthetic Fuel segment,which are at rates set bythe FPSC.
In accordance with SFAS No. 71, profits on intercompany
sales between PEF and the Coal and Synthetic Fuel
segment are not eliminated if the sales price is reasonable
and the future recovery of sales price through the
ratemaking process is probable. The profits realized for
2005, 2004 and 2003 were not significant. Income tax
expense (benefit) by segment includes the Parent's
allocation to profitable subsidiaries of income tax benefits
not related to acquisition interest expense in accordance
with the Tax Agreement. Due to the repeal of PUHCA, the
Parent will stop allocating these tax benefits in 2006.
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Coal and
Progress Synthetic Corporate

(in millions) PEC PEF Ventures Fuels and Other Eliminations Totals

Year ended December 31, 2005

Revenues

Unaffiliated $3,991 $3,955 $853 $1,242 $67 $- $10,108

Intersegment - - - 402 447 (849) -

Total revenues 3,991 3,955 853 1,644 514 (849) 10,108

Depreciation and amortization 561 334 94 38 47 - 1,074

Total interest charges, net 192 126 5 34 372 (89) 640

Postretirement and severance charges 55 102 1 5 1 - 164

Impairment of long-lived assets
and investments (1) - - - - - (1)

Income tax expense (benefit) 239 121 7 (350) (52) - (45)

Segment profit (loss) 490 258 21 169 (211) - 727

Total assets 11,502 8,318 2,371 472 18,024 (13,773) 26,914

Capital and investment expenditures 682 543 183 16 29 (19) 1,434

Year ended December 31, 2004

Revenues

Unaffiliated $3,629 $3,525 S401 $899 $71 3-. $8,525

Intersegment - - - 331 440 (771) -

Total revenues 3,629 3,525 401 1,230 511 (771) 8,525

Depreciation and amortization 570 281 101 38 45 - 1,035

Total interest charges, net 192 114 11 37 360 (86) 628

Postretirement and severance charges 2 - - 1 - - 3

Incometax expense (benefit) 239 174 55 (280) (82) _ 106

Segmentprofit(loss) 458 333 81 88 (231) - 729

Total assets 10,787 7,924 2,086 542 17,590 (13,570) 25,359

Capital and investment expenditures 620 492 154 10 26 (12) 1,290

Year ended December 31, 2003

Revenues

Unaffiliated $3,600 $3,152 $285 $716 $46 $- $7,799

Intersegment - - - 347 440 (787)

Total revenues 3,600 3,152 285 1,063 486 (787) 7,799

Depreciation and amortization 562 307 78 35 27 - 1,009

Total interest charges, net 197 91 6 29 378 (94) 607
Impairment of long-lived assets

and investments 121) - - - - - (21)
Incometax expense (benefit) 241 147 25 (434) (47) (45) (113)

Segmentprofit(loss) 502 295 54 190 (230) - 811

Total assets 10,938 7,280 2,195 599 17,802 (13,368) 25,446

Capital and investment expenditures 511 577 606 24 19 - 1,737

I
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21. OTHER INCOME AND OTHER EXPENSE-
Other income and expense includes interest income,
impairment of investments, and other income and
expense items as discussed below. Nonregulated energy
and delivery services include power protection services
and mass market programs such as surge protection,
appliance services and area light sales, and delivery,
transmission and substation work for other utilities.
AFUDC equity represents the estimated. equity costs of
capital funds necessary to finance the construction of
new regulated assets. The components of other, net as
shown on the accompanying Consolidated Statements of
Income forthe years ended December 31 were as foliows:

(in millions) 2005 2004 2003

Other income
Nonregulated energy and

delivery services income S32 $28 $26
DIG Issue C20 amortization (Note 18A) 7 9 2
Contingent value obligation

unrealized gain (Note 15) 6 9
Investment gains 7 4 12

Income from equity investments 1 3

AFUDC equity 16 12 14

Other 15 13 15

Total other income 84 78 69

Other expense
Nonregulated energy

and delivery services expenses 24 21 20
Donations 18 15 15

Investment losses - 1 6

Contingent value obligation
unrealized loss (Note 15) - - 9

Loss from equity investments 7 8 31
Loss on debt extinguishment and

interest rate collars - 15
FERC audit settlement 7 -

Indemnification liability (Note 22B) 16 - -

Other 17 - 30 15

Total other expense 89 90 96

Othernet , $[5). $12) $127)

Protection Agency (EPA) to require the cleanup of
hazardous waste sites. This statute imposes retroactive
joint and several liabilities. Some states, including North
Carolina, South Carolina and Florida, have'similartypes of
statutes. We are periodically notified by regulators,
including the EPA and various state agencies, of our
involvement or potential involvement in sites that may
require investigation, and/or remediation. There are
presently several sites with respect to which we have
been notified of our potential liability by the EPA, the state
of North Carolina or the state of Florida, as described
below in greater'detail. Various organic materials
associated with the production of manufactured gas,
generally referred to as coal tar, are regulated under
federal and state laws. PEC and PEF are each potentially
responsible parties (PRPs) at several manufactured gas
plant (MGP) sites. We are also currently in the process of
assessing potential costs and exposures at other sites. A
discussion of sites by legal entity follows below.

We record accruals for probable and estimable costs
related to environmental sites on an undiscounted basis.
We measure our liability for these sites based on
available evidence including our experience in
investigating and remediating environmentally impaired
sites.' The process often involves assessing and
developing cost-sharing arrangements'with othler PRPs.
For all sites, as assessments are developed and
analyzed, we will accrue costs for the sites to the extent
our liability is probable and the costs can be reasonably
estimated. Because the extent of environmental impact,
allocation among PRPs for all sites, remediation
alternatives (which could involve either minimal or
significant efforts), and concurrence of the regulatory
authorities have not yet reached the stage where a
reasonabie-estimate of the renmediation costs can be
made, we cannot determine the total costs that may be
incurred in connection with ihe remrediition of all sites at
this time. It is probable that current estimates will change
and additional losses, which could be 'material, may be
incurred in the future.

PEC and PEF filed claims with general liability insurance
carriers to recover costs arising from actual or potential
environrmental liabilities for remediation of certain sites.
No' material claims are currently pen~ding. We may file
further claims with respect to sites for which claims were
not previously presented.

In addition-to the Utilities' sites, discussed under "PEC'
and "PEF" below, our environmental sites include the'
following related to our nonregulated operations.

22. ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS -

Wea ¢ '' subject I e an -661i ,` ~ uIi. 1 o
addressing hazardous and s'olid wae' management, air
and w-atero quality and other environrmental matters.

A. Hazardous and Solid Waste Management

The provisions of the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, as
amended (CERCLA), authorize the Environmental
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In 2001, we, through our Progress Fuels subsidiary,
established an accrual to address indemnities and
retained an environmental liability associated with the
sale of our Inland Marine Transportation business. In
2003, the accrual was reduced to $4 million based on a
change in estimate. At December 31, 2005 and 2004, the
remaining accrual balance was approximately $3 million.
Expenditures related to this liability were not material to
our financial condition during 2005 and 2004.

We are voluntarily addressing certain historical sites. An
immaterial accrual has been established to address
investigation expenses related to these sites. Atthis time,
the total costs that may be incurred in connection with
these sites cannot be determined.

On March 24, 2005, we completed the sale of our
Progress Rail subsidiary. In connection with the sale, we
incurred indemnity obligations related to certain pre-
closing liabilities, including certain environmental
matters (See discussion under Guarantees in Note 23C).

probable that additional costs beyond the EPA's original
cost estimate will be incurred. However, the range of
additional losses cannot be determined at this time. PEC
may file claims with respect to this site. The outcome of
this matter cannot be predicted.

At December 31, 2005 and 2004, PEC's accruals for
probable and estimable costs related to various
environmental sites, which are included in other liabilities
and deferred credits and are expected to be paid out over
one to five years, were $7 million and $9 million,
respectively. The amount includes insurance fund
proceeds that PEC received to address costs associated
with environmental liabilities related to its involvement
with some sites. All eligible expenses related to these sites
are charged against a specific fund containing these
proceeds. During 2005, PEC spent approximately $6 million,
accrued approximately $4 million and received no
insurance proceeds related to environmental remediation.
During 2004, PEC spent approximately $2 million related to
environmental remediation.

PEC

There are nine former MGP sites and a number of other
sites associated with PEC that have required or are
anticipated to require investigation and/or remediation.

In September 2005, the EPA advised PEC that it had been
identified as a PRP at the Carolina Transformer site
located in Fayetteville, N.C. The EPA offered PEC and a
number of other PRPs the opportunity to share the
reimbursement of approximately $36 million to the EPA for
past expenditures in addressing conditions at the site.
Although a loss is considered probable, an agreement
among PRPs has not been reached; consequently, it is
not possible at this time to reasonably estimate the total
amount of PEC's obligation for remediation of the Carolina
Transformer site. PEC may file claims with respect to this
site. The outcome of this matter cannot be predicted.

During the fourth quarter of 2004, the EPA advised PEC
that it had been identified as a PRP at the Ward
Transformer site located in Raleigh, N.C. The EPA offered
PEC and a number of other PRPs the opportunity to
negotiate cleanup of the site and reimbursement to the
EPA for EPA's past expenditures in addressing conditions
at the site. In September 2005, PEC and several other
PRPs signed a settlement agreement, which requires the
participating PRPs to provide approximately $5 million to
cover the cleanup cost and repay less than $1 million of
EPA's past costs. PEC has accrued its portion of these
estimated costs. Based upon additional assessment work
performed at the site during the first quarter of 2006, it is

On March 30, 2005, the North Carolina Division of Water
Quality renewed a PEC permit for the continued use of
coal combustion products generated at any of its coal-
fired plants located in the state. Following review of the
permit conditions, which could significantly restrict the
reuse of coal ash and result in higher ash management
costs, the permit was adjudicated. The outcome of this
matter cannot be predicted.

PEF

At December 31, 2005 and 2004, PEF's accruals for
probable and estimable costs related to various
environmental sites, which were included in other
liabilities and deferred credits and are expected to be
paid out over one to 15 years, were:

(in millions) 2005 2004
Remediation of distribution and substation transformers $20 $27
MGP and other sites 18 18

Total accrual for environmental sites $38 $45

PEF has received approval from the FPSC for recovery of
costs associated with the remediation of distribution and
substation transformers through the Environmenfal Cost
Recovery Clause (ECRC). Under agreements with the
Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP),
PEF is in the process of examining distribution
transformer sites and substation sites for potential
equipment integrity issues that could result in the need
for mineral oil-impacted soil remediation. PEF has
reviewed a number of distribution transformer sites and
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all substation sites. Based on changes to the estimated
time frame for review of distribution transformer sites,
PEF currently expects to have completed its review by
the end of 2007. Should further sites be identified, PEF
believes that any estimated costs would also be
recovered through the ECRC. For the years ended
December 31, 2005 and 2004, PEF accrued approximately
$2 million and $19 million, respectively, and spent
approximately $9 million and $4 million, respectively,
related to the remediation of transformers. PEF has
recorded a regulatory asset for the probable recovery of
these costs through the ECRC.

The amounts for MGP and other sites, in the table above,
relate to two former MGP sites and other sites associated
with PEF that have required or are anticipated to require
investigation and/or remediation. For the year ended
December 31, 2005, PEF made no material accruals, spent
approximately $1 million, and received approximately
$1 million of additional insurance proceeds. For the year
ended December 31, 2004, PEF received approximately
$12 million in insurance claim settlement proceeds and
recorded a related accrual for associated environmental
expenses, as these insurance proceeds are restricted
for use in addressing costs associated with
environmental liabilities.

In Florida, a risk-based corrective action (RBCA, known
as Global RBCA) rule was developed by the FDEP and
adopted at the February 2,-2005, Environmental Review
Commission hearing. Risk-based corrective action
generally means that the corrective action prescribed for
contaminated sites can correlate to the level of human
health risk imposed by the contamination atthe property.
The Global RBCA rule expands the use'of the risk-based
corrective action to all contaminated sites in the state
that are not currently in one of the state's waste cleanup
programs and has the potential for.m aking future
cleanups! in Florida more costly to complete. The
effective date of the Global RBCA rule was April 17, 2005.

B. Air Quality
We are subject to various current and proposed federal,
state and local environmental compliance laws'and
regulations, which may result in increased planned
capital expenditures and O&M expenses. Signifi&arit
updates to these 'laws and regulations' and related
impacts to us since December 31, 2004, are discussed
below. Additionally, Congress is considering legislation
that would require additional reductions in air emissions
of NOx, S02, carbon dioxide (C02) and mercury. Some of
these proposals establish nationwide caps and emission
rates over an extended period of time. This national

multipollutant approach to air pollution control could
involve significant capital costs that could be material to
our financial position or results of operations. Control
equipment that will be installed on North Carolina coal-
fired generating facilities as part of the Clean
Smokestacks Act, enacted in 2002 and discussed below,
may address some of the issues outlined above as they
relate to PEC. However, the outcome of the matter cannot
be predicted.

NEW SOURCE REVIEW (NSR)

The EPA is conducting an enforcement initiative related
to a number of coal-fired utility power plants in an effort
to determine whether changes at those facilities were
subject to NSR requirements or New Source
Performance Standards under the Clean Air Act. We
were asked to provide information to the EPA as part of
this initiative and cooperated in supplying the requested
information. The EPA initiated civil enforcement actions
against unaffiliated utilities as part of this initiative. Some
of these actions resulted in settlement agreements
calling for expenditures by these unaffiliated utilities in
excess of $1.0 billion. These settlement agreements have
generally called for expenditures to be made over
extended time periods, and some of the companies may
seek recovery of the related costs through rate
adjustments or similar mechanisms.

On June 24, 2005, the Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit rendered a decision in a suit regarding
EPA's NSR rules. As part of the decision, the court struck
down a provision excluding pollution control'projects
from NSR requirements. As a result of this decision,
additional regulatory review of our pollution control
equipment proposals will be required, adding time and
cost to the overall project

NOx SIP CALL RULE UNDER SECTION 110 OFTHE CLEAN
AIR ACT (NOx SIP CALL)

The NOx SIP Call is an EPA rule that requires 22 states,
including North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia, to
further reduce nitrogen'oxide emissions."The NOx SIP
Call is not applicable to Florida. Total 'capital costs to
meet the requirements of the final rule under the NOx SIP
Call in North Carolina and South Carolina could reach
approximately $355 million at PEC, of which
approximately $336 million has been incurred through
December31, 2005. This amount also includes the cost to
install NOx controls under North Carolina's and South
Carolina's programs to complywith the federal eight-hour
ozone standard. However, further technical analysis and
rulemaking may result in requirements for additional
controls at some units. Increased O&M expenses
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relating to the NOx SIP Call are not expected to be
material to our results of operations.

Parties unrelated to us have undertaken efforts to have
Georgia excluded from the rule and its requirements.
Georgia has not yet submitted a state implementation
plan to comply with the Section 110 NOx SIP Call. The
outcome of this matter and the impact to our
nonregulated operations in Georgia cannot be predicted.

CLEAN SMOKESTACKS ACT

In June 2002, the Clean Smokestacks Act was enacted in
North Carolina requiring the state's electric utilities to
reduce the emissions of NOx and S02 from their North
Carolina coal-fired power plants in phases by 2013. PEC
currently has approximately 5,100 MW of coal-fired
generation capacity in North Carolina that is affected by
the Clean Smokestacks Act. In April 2005, PEC filed its
annual estimate with the NCUC of the total capital
expenditures to meet emission targets for NOx and S02
from coal-fired plants under the Clean Smokestacks Act
of approximately $895 million. We now project that our
total capital expenditures to meet these emission targets
will be in a range of approximately $1.1 billion to
$1.4 billion by the end of 2013, of which approximately
$286 million has been spent through December 31, 2005.
This increase is primarily due to the higher cost and
revised quantities of construction materials, such as
concrete and steel, refinement of cost and scope
estimates for the current projects, and increases in the
estimated inflation factor applied to future project costs.
We are evaluating various design technology and new
generation options that could materially reduce
expenditures required by the Clean Smokestacks Act

Two of the coal-fired generation plants impacted by the
Clean Smokestacks Act are jointly owned. The joint
owners pay their ownership share of construction costs.
In 2005, PEC entered into a contract with the joint owner
of certain facilities at the Mayo and Roxboro plants to
limit their aggregate costs -associated with capital
expenditures to comply with the Clean Smokestacks Act
to approximately $38 million. PEC recognized a $16 million
liability. in the fourth quarter of 2005, based upon the
current estimate for Clean Smokestacks Act compliance.
As capital cost projections change, it is reasonably
possible that additional losses, which could be material,
may be incurred in the future.

The Clean Smokestacks Act also freezes the utilities'
base rates for five years, which ends in 2007, unless there
are extraordinary events beyond the control of the

utilities or unless the utilities persistently earn a return
substantially in excess of the rate of return established
and found reasonable by the NCUC in the utilities' last
general rate case. The Clean Smokestacks Act requires
PEC to amortize $569 million, representing 70 percent of
the original cost estimate of $813 million, during the five-
year rate freeze period; PEC recognized amortization of
$147 million, $174 million and $74 million for the years
ended December 31,2005,2004 and 2003, respectively, and
has recognized $395 million in cumulative amortization
through December 31, 2005. The remaining amortization
requirement of $174 million will be recorded over the two-
year period ending December 31, 2007. The Clean
Smokestacks Act permits PEC the flexibility to vary the
amortization schedule for recording of the compliance
costs from none up to $174 million per year. The NCUC will
hold a hearing prior to December 31, 2007, to determine
cost recovery amounts for 2008 and future periods.

Pursuantto the Clean Smokestacks Act, PEC entered into
an agreement with the state of North Carolina to transfer
to the state certain NOx and S02 emissions allowances
that result from compliance with the collective NOx
and S02 emissions limitations set out in the Clean
Smokestacks Act. The Clean Smokestacks Act also
required the state to undertake a study of mercury and
C02 emissions in North Carolina. O&M expenses will
significantly increase due to the additional personnel,
materials and general maintenance associated with the
equipment. O&M expenses are recoverable through
base rates, rather than as part of this program. The future
regulatory interpretation, implementation or impact of the
Clean Smokestacks Act cannot be predicted.

CLEAN AIR INTERSTATE RULE (CAIR) AND
MERCURY RULE

On March 10, 2005, the EPA issued the final CAIR. The EPA's
rule requires 28 states, including North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia and Florida, and the District of Columbia to
reduce NOx and S02 emissions in order to reduce levels of
fine particulate matter and impacts to visibility. The. CAIR
sets emission limits to be met in two phases beginning in
2009 and 2015, respectively, for NOx and beginning in 2010
and 2015, respectively, for SOz.

PEF has joined a coalition of Florida utilities that has filed
a challenge to the CAIR as it applies to Florida:A petition
for reconsideration: and stay and a petition for judicial
review of the CAIR were filed on July 11, 2005. On October
27, 2005, the DC Circuit Court issued an order granting the
motion for stay of the proceedings. On December 2, 2005,
the EPA announced a reconsideration of four aspects of
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the CAIR, including its applicability to Florida. While we
consider it unlikely that this challenge would eliminate
the compliance requirements of the CAIR, it could
potentially reduce or delay our costs to comply with the
CAIR. The outcome of this matter cannot be predicted.

On March 15, 2005, the EPA finalized two separate but
related rules: the Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR) that
sets emissions limits to be met in two phases beginning
in 2010 and 2018, respectively, and encourages a cap and
trade approach to achieving those caps, and a de-listing
rule that eliminated any requirement to pursue a
maximum achievable control technology =(MACT)
approach for limiting mercury emissions from coal-fired
power plants. NOx and SOz controls also are effective in
reducing mercury emissions. However, according to the
EPA the second phase cap reflects a level of mercury
emissions reduction that exceeds the level that would be
achieved solely as a co-benefit of controlling NOx and
S02 under CAIR.

The de-listing rule'has been challenged by a number of
parties; the resolution of the challenges could impact our
final compliance plans and costs. On October 21, 2005,
the EPA announced a reconsideration of the CAMR. The
outcome of this matter cannot be predicted.

In conjunction with the proposed mercury rule, the EPA
proposed a MACT standard to regulate nickel emissions
from residual oil-fired units. The EPA 'withdrew the
proposed nickel rule in March 2005.

We are in the process of determining compliance plans
and the cost to comply with the CAIR and :CAMR.
Installation of additional air quality controls is likely to be
needed to meet the CAIR and the-CAMR, requirements.
Compliance costs at PEF are eligiblelfor consideratior for
recoverythroughthe ECRC.Theoutcome offuture petitions
for recovery through the ECRC cannot be predicted.c

The air quality controls needed to meet compliance with
the NOx SIP Call an'd Clean Smnokestacks Act will reduce
the costs to-meet the CAIR requirements for our North
Carolina units at PEC. We currently estimate the total
additional compliance costs 'relatedito:'CAIR f6r PEC
could'be in-a'raiige of approximately:$100 million to
$200 million. We will continue to review these estimates
Ias-compliance plans are further developed. The-timing
and extent of the costs for future projects will depend
upon the final compliance strategy.

We expect PEF to incur significant additional capital
and O&M expenses to achieve compliance with the CAIR
and CAMR through 2018. We currently estimate the
total compliance costs for PEF could be as much as
approximately $1.4 billion, of which approximately
$2 million has been incurred through December 31, 2005.
We will continue to review these estimates as
compliance plans are further developed. The timing and
extent of the costs for future projects will depend upon
the final compliance strategy. We are evaluating various
design technology and new generation options that could
materially reduce PEF's costs required by the CAIR
and CAMR.

On October 14, 2005, the FPSC approved PEF's petition for
the recovery of costs associated with the development
and implementation of an integrated strategy to comply
with the CAIR and CAMR through the ECRC. PEF is
developing an integrated compliance strategy for the
CAIR and CAMR rules because NOx and S02 controls are
effective in reducing mercury emissions. Program costs
for 2005 were approximately $2 million for preliminary
engineering activities and strategy development work
necessary to determine our integrated compliance
strategy. PEF currently projects to spend approximately
$53 million in capital costs to comply with the CAIR and
CAMR programs in'2006. These costs mayincrease or
decrease depending upon the results of the engineering
and strategy development work. Among other things;
subsequent rule interpretations, equipment availability,
or the unexpected acceleration of the initial NOx or other
compliance dates could require acceleration of some
projects and therefore result in additional costs in 2006.

CLEAN AIR VISIBILITY RULE

On June 15, 2005, the EPA issued the final Clean Air
Visibility Rule (CAVR}: The EPA'S rule requires states to
identify facilities, including power plants, built between
August 1962 and Aiugusti1977 with.th'e potential to
produce emissions ithat affect visibility'.inr 156 specially
j0rotected ar'eas.1To h6ii'restore visibility in those areas,
states must require the identified facilities to install Best
Available Retrofit Technology (BART)''to control their
emissions. Depending!ion the approach taken by the
states, the reductions associated with BART would begin
to. -take-effect in 2014.' CAVR included -the; EPA's
determination that cdm'pliance with the'NOx and 'S02
requirements of CAIR may be used by states as a BART
substitute. We expect that our compliance plans to
comply with the' CAIR and CAMR will fulfill BART
obligations, butthe states could require the installation of
additional air quality controls if they do not achieve
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reasonable progress on improving visibility. PEC's BART-
eligible units are Asheville Unit No. 1 and No. 2, Roxboro
Unit No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3, and Sutton Unit No. 2. PEF's
BART-eligible units are Anclote Unit No. 1, Bartow Unit
No. 3, and Crystal River Unit No. 1 and No. 2. The outcome
of this matter cannot be predicted.

NORTH CAROLINA ATTORNEY GENERAL PETITION
UNDER SECTION 126 OF THE CLEAN AIR ACT

In March 2004, the North Carolina Attorney General filed a
petition with the EPA, under Section 126 of the Clean Air
Act, asking the federal government to force coal-fired
power plants in 13 other states, including South Carolina,
to reduce their NOx and S02 emissions. The state of North
Carolina contends these out-of-state emissions interfere
with North Carolina's ability to meet national air quality
standards for ozone and particulate matter. On August 1,
2005, the EPA issued a proposed response denying the
petition. The EPA's rationale for denial is that compliance
with CAIR will reduce the emissions from surrounding
states sufficiently to address North Carolina's concerns.
The EPA must take final action by March 15, 2006. The
outcome of this matter cannot be predicted.

NATIONALAMBIENT AIR QUAUTY STANDARDS (NAAQS)

On December 21, 2005, the EPA announced proposed
changes to the NAAQS for particulate matter. The EPA
proposed to lower the 24-hour standard for particulate
matter less than 2.5 microns in diameter from
65 micrograms per cubic meter to 35 micrograms per
cubic meter. In addition, the EPA proposed to establish a
new 24-hour standard of 70 micrograms per cubic meter
for particulate matter that is between 2.5 and 10 microns
in diameter. The EPA also proposed to eliminate the
current standards for particulate matter less than 10
microns in diameter. The EPA is scheduled to finalize the
standards by September 27, 2006. The changes could
ultimately result in increased costs for installation of
additional pollution controls at facilities operated by PEC
and PEF. The outcome of this matter cannot be predicted.

C. Water Quality
As a result of the operation of certain control equipment
needed to address the air quality issues outlined above,
new wastewater streams may be generated at the
affected facilities. Integration of these new wastewater
streams into the existing wastewater treatment
processes may result in permitting, construction and
treatment requirements imposed on the Utilities in the
immediate and extended future.

Section 316(b) of the Clean Water Act requires
assessment of the environmental effect of withdrawal of
water at our facilities. We are conducting studies and
currently estimate that total compliance costs through
2010 to meet Section 316(b) requirements of the Clean
Water Act will be approximately $70 million to $95 million,
of which an immaterial amount has been incurred
through December 31, 2005. The range includes
approximately $5 million to $10 million at PEC and
approximately $65 million to $85 million at PEF.

The majority of compliance costs associated with water
quality requirements for PEF are eligible for consideration
for recovery through the ECRC. The outcome of future
petitions for recovery through the ECRC cannot
be predicted.

D. Other Environmental Matters
GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE

The Kyoto Protocol was adopted in 1997 by the United
Nations to address global climate change by reducing
emissions of C02 and other greenhouse gases. The treaty
went into effect on February 16, 2005. The United States
has not adopted the Kyoto Protocol, and the Bush
administration has stated it favors voluntary programs.
There are proposals to address global climate change
that would regulate C02 and other greenhouse gases.
Reductions in COz emissions to the levels specified by the
Kyoto Protocol and some additional proposals could be
materially adverse to our financial position or results of
operations if associated costs of control or limitation
cannot be recovered from customers. We have
articulated principles that we. believe should be
incorporated into any global climate change policy. While
the outcome of this matter cannot be predicted, we are
taking voluntary action on this important issue as part of
our commitment to environmental stewardship and
responsible corporate citizenship.

In a decision issued July 15, 2005, a three-judge panel of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit denied petitions for review filed by several states,
cities and organizations seeking the regulation by the
EPA of C02 emissions under the Clean Air Act In a 2-1
decision, the court held that the EPA administrator
properly exercised his discretion in denying the request
for regulation. Officials from five states and the District of
Columbia asked the full U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit to review the decision made by the three-judge
panel. On December 2, 2005, the U.S. Court of Appeals
denied the request for rehearing. On March 2, 2006, the
petitioners filed a petition for a writ of certiorari with the
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U.S. Supreme Court, seeking a review of the U.S. Court
of Appeals decision. The outcome of this matter cannot
be predicted.

In 2005, we initiated a study to assess the impact of
constraints 'of C02 and other air emissions. We plan to
issue this report by March 31, 2006. While we participate
in the development of a national climate change policy
framework, we will continue to actively engage others in
our region to develop consensus-based solutions, as we
did with the Clean Smokestacks Act.

23. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
A. Purchase Obligations
At December 31, 2005, the following table reflects
contractual cash obligations and other commercial
commitments in the respective periods in which they
are due:

(in millions) 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Thereafter

Fuel $2,786 $2,287 $1,031 $695 $268 $1,165

Purchased power 471 477 448 414 364 4,308

Construction
obligations 74 28 - - - -

Other purchase
obligations 89 90 76 64 41 232

Total $3,420 $2,882 $1,555 $1,173 $673 $5,705

FUEL AND PURCHASED POWER

Through our subsidiaries, we have entered into various
long-term contracts for coal, oil, gas and nuclear fuel.
Our payments under these :commitments were
$3.070 billion, $2.033 billion and $1.645 billion for 2005,
2004 and 2003, respectively.

Both PEC and PEF have ongoing ptircha'sed power
contracts with certain cogenerators (qulifying facilities
or QFs) with expiration dates ranging from 2006 to 2025.
These purchased power contracts generally'provide for
capacity and energy payments.

Pursuant to the terms of the 1981 Power Coordination
Agreement, as amended, between PEC and Powi'er
Agency, PEC is obligated to purchase a percentage of
Power Agency's ownership capacity of, and e-nervgyfro~m-
Harris. In 1993, PEC'an d Power"Agency entered in"td a n
agreement to restructure portions of their contracts
covering power supplies and interests in jointly owned
units. Under the terms of the 1993 agreement, PEC
increased the amount of capacity and energy purchased
from Power Agency's ownership interest in Harris, and
the buyback period was extended six years through 2007.

The estimated minimum annual payments for these
purchases, which reflect capacity and energy costs,total
approximately $34 million. These contractual purchases
totaled $37 million, $39 million and $36 million for 2005,
2004 and 2003, respectively.

PEC has a long-term agreement for the purchase of power
and related transmission services from Indiana Michigan
Power Company's Rockport Unit No. 2:(Rockport). The
agreement provides-for the purchase of 250 MW of
capacity through 2009 with estimated minimum annual
payments of approximately $44 million, representing
capital-related capacity costs. Total purchases (including
energy and transmission use charges) underthe Rockport
agreement amounted to $71 million, $62 million and
$66 million for 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.

PEC executed two long-term agreements for the
purchase of power from Broad River LLC's Broad River
facility (Broad River). One agreement provides for the
purchase of approximately 500 MW of capacity through
2021 -with an original minimum annual payment of
approximately $16 million, primarily representing capital-
related capacity costs. The second agreement provided
for the additional purchase of approximately 335 MW of
capacity through 2022 with an original minimum annual
payment of approximately $16 million representing
capital-related capacity costs. Total purchases for both
capacity and energy under the Broad River agreements
amounted to $44 million, $42 million and $37 million in
2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.

PEC has various pay-for-performance contracts with QFs
for approximately 354 MW of capacity expiring at various
times through 2014. Payments for both: capacity and
energy are contingent upon the QFs' ability to generate.
Payments made under these contracts were $112 million
in 2005, $90 million in 2004 and $113 million in 2003.

PEF has long-term contracts for approximately 489 MW
of purchased power with othersutilities, including a
contract with The Southern Company for approximately
414 MW of purchased power annuallythrough 2015. Total
purchases, for both energy and capacity, under. these
agreements amounted to $175 million,r$128 million and
$126 million for 2005, 2004 and-2003, respectively.
Minimum purchases under these contracts, representing
capital-related capacity costs, -are approximately
$64 million annually through 2009, $54 million for 2010 and
$38 million annually thereafter through 2015.

PEF has ongoing purchased power contracts with certain
QFs for 812 MW of capacity with expiration dates ranging
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from 2006 to 2025. Energy payments are based on the
actual power taken under these contracts. Capacity
payments are subject to the qualifying facilities meeting
certain contract performance obligations. In most cases,
these contracts account for 100 percent of the
generating capacity of each of the facilities. All
commitments have been approved by the FPSC. Total
capacity purchases under these contracts amounted to
$262 million, $247 million and $244 million for 2005, 2004
and 2003, respectively. At December 31, 2005, minimum
expected future capacity payments under these
contracts were $279 million, $289 million, $297 million,
$262 million and $267 million for 2006 through 2010,
respectively, and $3.6 billion thereafter. The FPSC allows
the capacity payments to be recovered through a
capacity cost recovery clause, which is similar to, and
works in conjunction with, energy payments recovered
through the fuel cost recovery clause.

On December 2, 2004, PEF entered into precedent and
related agreements with Southern Natural Gas Company
(SNG), Florida Gas Transmission Company (FGT), and BG
LNG Services, LLC for the supply of natural gas and
associated firm pipeline transportation to augment PEF's
gas supply needs for the period from May 1, 2007, to
April 30, 2027. The total cost to PEF associated with
the agreements is approximately $4.0 billion. The
transactions are subjectto several conditions precedent,
some of which have been satisfied, which include
obtaining the FPSC's approval of the agreements, the
completion and commencement of operation of the
necessary related expansions to SNG's and FGT's
respective natural gas pipeline systems, and other
standard closing conditions. Due to the conditions in the
agreements, the estimated costs associated with these
agreements are not included in the contractual cash
obligations table presented above.

In January 2006, PEF entered into a conditional contract
with Gulfstream Gas System, LLC. (Gulfstream) for firm
pipeline transportation capacity to augment PEF's gas
supply needs for the period from September 1, 2008,
through. December 31, 2031. The total cost to PEF
associated with! this. agreement is approximately
$1.0 billion. The transaction is subject to several
conditions precedent, including the completion and
commencement of operation of the necessary related
expansions to Gulfstream's natural gas pipeline system,
and other standard closing conditions. Due to the timing
of this agreement, the estimated costs associated with
this agreement are not included in the contractual cash
obligations table presented above.

CONSTRUCTION OBLIGATIONS

We have purchase obligations related to various capital
construction projects. Our total payments under these
contracts were $91 million, $108 million and $158 million
for 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively. Total purchases
under various combustion turbine construction
obligations were $5 million and $21 million for 2004 and
2003, respectively. We have purchase obligations related
to various plant capital projects at the Hines Energy
Complex. Total payments under these contracts were
$91 million, $102 million and $137 million for 2005, 2004 and
2003, respectively. Our future obligations under these
contracts are $74 million for 2006 and $28 million for 2007.

OTHER PURCHASE OBLIGATIONS

We have entered into various other contractual
obligations primarily related to service contracts for
operational services entered into by PESC, parts and
services contracts, and a PEF service agreement related
to the Hines Energy Complex. Our payments under these
agreements were $97 million, $58 million and $31 million
for 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.

On December 31, 2002, PEC and PVI entered into a
contractual commitment to purchase at least $11 million
and $4 million, respectively, of capital parts by December
31, 2010. During 2005, 2004 and 2003, no capital parts have
been purchased under this contract.

PEC has various purchase obligations related to reactor
vessel head replacements, power uprates and spent fuel
storage. Total purchases under these contracts were
$13 million for 2005, $17 million for 2004 and $3 million for
2003. Future purchase obligations are $7 million for 2006.

PEF has long-term service agreements for the Hines
Energy Complex. Total payments under these contracts
were $8 million, $11 million and $3 million for 2005, 2004
and 2003, respectively. Future obligations under these
contracts are $14 million, $11 million, $16 million,
$14 million and $19 million for 2006 through 2010,
respectively, with approximately $74 million payable
thereafter.

PEF has various purchase obligations and contractual
commitments related to the purchase and replacement of
machinery. Total payments under these contracts were
$34 million for 2005. Future obligations under these
contracts are $20 million and $25 million in 2006 and 2007,
respectively, and $6 million in 2008 and 2009.
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PVI has purchase obligations with two counterparties
for pipeline capacity through 2018 and 2028. Payments
under these arrangements were $15 million, $13 million
and $6 million for 2005,2004 and 2003, respectively. Future
obligations under these contracts are approximately
$16 million for 2006 through 2010 and approximately
$117 million payable thereafter.

B. Leases
We lease office buildings, computer equipment, vehicles,
railcars and other property and equipment with various
terms and expiration dates. Some rental payments for
transportation equipment include minimum rentals PlUs
contingent rentals based on mileage. These contingent
rentals are not significant. Our rent expense under
operating leases totaled $48 million, $57 million and
$54 million for 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively. Our
purchased power expense under agreements classified
as operating leases were approximately $14 million" in
2005, $25 million in 2004 and $5 million in 2003.

Assets recorded under capital leases at December 31
consisted of:

(in millions} 2005 2004

Buildings, $30 $30

Equipment and other 27 2

Less: Accumulated amortization (12) (l l

Total - $45 .$21

In 2005, PEF entered into an agreement for a new capital
lease beginning in 2007 for a building that is currently
under construction. The lease calls for annual payments of
approximately $6 million from 2007 through 2026 for a total
of approximately $110 million. The lease term provides for
no payments during the last 20 years of the lease.

Excluding the Utilities, we are also a lessor of land,
buildings and other types of properties we own under
operating leases with various terms and expiration dates.
The leased buildings are depreciated under the same
terms as other buildings included in diversified business
property. Minimum rentals receivable under
noncancelable leases for 2006 through 2010 are
approximately $40 million, $24 million, $17 million,
$13 million and $4 million, respectively, with $24 million
receivable thereafter. Rents received under these
operating leases totaled $66 million, S60 million and
$45 million for 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.

The Utilities are lessors of electric poles, streetlights and
other facilities. PEC's minimum rentals under
noncancelable leases are $10 million for 2006 and none
thereafter. Rents received are contingent upon usage
and totaled $31 million, $32 million and $31 million for
2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.

PEF's rents received are based on a fixed minimum rental
where price varies by type of equipment and totaled
$63 million for 2005 and 2004 and $56 million for 2003.
Minimum rentals receivable (excluding streetlights)
under noncancelable leases for 2006 is $5 million and
none thereafter. Streetlight rentals were $42 million,
$40 million -and $38 million for 2005, 2004 and 2003,
respectively. Future. - streetlight rentals would
approximate 2005 revenues.

C. Guarantees
As a part of normal business, we enter into various
agreements providing future financial or performance
assurances to third parties-, 'which 6'r o'6itside the scope of
FASB Interpretation No. 45, "Guiarantor's Accounting and
Disclosure Requirements jor Guarantees, Including
indirect Guarantees 'of Iride~bedness of Others" (FIN No.

.. .h .yt .. s.u..p.-portA .. Z ... . .
45). These agreements are entered into primarilyto support
or 'enhance' the creditwoirthiness othherwise 'attributed 'to
Progress Energy or our subsidiaries on a stand-alone 6a'sis,
thereby facilitating the extension of 'sufficient credit to
accomplish the subsidiaries' intended commercial
purposes (See Note .19). Our, guarantees include
performance obligations under power supply agreements,
tolling agreements, transmission agreements, gas
agreements, fuel procurement agreements and trading

At December'31, 2005, minimum annual payments,
excluding executory costs such as property taxes,
insurance and maintenance, under long-term
noncaancelable operating and capital leases were:

(in millions) ": - Capital 'Operating

2006 ' i$4 '$76

2007. 4 88

i008 4 88

2009 :4 85

2010 . 4 71
Thereafter 21 298

41 ;$706
Less amount representing imputed interest (12.

Presentvalue of netminimum lease payments -

under capital leases . * $29

In 2003, we entered into a'new operating lease for a
building, for'which minimum annual rental payments are
included in the table above. The lease terms provide for no
rental payments during the last 15 years of the lease,
during which period $53 million of rental expense will be
recorded in the Consolidated Statements of Income.
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operations. Our guarantees also include standby letters
of credit, surety bonds and guarantees in support of
nuclear decommissioning. At December 31, 2005, we do
not believe conditions are likely for significant
performance under these guarantees. To the extent
liabilities are incurred as a result of the activities covered
by the guarantees, such liabilities are included in the
accompanying Consolidated Balance Sheets.

At December 31, 2005, we have issued guarantees and
indemnifications of certain legal, tax and environmental
matters to third parties in connection with sales of
businesses and for timely payment of obligations in
support of our nonwholly owned synthetic fuel
operations. Related to the sales of businesses, the notice
period extends until 2012 for the majority of matters
provided for in the indemnification provisions. For matters
for which we receive timely notice, our indemnity
obligations may extend beyond the notice period. Certain
environmental indemnifications have no limitations as to
time or maximum potential future payments. Other
guarantees and indemnifications have an estimated
maximum exposure of approximately $152 million.
Additionally, in 2005 PEC entered into a contract with the
joint owner of certain facilities at the Mayo and Roxboro
plants to limit their aggregate costs associated with
capital expenditures to comply with the Clean
Smokestacks Act and recognized a $16 million liability
related to this indemnification (See Note 22B). At
December 31, 2005, we have recorded liabilities related
to guarantees and indemnifications to third parties of
approximately $41 million. As current estimates change,
it is possible that additional losses related to guarantees
and indemnifications to third parties, which could be
material, may be recorded in the future.

In addition, the Parent has issued $300 million of
guarantees of certain payments of two wholly owned
indirect subsidiaries (See Note 24).

D. Other Commitments and Contingencies
1. SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL MATTERS

Pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the
predecessors to the Utilities entered into contracts with
the' DOE under which the DOE agreed to begin taking
spent nuclear fuel by no later than January 31, 1998. All
similarly situated utilities were required to sign the same
standard contract.

The DOE failed to begin taking spent nuclear fuel by
January 31, 1998. In January 2004, the Utilities filed a
complaint in the United States Court of Federal Claims
against the DOE, claiming that the DOE breached the
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Standard Contract for Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel by
failing to accept spent nuclear fuel from our various
facilities on or before January 31, 1998. Our damages due
to the DOE's breach will be significant, but have yet to be
determined. Approximately 60 cases involving the
government's actions in connection with spent nuclear
fuel are currently pending in the Court of Federal Claims.

The DOE and the Utilities have agreed to a stay of the
lawsuit, including discovery. The parties agreed to, and
the trial court entered, a stay of proceedings, in order to
allow for possible efficiencies due to the resolution of
legal and factual issues in previously filed cases in which
similar claims are being pursued by other plaintiffs.
These issues may include, among others, so-called "rate
issues," or the minimum mandatory schedule for the
acceptance of spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste by
which the government was contractually obligated to
accept contract holders' spent nuclear fuel and/or high-
level waste, and issues regarding recovery of damages
under a partial breach of contract theory that will be
alleged to occur in the future. These issues have been or
are expected to be presented in the trials or appeals that
are currently scheduled to occur during 2006. Resolution
of these issues in other cases could facilitate
agreements by the parties in the Utilities' lawsuit, or at a
minimum, inform the court of decisions reached by other
courts if they remain contested and require resolution in
this case. In July 2005, the parties jointly requested a
continuance of the stay through December 15, 2005,
which the trial court granted. Subsequently, the trial
court continued the stay until March 17, 2006.

In July 2002, Congress passed an override resolution to
Nevada's veto of the DOE's proposal to locate a
permanent underground nuclear waste storage facility at
Yucca Mountain, Nev. In January 2003, the state of
Nevada; Clark County, Nev.; and Las Vegas petitioned the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit
for review of the Congressional override resolution.
These same parties also challenged the EPA's radiation
standards for Yucca Mountain. On July 9, 2004, the Court
rejected the challenge to the constitutionality of the
resolution approving Yucca Mountain, but ruled that the
EPA was wrong to set a 10,000-year compliance period in
the radiation protection standard. In August 2005, the EPA
issued new proposed standards. The proposed
standards include a-1,000,000-year compliance period in
the radiation protection standard. Comments were due
November 21, 2005, and are being reviewed by the EPA.
The EPA has not scheduled a date for issuance of revised
proposed standards. The DOE originally planned to
submit a license application to the NRC to construct the
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Yucca Mountain facility by the end of 2004. However, in
November 2004, the DOE announced it would not submit
the license application until mid-2005 or later. The DOE
did not submit the license application in 2005 and has not
provided a new target date for submission of the license
application. Congress approved $450 million for -fiscal
year 2006 for the Yucca Mountain project, approximately
$201 million less than requested bythe DOE. The DOE has
acknowledged that a working repository will not be
operational until sometime after2010, butthe DOE has not
identified a new target date. The Utilities cannot predict
the outcome of this matter.

On February 27, 2004, PEC requested to have its license
for the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation at
Robinson extended by 20 years with an exemption
request for an additional 20-year extension. Its current
license expires in August2006 and on March 30, 2005, the
NRC issued a 40-year license renewal.

With certain modifications and additional approval by the
NRC, including the installation of: onsite dry storage
facilities at Robinson and Brunswick, PEC's spent nuclear
fuel storage facilities will be sufficient to provide storage
space for spent fuel generated on PEC's system through
the expiration of the operating licenses for all of PEC's
nuclear generating units.

With certain modifications and additional approval bythe
NRC, including the installation of onsite dry storage
facilities at PEF's nuclear unit, CR3, PEF's spent nuclear
fuel storage facilities will be sufficient to provide storage
space for spent fuel generated on-PEF's system through
the expiration of the operating license for CR3.

2. SYNTHETIC FUEL MATTERS .

Through our subsidiaries, we are a majority owner in five
entities and a minority ownir In one entitythat own
facilities that produce 6oal-based 'solid 'synthetic-fuel' s
defined under Section 29 of the Code'Section29).'Th6
production and sale of thesynthetic'fuel from'the
facilities qualify for tax credits under Se tio -29/45K if
certain requirements are satisfied, including a requirement
that the syntheitic fuel differs significantly in ichremical
composition from the coal used to produce such syrityetic
fuel'nd thatthe fuel was produ'ce'd from a facilitythatwas
placed in service before Juily 1,1998. Qualifying's~ythetic
fuel 'facilities entitle their owners to federal income tax
credits based on the barrel of oil equivalent of the synthetic
fuel produced and sold by these plants.

On August 8, 2005,-the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPACT)
was signed into law. This new federal law contains key

provisions affecting the electric power industry, including
the redesignation of the Section 29 tax credit as a general
business credit under Se'ction 45K of th6;Code (Section
45K). The previous amount of Section 29 tax credits that
we'were allowed to claim in any calendar year-through
December 31, 2005, was limited by'the'amount of our
regular federal income tax liability. Section 29 tax credit
amounts allowed but'not utilized are curreritly carried
forward indefinitely as deferred alternative minimum tax
credits. The redesignation of Section 29 tax'credits as a
Section 45K general business credit was effective on
January 1, 2006,'and removes the regular federal income
tax liability limit on synthetic fuel production and subjects
the credits to a 20-year carry forward period. This
provision would allow us to produce synthetic fuel to a
higher level than we' have historically produced should
we choose to do so.

Total Section 29 credits generated through December 31,
2005 (including those generated by Florida Progress prior
to our acquisition), are approximately $1.7 billion, -of
which $819 million has been used to offset regularfederal
income tax liability and-$922-millionis being carried
forward as deferred alternative minimum tax credits. The
current synthetic fuel tax credit program expires at the
end of 2007.

IRS Proceedings

In July 2004, we were notified that the IRS field auditors
anticipated taking "an 'adverse position ' regarding the
placed-in-service date of the Earthco fa'cilities. On
October 29, 2004,. we received the IRS field auditors'
preliminary report concluding that the'eEarthco facilities
had not been placed in service before' July 1, 1998, and
proposing that the tax credits generated by those
facilities be disallowed.

During October 2005, we and the IRS field auditors filed
briefs with the National Officb'forthe purpose of receiving
technical advice o 'whether ouri Earthco' facilities were
placed in service prior to July l,1998, in orderto determine
if our synthetic fuel tax credits are allowable under
Section 29 of th intIr'nal Revenue Code. During February
2006, the IRS field auditors verbally informed us that the
IRS National Office ' coclu'ded 'that our four 'Earthco
synthetic fuel facilities' met the placed-in-service
requirement. The IRS field ditors. a so iridicated that,
once thely'receive-written 'confir'Iation-of the National
Office's conclusion, 'the IRS field 'auditors will 'close their
auditwithout any disalow'ance'oftax credits. On February
28, 2006, we received our copy of the National Office
Technical Advice Memorandum that concludes that the
Earthco facilities met the placed-in-service req~uirement.
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Permanent Subcommittee

In October 2003, the United States Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations began a general
investigation concerning synthetic fuel tax credits
claimed under Section 29. The investigation is examining
the utilization of the credits, the nature of the
technologies and fuels created, the use of the synthetic
fuel and other aspects of Section 29 and is not specific to
our synthetic fuel operations. Progress Energy provided
information in connection with this' investigation. We
cannot predict the outcome of this matter.

Impact of Crude Oil Prices

Although the Section .29/45K tax credit program is
expected to continue through 2007, recent market
conditions, world events and catastrophic weather
events have increased the volatility and level of oil prices
that could limit the amount of those credits or eliminate
them entirely for the years following 2005. This possibility
is due to a provision of Section 29 that provides that if the
average wellhead price per barrel for unregulated
domestic crude oil for the year (the Annual Average
Price) exceeds a certain threshold price (the Threshold
Price), the, amount of Section 29/45K tax credits is
reduced for that year. Also, if the Annual Average Price
increases high enough (the Phase-out Price), the Section
29/45K tax credits are eliminated for that year. The
Threshold Price and the Phase-out Price are adjusted
annually for inflation. Synthetic fuel is not economical to
produce absent the associated tax credits.

If the Annual Average Price falls between the Threshold
Price and the Phase-out Price for a year, the amount by
which Section 29/45K tax credits are reduced will depend
on where 'the Annual 'Average Price falls in that
continuum. For example, for 2004, the Threshold Price
was $51.35 per barrel and the Phase-out Price was $64.47
per barrel. If the Annual Average Price had been $57.91
per barrel, there would have been a 50 percent reduction
in'the amount of Section 29 tax credits for that year.

The secretary of the Treasury calculates the Annual
Average Price based on' the Domestic Crude Oil First
Purchases Prices published' by the Energy Information
Agency (EIA). Because the EIA publishes its information on
a three-month lag,the secretary of the Treasuryfinalizes the
calculaIons-three months'aifter the year in question ends.
Thus, the Annual Average Price for calendar year 2005 is
expected to be published in early April 2006.

We estimate that the 2005 Threshold Price will be
approximately $52 per barrel and the Phase-out Price will
be approximately $65 per barrel, based on an estimated
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2005 inflation adjustment. The monthly Domestic Crude Oil
First Purchases Price published by the EIA has recently
averaged approximately $5 lower than the corresponding
monthly New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX)
settlement price for light sweet crude oil. Through
December 31, 2005, the average NYMEX contract
settlement price for light sweet crude oil was $55 per
barrel. Assuming that the $5 average differential between
the Domestic Crude Oil First Purchases Price published by
the EIA and the NYMEX settlement price continued
through December 31, 2005, we do not currently believe
thatthe 2005 Annual Average Price will cause a phase-out
of the synthetic fuel tax credits in 2005.

We estimate that the 2006 Threshold Price will be
approximately $52 per barrel and the Phase-out Price will
be approximately $66 per barrel, based on estimated
inflation adjustments for 2005 and 2006. The monthly
Domestic Crude Oil First Purchases Price published by
the EIA has recently averaged approximately $5 lower
than the corresponding monthly NYMEX settlement price
for light sweet crude oil. As of January 31, 2006, the
average NYMEXfutures price for light sweet crude oilfor
calendar year 2006 was $69 per barrel. Based upon the
estimated 2006 Threshold Price and Phase-out Price, if oil
prices for 2006 remained atthe January 31, 2006, average
futures price level of $69 per barrel for the entire year in
2006, we currently estimate that the synthetic fuel tax
credit amount for 2006' would be reduced by
approximately-75 percent to 85 percent. Therefore, the
estimated value of 2006 tax credits of approximately
$27 per ton would be reduced to approximately $4 to
$7 per ton for any synthetic fuel produced in 2006.

In November 2005, the U.S. Senate passed Senate Bill
2020, The Tax Relief Act of 2005, which includes proposed
modifications to the Section 29/45K synthetic fuel tax
credit program. This legislation would provide synthetic
fuel producers with additional certainty around future
synthetic fuel production decisions. The proposed
modifications include amendments of the phase-out
calculation and the annual inflation adjustment for-the
value of the synthetic fuel tax, credits. Under Senate Biil
2020, the Annual Average Price, Threshold Price and the
Phase-out Price for 2006 and 2007 would be based on the
calculated amounts for the previous calendar year. In
addition, the annual inflation adjustment for the synthetic
fuel tax credits for 2005, 2006 and 2007 would be
eliminated. The U.S. House version of the Tax
Reconciliation bill does not include these same provisions.
The differences in the Senate and House versions of the
bill will be reconciled in conference. We cannot predict
with any certainty the likelihood of this legislation passing.
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As noted above, we do not currently believe thatthe 2005
Annual Average Price will cause a phase-out of the
synthetic fuel tax credits related to synthetic fuel
production in 2005.;Therefore, if the provisions of Senate
Bill 2020 regarding changes to the Section 29/45K
synthetic fuel tax credit program were enacted into law,
there would be no phase-out of these tax credits in
calendar year 2006. However, we cannot predict with any
certainty the price of oil for 2006 or 2007 and, therefore,
we cannot predict what impact, if any, this proposed
legislation would have on the value of tax credits in 2007.

Our future synthetic fuel production levels for 2006 and
2007 remain uncertain because we cannot predict with
any certainty the Annual Average Price of oil for 2006 or
2007 or the likelihood of legislation modifying the phase-
out calculation being enacted into' law. If oil prices for
2006 remained at the January 31, 2006, average futures
price level of $69 per barrel for the entire year in 2006, it
is unlikely that we would produce significant amounts of
synthetic fuel in 2006 and could potentially forfeit credits
associated with any 2006 synthetic fuel production. This
could have a material adverse impact on our results of
operations. We will continue to monitor the level of oil
prices and retain the abilityto adjust production based on
future oil price levels.

Due to the significant uncertainty surrounding our synthetic
fuel production in'2006 and 2007 based on the current level
of oil prices, we evaluated our synthetic fuel and other
related operating long-lived assets for impairment during
the third quarter and fourth quarter of 2005. We determined
that no impairment of these assets was required. However,
an increase in oil prices or a decrease in future synthetic
fuel production and cash flows could require additional
impairment evaluations in the future, which could result in
a future impairment of these assets, which have total
carrying values as of December 31, 2005, of approximately
$111 million. The majority of these' assets -will be "fully
depreciated by the end of 2007, the scheduled end of the
syithetic fuel tax credit.program. The~outcome of this
matter cannot be determined.

Sale of Partnership Interest

In June 2004, through our subsidiary Progress Fuels, we
sold in two transactionsi'a combined 49.8 percent
partnership interest in' Colona, one of our synthetic fuel
facilities.'Substantially all proceeds from the sales will be
received over time, which is typical of such sales 'in the
industry. Gains from the sales will be recognized on a
cost recovery basis as the facility produces and sells
synthetic fuel and 'when there is persuasive evidence
that the sales proceeds have become fixed or

determinable and collectability is reasonably assured.
Gain recognition is dependent on the synthetic fuel
production qualifying for Section 29 tax credits and the
value of such tax credits as discussed above. Until the
gain recognition criteria are met, gains from selling
interests in Colona will be deferred. It is possible that
gains will be deferred in the first, second and/or third
quarters of each year until there is persuasive evidence
that no tax credit phase-out will occur for the applicable
calendar year. This could result in shifting earnings from
earlier quarters to later quarters in a calendar year. In the
event that the synthetic fuel tax credits from the Colona
facility are reduced, including an increase in the price of
oil that could limit or eliminate synthetic fuel tax credits,
the amount of proceeds realized from the sale could be
significantly impacted. We recognized a pre-tax gain on
monetization of $30 million during 2005' based on the
remote possibility of any phase-out of the synthetic fuel
tax' credits in 2005. A portion of this gain had been
deferred through the third quarter of 2005.

Contingent Royalty Payments

We have certain future commitments related to four
synthetic fuel facilities purcha'sed that provide for
contingent payments (royalties). The related agreements
and their amendments'require the 'payment of mrinimum
annual royalties of approximately$7 million for each plant
through 2007. We recorded a liability (included irni other
liabilities *and deferred credits'on the Consolidated
Balance Sheets) and a deferred asset (included in other
assets and deferred debits in th'e Consolidated Balance
Sheets), each of approximately$50 million and $73 million
at December 31,- 2005" and_ 2004,r'respe'ctively,
representing the minimum amounts due through 2007,
discounted at 6.05%. At Decenmbeir 31, 2005 and 2004, the
portions of the asset and liability recorded that were
classified as current were approxikimateiy $26 million. The
deferred assetwill be amortized to expense eachyear as
synthetic fuel sales are'mad eeThe maximum amounts
payable' under these agreemenits remiain' unchanged.
Future expected annual minimurm:royalty payments are
approximately $26 million for 2006 and 2007. We have
exercised our right under' the -related agreements to
escrowi those' payments f certain conditions in the
agreements were met, as more fully described below.

On May'15, 2005, the-'original owiers 'of the Earthco
synthetic fuel facilities filed suit in New York state court
alleging breach of contract against the'Progress Fubls
subsidiaries that purchased the Earthco facilities
(Progress Fuels Subsidiaries). The plaintiffs also named
us as a defendarnt. The' plaintiffs allege that periodic
payments due to thiem under the sales arrangement with
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the Progress Fuels Subsidiaries are being improperly
withheld and escrowed. The Progress Fuels Subsidiaries
believe that the parties' agreements allow for the
payments to be escrowed in the event of an audit,
investigation or other proceeding under which the IRS
can disallow the tax credits associated with the Earthco
facilities. They also believe that the agreements allow for
the use of such escrowed amounts to satisfy any potential
disallowance of tax credits that arises out of such an
event Currently, the escrowed amount in question is
$97 million, which reflects periodic payments that would
have been paid to the plaintiffs beginning April 30, 2003,
through January 31, 2006. This amount will increase as
future periodic payments are made to the escrow, which
would otherwise have been payable to the plaintiffs.
Plaintiffs filed a partial summary judgment motion in
December 2005 seeking payment of the escrowed money.
The Progress Fuels Subsidiaries oppose the motion and
will file opposition papers, which are not yet due. The
parties are now engaged in discovery.

In addition, a number of our subsidiaries and affiliates are
parties to two lawsuits arising out of an Asset Purchase
Agreement dated as of October 19, 1999, by and among
U.S. Global LLC (Global), Earthco, certain affiliates of
Earthco (collectivelythe Earthco Sellers), EFC Synfuel LLC
(which is owned indirectly by Progress Energy, Inc.) and
certain of its affiliates, including Solid Energy LLC, Solid
Fuel LLC, Ceredo Synfuel LLC, Gulf Coast Synfuel LLC
(currently named Sandy River Synfuel LLC) (collectively
the Progress Affiliates), as amended by an amendment to
Purchase Agreemient as of August 23, 2000 (the Asset
Purchase Agreement). Global has asserted that pursuant
to the Asset Purchase Agreement it is entitled to an
interest in two synthetic fuel facilities currently owned by
the Progress Affiliates, and an option to purchase
additional interests in the two synthetic fuel facilities.

The first suit, U.S. Global LLC v. Progress Energy, Inc. et al.,
was filed in the Circuit Court for Broward County, Fla., in
March 2003 (the.Fldrida Global Case). The Florida Global
Case asserts claims for breach of the Asset Purchase
Agreement and other contract and tort claims related to
the Progress Affiliates' alleged interference with Global's
rights urider'the Asset Purchase Agreement. The Florida
Global Case requests an unspecified amount of
compensatory damages, as well as declaratory relief.
Following- briefing and argument on a number of
dispdsitive motions on successive versions of Global's
complaint, on August 16, 2004, the Progress Affiliates
answered the Fourth Amended Complaint by generally
denying' all of Global's substantive 'allegations and
asserting numerous affirmative defenses. The parties are
currently engaged in discovery in the Florida Global Case.
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The second suit, Progress Synfuel Holdings, Inc. et al. v.
U.S. Global, LLC,was filed bythe Progress Affiliates in the
Superior Court for Wake County, N.C., seeking
declaratory relief consistent with our interpretation of the
Asset Purchase Agreement (the North Carolina Global
Case). Global was served with the North Carolina Global
Case on April 17, 2003.

On May 15, 2003, Global moved to dismiss the North
Carolina Global Case for lack of personal jurisdiction over
Global. In the alternative, Global requested that the court
decline to exercise its discretion to hear the Progress
Affiliates' declaratory judgment action. On August7,2003,
the Wake County Superior Court denied Global's motion
to dismiss and entered an order staying the North
Carolina Global Case, pending the outcome of the Florida
Global Case. The Progress Affiliates appealed the
Superior Court's order staying the case. By. order dated
September 7, 2004, the North Carolina Court of Appeals
dismissed the Progress Affiliates' appeal.

The Progress Affiliates believe that the parties'
agreements allow for the payments due to Global to be
escrowed in the event of an audit, investigation or other
proceeding under which the IRS can disallow the tax
credits and also allow for the use of such escrowed
amounts to satisfy any potential disallowance of tax
credits that arises out of such an event Currently, the
escrowed amount in question is $37 million, which
reflects periodic payments that would have been paid to
the plaintiffs beginning April 30, 2003, through January 31,
2006. This amount will increase as future periodic
payments are made to the escrow that would otherwise
have been payable to the plaintiffs.

We cannot predictthe outcome of these matters, butwill
vigorously defend against the allegations.

3. FRANCHISE MATTERS

PEF has largely resolved its outstanding franchise
matters. In August 2005, the cities of Edgewood, Fla.
(1,400 customers), and Maitland, Fla. (7,000 customers),
approved new 30-year electric utility franchise
agreements with PER In November 2005, the 2,500
customer town of Belleair, Fla., voted to reject a
referendum to municipalize, but has notyet signed a new
utility franchise agreementwith PEF.As previously noted,
in accordance with the terms of an arbitration panel's
award issued in May 2003 and after satisfying regulatory
and operational requirements, Winter Park acquired from
PEF the electric distribution system that serves Winter
Park' (14,000 customers) and PEF transferred the
distribution system to Winter Park on June 1, 2005. In
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addition, Winter Park executed a wholesale pow(
supply contract with PEF with a five-year term and
renewal option (See Note 7C).

4. OTHER LITIGATION MATTERS

We and our subsidiaries are involved in various litigatic
matters in the ordinary course of business, some (
which involve substantial amounts. Where appropriate
we have made accruals and disclosures in accordanc
with SFAS No. 5 to provide for such matters. In th
opinion of management, the final disposition of pendin
litigation would not have a material adverse effect on oL
consolidated results of operations or financial position.

24. CONDENSED CONSOLIDATING
--. ~I mhATafl~TO

er Preferred Securities and Preferred Securities Guarantee
a are listed on the New York Stock Exchange.

The Subordinated Notes may be redeemed at the option
of Funding Corp. at par value plus accrued interest

n through the redemption date. The proc'eeds of any
f redemption of the Subordinated Notes will be used bythe

Trust to redeem proportional amounti-of the Preferred
e Securities and common securities in a-ccordance with
e their terms. Upon liquidation or dissolution of Funding
g Corp., holders of the Preferred Securities would be
ir entitled to the liquidation preference of $25 per share plus

all accrued and unpaid dividends thereon to the date of
payment. The yearly interest expense is $21 million and is
reflected in the Consolidated Statements of Income.

bIMI UVIE: I We have guaranteed the payment of all distributions

Presented below are the condensed consolidating related to the Trust's Preferred Securities. As of
Statements of Income, Balance Sheets and Cash Flows December 31, 2005, the Trust had outstanding 12 million
as required by Rule 3-10 of Regulation S-X. In September shares of the Preferred Securities with a liquidation value
2005, we issued our guarantee of certain payments of of $300 million. Our guarantees are joint and several, full
two wholly owned indirect subsidiaries, FPC Capital I (the and unconditional and are in addition to the joint and
Trust) and Florida Progress Funding Corporation (Funding several, full and unconditional guarantees previously
Corp.). Our guarantees are in addition to the previously issued to the Trust and Funding Corp. by. Florida Progr'ess.
issued guarantees of our wholly owned subsidiary, Our subsidiaries have provisions restricting the payment
Florida Progress. of dividends to the Parent in certain limited

circumstances and as disclosed in Note 12B, there were
The Trust, a finance subsidiary, was established in 1999 no restrictions on PEC's or PEEs retained earnin. '
for the sole purpose of issuing $300 million of 7.10%
Cumulative Quarterly Income Preferred Securities due The Trust is a special-purpose entity and in accordance
2039, Series -A (Preferred Securities) and using the with the provisions of FIN No. 46R,'we deconsolidated the
proceeds thereof to purchase from Funding Corp. Trust on December 31,2003. The deconsolidation was not
$300 million of 7.10% Junior Subordinated Deferrable material to our> financial -statements and resulted in
Interest Notes due 2039 (Subordinated Note's). Thfe Trust recording an'additio'nal jequity in'vestreint -in the Trust of
has no other operations and -its'sole assets are-the "approximately$9million;anincreaseinoutstandingdebt
Subordinated Notes and Notes Guarantee (as discussed of approximately $8 million and a gain of approximately
below). Funding Corp. is a wholly owned subsidiary of $1 million relating to the cumulative effect of a change in
Florida Progress and was formed for the sole purpose of accounting principle. Separate financial statements and
providing financing to Florida Progress and its other disclosures concerning the Trust have not been
subsidiaries. Funding Corp. does not engage in business presented because we believe that such information is
activities other than such financing and has no not material to investors.

I

i

6

i

i

independent operations. Since 1999, Florida Progress has
fully and unconditionally guaranteed the obligations of
Funding Corp. under the Subordinated Notes (the Notes
Guarantee). In addition, Florida Progress guaranteed the
payment of all distributions related to the $300 million
Preferred Securities required to be made by the Trust, but
only to the extent that the Trust has funds available for
such distributions (the Preferred Securities Guarantee).
The Preferred Securities Guarantee, considered together
with the Notes Guarantee, constitutes a full and
unconditional guarantee by Florida Progress of the
Trust's obligations under the Preferred Securities. The

In the following tables, the Parent column includes
the financial results of the parent holding company
only. The Subsidiary Guarantor column includes the
financial results of Florida Progress. The Other column
includes the consolidated financial results of all other
nonguarantor subsidiaries and elimination entries for all
intercompany transactions. All applicable corporate
expenses have been allocated appropriately among the
guarantor and nonguarantor subsidiaries.
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CONDENSED CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF INCOME

Year ended December 31, 2005
Subsidiary Progress

(in millions) Parent Guarantor Other Energy, Inc.
Operating revenues

Electric $3,955 $3,990 $7,945
Diversified business - 1,496 667 2,163

Total operating revenues - 5,451 4,657 10,108

Operating expenses
Utility

Fuel used in electric generation - 1,323 1,036 2,359

Purchased power - 694 354 1,048

Operation and maintenance 12 852 906 1,770
Depreciation and amortization - 334 588 922

Taxes other than on income 4 279 177 460

Other - (26) (III (37)

Diversified business

Cost of sales - 1,338 737 2,075

Depreciation and amortization - 79 73 152

Other - 41 33 74

Total operating expenses 16 4,914 3,893 8,823
Equity in earnings of consolidated subsidiaries 884 - (884) -

Other income (expense), net 66 (4) (51) 11
Interest charges, net 300 178 162 640

Income (loss) from continuing operations before income tax and minority interest 634 355 (333) 656

Income tax (benefit) expense (63) (40) 58 145)
Minority interest in subsidiaries' loss, net of tax - (26) - (26)

Income (loss) from continuing operations 697 421 (391) 727
Discontinued operations, net of tax - (47) 16 (31)
Cumulative effect of changes in accounting principles, net of tax - - 1 1

Net income (loss) $697 $374 $1374) $697

I

tI
II
i
i

II

I
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CONDENSED CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF INCOME

Year ended December 31, 2004
Subsidiary Progress

(in millions) Parent Guarantor Other Energy, Inc.

Operating revenues
Electric $- $3,525 $3,628 $7,153

Diversified business - 1,125 247 1,372

Total operating revenues - 4,650 - 3,875 8,525

Operating expenses
Utility

Fuel used in electric generation - 1,175 836 2,011

Purchased power - 567 301 868

Operation and maintenance 10 630 835 1,475

Depreciation and amortization - 281 597 878

Taxes other than on income (2) 254 173 425

Other - (2) (11) (13)

Diversified business

Cost of sales - 981 198 1,179

- Depreciation and amortization - 78 79 157

Other - 17 84 101

Total operating expenses 8 3,981 3,092 7,081

Equity in earnings of consolidated subsidiaries 940 - 1940) -

Other income (expense), net 65 (4) (59) 2

Interest charges, net 295 162 171 628

Income (loss) from continuing operations before income tax and minority interest 702 503 (387) 818

Income tax (benefit) expense (57) 61. 102 106

Minority interest in subsidiaries' loss, net of tax _ (17) - (17)

Income (loss) from continuing operations 759 459 (489) 729

Discontinued operations, net of tax - 15 15: . . .30

Net income (loss) $759 $474 S(474) $759
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CONDENSED CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF INCOME
Year ended December 31, 2003

Subsidiary Progress
(in millions) Parent Guarantor Other Energy, Inc.
Operating revenues

Electric $- $3,152 $3,589 $6,741

Diversified business - 830 228 1,058

Total operating revenues - 3,982 3,817 7,799

Operating expenses

Utility

Fuel used in electric generation - 870 825 1,695

Purchased power - 566 296 862

Operation and maintenance 19 640 762 1,421

Depreciation and amortization - 307 576 883

Taxes otherthan on income 2 241 162 405

Other - - (8) (8)

Diversified business

Cost of sales - 736 193 929

Depreciation and amortization - 62 64 126

Other - 80 62 142

I

i
t

Total operating expenses

Equity in earnings of consolidated subsidiaries

Other income (expense), net

Interest charges, net

Income (loss) from continuing operations before income tax and minority interest

Income tax (benefit) expense

Minority interest in subsidiaries' income, net of tax

Income (loss) from continuing operations

Discontinued operations, net of tax

Cumulative effect of changes in accounting principles, net of tax

Net income (loss)

21

1,039

47

319

746

(36)

782

$782

3,502 2,932 6,455

- (1,039) -

(8) (76) (37)

142 146 607

330 (3761 700

(112) 35 (113)

2 - 2

440 (411) 811

7 (12) (5)

- (24) (24)

$447 $(447) $782
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CONDENSED CONSOLIDATING BALANCE SHEET

December 31, 2005
Subsidiary Progress

(in millions) Parent Guarantor Other Energy, Inc.

Utility plant, net 5- ,5,821 $8,621 $14,442

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 239 241 126 606

Short-term investments - - 191 191

Receivables from affiliated companies 713 - (713)

Deferred fuel cost - 341 261 602

Assets of discontinued operations - 107 2 109

Other current assets 22 1,069 1,139 2,230

Total current assets 974 1,758 1,006 3,738

Deferred debits and other assets

Investment in consolidated subsidiaries 11,594 - (11,594)

Goodwill - 2 3,717 3,719

Other assets and deferred debits 13 2,174 2,937 5,124

Total deferred debits and other assets 11,607 2,176 (4,940) 8,843

Total assets $12,581 $9,755 $4,687 $27,023

Capitalization

Common stock equity $8,038 $3,039 $(3,039) $8,038

Preferred stock of subsidiaries - not subject to mandatory redemption - 34 59 93

Minority interest - 38 5 43

Long-term debt, affiliate - 440 (170) 270

Long-term debt, net 3,873 2,636 3,667 10,176

Total capitalization .11,911 6,187 522 18,620

Current liabilities
Current portion of long-term debt 404 109 - 513

Notes payable to affiliated companies - 315 (315)

Short-term obligations - 102 73 175

Liabilities of discontinued operations - 40 40

Other current liabilites 245 855 1,017 2,117

Total current liabilities 649 1,421 '775 2,845

Deferred credits and other liabilities

Noncurrent income tax liabilities - 60 218 278

Regulatory liabilities - 1,189 1,338 2,527

Accrued pension and other benefits 12 307 551 870

Other liabilities and deferred credits 9 591 -1,283 -1,883

Total deferred credits and other liabilities 21 - 2,147 '3,390 5,558

Total capitalization and liabilities $12,581 $9,755 '$4,687 - $27,023
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CONDENSED CONSOLIDATING BALANCE SHEET

December 31, 2004
Subsidiary Progress

(in millions) Parent Guarantor Other Energy, Inc.
Utility plant net $- $5,882 $8,481 $14,363
Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 5 24 27 56
Short-term investments - - 62 82

Receivables from affiliated companies 1,415 5 (1,420) -

Deferred fuel cost - 89 140 229
Assets of discontinued operations - 696 (11) 685

Other current assets 23 920 1,037 1,980
Total current assets 1,443 1,734 (145) 3,032

Deferred debits and other assets

Investment in consolidated subsidiaries 11,061 - (11,061) -

Goodwill - 2 3,717 3,719

Other assets and deferred debits 16 2,068 2,846 4,930
Total deferred debits and other assets 11,077 2,070 (4,498) 8,649
Total assets $12,520 $9,686 $3,838 $26,044

Capitalization
Common stock equity $7,633 $2,681 $(2,681) $7,633
Preferred stock of subsidiaries - not subjectto mandatory redemption - 34 59 93

Minority interest - 32 4 36

Long-term debt affiliate - 809 (539) 270

Long-term debt net 4,449 2,052 2,750 9,251
Total capitalization 12,082 5,608 (407) 17,283

Current liabilities
Current portion of long-term debt - 49 300 349

Notes payable to affiliated companies - 431 (431) -

Short-term obligations 170 293 221 684
Uabilities of discontinued operations - 186 - 186

Other current liabilities - 245 931 688 1,864

Total current liabilities 415 1,890 778 3,083

Deferred credits and other liabilities
Noncurrent income tax liabilities - 64 584 648

Regulatory liabilities - 1,362 1,292 2,654

. Accrued pension and other benefits 10 248 375 633
Other liabilities and deferred credits 13 514 1,216 1,743

Total deferred credits and other liabilities 23 2,188, 3,467 5,678
Total capitalization and liabilities $12,520 $9,686 $3,838 $26,044
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CONDENSED CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Year ended December 31, 2005

Subsidiary Progress
(in millions) Parent Guarantor Other Energy, Inc.

Net cash provided by operating activities $257 $515 $702 $1,474

Investing activities

Gross utility property additions - (496) (584) (1,080)

Diversified business property additions - (190) (16) (206)

Nuclear fuel additions - (47) 179) (126)

Proceeds from sales of discontinued operations and other assets, net of cash divested - 462 13 475

Purchases of available-for-sale securities and other investments (1,702) (405) (1,878) (3,985)

Proceeds from sales of available-for-sale securities and other investments 1,702 405 1,738 3,845

Changes in advances to affiliates 702 5 (707)

Contributions to consolidated subsidiaries (13) - 13

Acquisition of intangibles - - 13) (3)

Other investing activities 1 (26) (12) (37)

Net cash provided fused) by investing activities 690 (292) (1,515) (1,117)

Financing activities

Issuance of common stock 208 - - 208

Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt, net - 744 898 1,642

Net decrease in short-term indebtedness (170) (191) (148) (509)

Retirement of long-term debt (160) (473) 69 (564)

Dividends paid on common stock (582) - - (582)

Dividends paid to parent - (2) 2

Changes in advances from affiliates - (101) 101

Contributions from parent - 11 111)

Other financing activities (9) 40 1 32

Net cash (used) provided by financing activities (713) 28 912 227

Cash used by discontinued operations
Operating activites - (13) - (13)

Investing activities - (21) -(21)

Financing activites

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 234 - 217 99 550

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year : 5 24 27 56

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year $239 $241 $126 $606
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CONDENSED CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

Year ended December 31, 2004
Subsidiary Progress

(in millions). Parent Guarantor Other Energy, Inc.
Net cash provided by operating activities $653 $571 $341. $1,565
Investing activities

Gross utility property additions - (482) (516) (998)
Diversified business property additions - (150) (19) (169)

Nuclear fuel additions - - (101) (101)

Proceeds from sales of discontinued operations and other assets, net of cash divested - 343 30 373

Purchases of available-for-sale securities and other investments - (569) (2,565) (3,134)
Proceeds from sales of available-for-sale securities and other investments - 569 2,679 3,248

Changes in advances to affiliates 27 (5) (22) -

Contributions to consolidated subsidiaries (15) - 15

Acquisition of intangibles - - (1) (1)

Other investing activities -. - (23) (6) (29)

Net cash provided (used) by investing activities 12 (317) (506)1 (811)

Financing activities
Issuance of common stock 73 - - 73

Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt, net 365 56 - 421

Netincreaseinshort-termindebtedness 170 293 217 680

Retirement of long-term debt (705) (68) (580) (1,353)
Dividends paid on common stock (558) - - (558)

Dividends paid to parent - (340) 340 -

Changes in advances from affiliates - (209) 209 .

Contributions from parent - 12 - (12) -

Other financing activities (5) 13 (2) 6

Net cash (used) provided by financing activities (660) (243) . 172 (731)

Cash provided (used) by discontinued operations
Operating activities - 44 - 44

Investing activities - (46) 1 (46)
Financing activities

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents . 5 9. 7 21
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year - 15 20- 35

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year. $5 $24 . $27 S56
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CONDENSED CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Year ended December 31, 2003

Subsidiary Progress
(in millions) Parent Guarantor Other Energy, Inc.
Net cash provided by operating activities $524 $517 : $547 $1,588

Investing activities
Gross utility property additions (526) (446) 1972)

Diversified business property additions - (302) (146) (448)

Nuclear fuel additions - (51) (66) (117)

Proceeds from sales of discontinued operations and other assets, net of cash divested 451 100 *28 579

Purchases of available-for-sale securities and other investments - (441) (3,351) (3,792)
Proceeds from sales of available-for-sale securities and other investments 441 3,088 3,529

Changes in advances to affiliates (327) (16) 343

Contributions to consolidated subsidiaries 1411) - 411

Acquisition of intangibles - - (200) (200)

Other investing activities (1) (15) 21 5

Net cash used in investing activities (288) (810) (318) (1,416)

Financing activities

Issuance of common stock 304 - - 304

Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt, net - 935 604 1,539

Net decrease in short-term indebtedness - (258) (438) (696)
Retirement of long-term debt - (534) (276) (810)

Dividends paid on common stock (541) - (541)

Dividends paid to parent (301) 301

Changes in advances from affiliates - 274 (274)

Contributions from parent - 168 (168)
Other financing activities - - 16 16

Net cash (used) provided by financing activities (237) 284 (235) (188)

Cash provided (used) by discontinued operations
Operating activities - 123 - 123

Investing activities - (126) - (126)

Financing activities - -

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents (1) (12) (6) (19)

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 1 27 26 54
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year i- $15 $20 $35
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

25. SUBSEQUENT EVENT
On January 25, 2006, we' signed a definitive agreement to
sell PT LLC to Level 3 Communications, Inc. (Level 3) for a
purchase price of approximately $137 million, with half of
the proceeds in cash and half in Level 3 common stock.
We expect to use net cash proceeds of $70 million from
the sale of our interest in PT LLC to reduce debt

The sale is expected to close by mid-2006, and is subjectto
various closing conditions customary to such transactions.
We expect to report PT LLC as a discontinued operation in
the first quarter of 2006. The carrying amounts for the
as'sets and liabilities of the discontinued operations
disposal group included in the Consolidated Balance
Sheets as of December 31 were as follows:

(in millions) . 2005 2004

Total current assets S12 $16

Total property, plant and equipment, net 79 75

Total other assets 23 39

Total current liabilities 8 1 5

Total long-term liabilities 35 34
Minority interest 24 21
Total capitalization 47 60

26. QUARTERLY FINANCIAL DATA (UNAUDITED)
Results of operations for an interim period may not give a
true indication of results for the year. In the opinion of
management, all adjustments necessary to fairly'present
amounts shown for interim periods have been made.
Summarized quarterly financial data was as follows:

II
I
I
I

i
I

I

I

(in millions exceptper share data) First(allbl Secondla)(bl Thirdlalib) Fourthla)ib)

2005

Operating revenues
Operating income

Income from continuing operations before cumulative effect of changes in accounting principles

Net income
Common stock data

Basic earnings per common share

Income fromi continuing operations before cumulative effect of changes in accounting principles

Net income'
Diluted earnings per common share

Income from continuing operations before cumulative effect of changes in accounting principles

Net income
Dividends declared per common share

Market price per share
High
Low

$2,168 $2,295 $3,067 $2,578
252 143 558 332

104 7 459 157

93 (1) 450 155

0.43 0.03 1.86 0.63

0.38 (0.01) 1.82 0.62

0.43 0.03 1.85 0.63

0.38 (0.01) 1.81 0.62

0.590 0.590 0.590 0.605

45.33 45.83 46.00 45.50
40.63 40.61 41.90 40.19

$1,987 $2,085 $2,445 $2,008

283 288 567 306

102 145 . 287 - 195

108 154 303 194

0.42 0.59 1.18 0.81

0.45 0.63 1.25 0.80

0.42 0.59 1.18 0.81

0.45 0.63 1.24 0.80

0.575 0.575 0.575 0.590

47.95 47.50 44.32 46.10

43.02 40.09 40.76 40.47

2004
Operating revenues
Operating income

Income from continuing operations before cumulative effect of changes in accounting principles

Net income
Common stock data

Basic earnings per common share

Income from continuing operations before cumulative effect of changes in accounting principles

Net income

Diluted earnings per common share

Income from continuing operations before cumulative effect of changes in accounting principles

Net income
Dividends declared per common share

Market price per share
High

Low

(a) Operating results have been restated for discontinued operations.
(b) Certain amounts have been reclassified to conform with current period presentation.
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1. N

SELECTED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL
AND OPERATING DATA (UNAUDITED)

Progress Energy Annual Report 2005

J

I

I
I

i.

In the opinion of management, all adjustments necessary
to fairly present amounts shown for interim periods have
been made. Results of operations for an interim period
may not give a true indication of results for the year. First
quarter 2005 includes $31 million recorded for estimated
severance expense for workforce restructuring and
implementation of an automated meter reading initiative
at PEF (See Note 17). Second quarter 2005 includes a
$141 million charge related to postretirement benefits for

employees participating in the voluntary enhanced
retirement program (See Note 17). The 2004 amounts
were restated for discontinued operations (See Notes 3A
and 3B). Fourth quarter 2004 includes a $31 million after-
tax gain on sale of natural gas assets (See Note 3E) and
$90 million of Section 29 tax credits being recorded (See
Note 23D). Third quarter 2004 includes reversal of
$79 million of Section 29 tax credits (See Note 23D).

SELECTED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL AND OPERATING DATA (UNAUDITED)
Years ended December 31
fin millions, except per share data) .2005 2004(a) 2003 (a) 2002 (a1 2001 (a)

Operating results
Operating revenues $10,108 $8,525 $7,799 $7,258 $7,209

Income from continuing operations 727 729 811 584 728

Net income 697 759 782 528 542

Per share data

Basic earnings
Income from continuing operations $2.95 $3.01 $3.42 $2.69 $3.56

Net income 2.82 3.13 3.30 2.43 2.65

Diluted earnings
Income from continuing operations 2.94 3.00 3.40 2.68 3.55

Net income 2.82 3.12 3.28 2.42 2.64

Assets $27,023 $26,044 $26,147 $24,378 $23,815

Capitalization

Common stock equity $8,038 $7,633 $7,444 $6,677 $6,004

Preferred stock of subsidiaries - not subject to mandatory redemption 93 93 93 93 93

Minority interest 43 36 30 18 12

Long-term debt net(b) 10,446 9,521 9,934 9,747 8,619

Current portion of long-term debt 513 349 868 275 688

Short-term obligations 175 684 4 695 942

Total capitalizaton and total debt $19,308 $18,316 $18,373 $17,505 $16,358

Other financial data

Return on average common stock equity (percent) 8.91 9.99 11.07 8.44 9.41

Ratio of earnings to fixed charges, 1.98 2.22 2.01 1.57 1.93

Number of common shareholders of record 64,899 67,638 70,159 72,792 75,673

Book value per common share - $32.35 $31.39 $30.94 $28.73 $28.20

Dividends declared per common share $2.38 $2.32 $2.26 $2.20 $2.14

Energy supply (millions of kilowatt-hours)

Generated
Steam 52,306 50,782' 51,501 49,734 48,732

Nuclear 30,120 30,445 30,576 30,126 27,301

Hydro 11,349 9,695 7,819 '8,522 6,644

Combustion turbines/combined cycle 749 802 955 - 491 245

Purchased - 14,566 13,466 13,848 14,305 14,469

TotalenergysupplylCompanyshare)' i '' 109,090 105,190 104,699 - 103,178 97,391

'joint-ownershare(C) : ::,. 5,388 5,395. 5,213 5,258 4,886

Total system energy supply 114,478 110,585 109,912 108,436 102,277

(a) Operating results and balance sheet data have been restated for discontinued operations.
(b) Includes long-term debt to affiliated trust of $270 million at December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003.
(c) Amounts represent co-owners' share of the energy supplied from the six generating facilities that are jointly owned.

I
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RECONCILIATION OF ONGOING EARNINGS PER SHARE .. I-

TO REPORTED GAAP EARNINGS PER SHARE (UNAUDITEDO.zji; -

We use ongoing earnings per share to evaluate our
operations and to establish'goals for management and
employees. We believe this presentation is appropriate
and enables investors to compare more accurately our
ongoing. financial performance- over the periods
presented. Ongoing earnings as presented here may not
be comparable to similarly titled measures used by other
companies. Reconciling adjustments from
earnings to ongoing earnings are as follows:

GAAP

December31 2005 2004 2003
Ongoing earnings per share $3.33 $2.96 $3.51
Contingent value obligation mark-to-market 0.03 0.04 (0.04)

Discontinued operations (0.13) 0.12 (0.02)

Postretirement and severance charges (0.41) - -

SRS litigation settlement - (0.12) -

Gain on sale of natural gas assets - 0.13 -

Cumulative effect of accounting changes - - (0.10)

Impairments and one-time charges - - (0.05)

Reported GAAP earnings per share $2.82 $3.13 $3.30

CONTINGENT VALUE OBLIGATION (CVO)
MARK-TO-MARKET

In connection with the acquisition of Florida Progress
Corporation, we issued 98.6 million CVOs. Each CVO
represents the right of the holder to receive contingent
payments based on after-tax cashiflows above certain
levels of four synthetic fuel facilities purchased by
subsidiaries of Florida Progress Corporation in October
1999. The CVOs are debt instruments and, under GAAP,
are valued at market value. Unrealized gains and losses
from changes in marketvalue are recognized in earnings.
Since changes in the market value of the CVOs do not
affect our underlying obligation, we do not consider the
adjustment a component of ongoing earnings.

COAL MINE DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

The coal mining operations are reported as discontinued
operations due to our commitment to dispose of these
assets, and therefore we do not view this activity as
representative of our ongoing operations.

PROGRESS RAIL DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

The operations of Progress Rail ' are reported as
discontinued'- operations due to its' sale in 2005, and
therefore we do not believe this activity is representative
of our ongoing operations.
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NCNG DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS ':

The operation's of NCNG arere ported as discontinud
operations due to its sale in 2003, and therefore wedo not
believe this activityis representative of our ongoing
operations.

POSTRETIREMENT AND SEVERANCE CHARGES

As part of our cost-management initiative, we approved a
workforce restructuring, which resulted in a reduction of
approximately 450 positions. In connection with the cost-
management initiative, we inckrred-charges related to
estimated future payments for severance, postretirement
and termination benefits that will be paid out over time to
the 1,450 eligible e m'ployees'who elected to participate in
the voluntary enhanced retirement program. We do not
expect to incur any similar charges in 2006. Due to the
nonrecurring nature of the adjustment, we do not believe
it is representative of our ongoing operations.

SRS LITIGATION SETTLEMENT

In June 2004, SRS, a subsidiary of ours, reached and
recorded a charge for a settlement agreement in a civil
suit. We do not believe this settlement charge is
representative of our ongoing operations.

GAIN ON SALE OF NATURAL GAS ASSETS

In December 2004, we finalized the sale of certain gas-
producing properties and related assets and recognized
a gain. We do not believe this gain is representative of
our ongoing operations.

CUMULATIVE EFFECT OF ACCOUNTING CHANGES

We recorded thecumulative effect'of changes in
accounting principles due to the 'a'doption"of new FASB
accounting guidance. The impact to us was due primarily
to new FASB guidance related to the accounting for
certain contracts. Due to the nonrecurring nature of the
adjustment, we do not believe it is representative of our
ongoing operations.

IMPAIRMENTS AND ONE-TIME CHARGES

During 2003, we recorded after-tax impairments of our
Affordable Housing portfolio.-We do not believe these
impairments are representative of. . our .ongoing
operations. - ' '
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